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The Book of Job

Translation and Commentary on Chapters 15-29

Robert D. Sacks

St. John's College, Santa Fe

CHAPTER FIFTEEN

1 Then Eliphaz the Temanite answered and said: 2 "Should a wise man even

answer such blustery thoughts and fill his own belly with the east wind? 3

Should he argue with such useless words and idle talk that goes nowhere? 4

You have abandoned FEAR and deserted the grounds of all discourse with
God.1

5 Your perversion has taught your mouth and you have chosen a crafty tongue.

6 Your own mouth condemns you, not I, and your own lips have testified

against you.

7 Were you the first man ('adam) to be bom? Did you come writhing into
being2

before the hills? 8 Have you been listening in on God's secret council?

Why, you have set all wisdom aside for yourself. 9 What do you know that we

do not know or understand that we are not able
to?3

10 Both the hoary-headed

and the aged are among us, more resplendent in days than your father. 11 Are

the compassions of God and His gentle words too meager for you? 12What has

taken hold of your heart and so
dazzled4

your eyes, 13 that you have turned

your spirit on God and dredged such words up out of your mouth? 14 What is a

mortal that he should be clean or one bom of woman that he should consider

himself
just?5

15 He puts no trust in His Holy Ones and even the heavens are

not clean in His sight. 16 And what of that abhorred and corrupted one, man,

who drinks up injustice like
water!6

17 I will show you. Listen to me! This thing have I seen and will relate, 18 a

thing which the wise have reported from their fathers and have not withheld. 19 To

them alone has the land been given, and no stranger has gone among them.

20 The guilty man writhes in
pain7

all his days and the number of his years lies

hidden from those who can terrorize. 21 Sounds of fear are always in his ear.

When he is at ease a robber will fall upon him. 22 He can have no trust that he

will return from the darkness, and he is ever on guard against a sword. 23 He

wanders for bread, not knowing where. He knows only that the day of darkness is

ready at hand. 24 Narrowness and anguish oppress him. They overwhelm him

like a king set for battle, 25 for he has stretched out his hand against God, and

The first fourteen chapters of the translation and commentary appeared in Volume 24, Numbers

2 and 3 of Interpretation. The balance will appear in future issues.

interpretation, Fall 1997, Vol. 25, No. 1



4 Interpretation

played the hero against the Almighty. 26 Neck down, he charges against Him

with his thickly-bossed shield. 27 His face is covered with fat and his haunches

are
bloated.8

28 He dwells in cities of desolation, in houses not to be lived in and bound

for the trash heap. 29 He will not become rich. What wealth he does have will

not last, nor will his possessions spread themselves over the earth. 30 He will

not be turned from the darkness, but a flame turned aside by the breath of his

own mouth will dry up his young saplings. 31 Let him not trust in deceitful

nothing for his compensation will be
nothing.9

32 He will be finished before his time. His fronds will never turn to moisty
green,10

33 but like a vine he will cruelly cast off his unripe grapes and reject

his own blossoms like the olive, 34 for the congregation of the polluted is a

barren place; and the tents of bribery are a consuming fire. 35 They conceive

toil and give birth to wickedness. Their belly brews
deceit.""

Comments

1. For Eliphaz, the FEAR of God is the grounds of all discourse with God,

and earlier he had called it "your surety, and your hope, the simplicity of your
ways."

How are we to understand the relation between FEAR and speech? Had

not Job claimed the very opposite? "Remove Your hand from me, and let not

your terror frighten me. Then summon me up and I will reply, or let me speak

and You shall give
answer."

Job wishes to speak with God in terms of the highest human goals. This

means, in effect, to abandon the concept of perversion in favor of notions of right

and wrong, of the just and the unjust. Job, then, wants human discourse, a dis

course in which the human voice is heard. If another voice is to be heard, it must

be heard in another way. It must be held in awe rather than followed by thought.

2. The Revised Standard's "Were you brought forth before the
hills?"

is not

good enough. The word is a very complicated one and we shall hear of it again.

A fuller account of it can be found in the note to verse 1 of Chapter 39, but

even now we can see that Eliphaz is accusing Job of believing that in anguish

and pain he pulled himself into being, and that he owes no debt to the past

because he received nothing from the past. He is older than the mountains,

stands on his own feet, and the baseness of his origins is his pride and not his

shame. He is, in fact, claiming to be wisdom, if not God himself:

Pro. 8:12 I, wisdom, dwell in prudence, and I find knowledge and discretion.

. . . The LORD created me at the beginning of his work, the first of his
acts of old. When there were no depths I was "brought

forth,"

when

there were no springs abounding with water. Before the mountains had
been shaped, before the hills, I was "brought forth";
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Psa. 90:2 Before the mountains were "brought
forth,"

or ever thou hadst

formed the earth and the world, from everlasting to everlasting thou art

God.

3. He is indeed accusing Job of pretending to know the primordial secret.

4. The root rzm is unknown outside of this verse. The Revised Standard has

"Why do your eyes
flash"

but Greenberg has "How your eyes have failed
you."

The Arabic cognate means, among many other things "to be in continual

movement"

or "to
agitate."

This is the lexicographical foundation for my trans

lation.

5. In many ways this is Eliphaz's most cutting argument. Underlying Job's

commitment to the surface world is the notion that no matter how narrowly

limited the horizons of that world may be, whatever scraps they contain are

sufficiently connected to things presently unseen, that by pursuing them and the

questions they raise in their own inadequacy, they can lead beyond themselves

to a wider and more complete understanding of oneself and the world in which

one lives.

By saying "What has taken hold of your heart and so dazzled your eyes that

you have turned your spirit on God and dredged such words up out of your

mouth,"

Eliphaz admits that Job has not simply and negatively turned him from

God, but that something of human concern has "dazzled his
eyes."

This is, perhaps, Eliphaz's deepest insight into the nature of human thought.

For a fuller explanation of what I mean by that, see the note to 30:17.

Eliphaz has somehow vaguely seen that each man is always caught up

within one horizon or another. What they do not see is a function of its scope.

The question, then, is whether anything of mere human concern can be of any

ultimate concern. "What is a man that he should be clean or one bom of woman

that he should consider himself
just?"

6. Back in verse 6, Eliphaz had said, "Your own mouth condemns you not I,

and your own lips have testified against
you,"

and now it is clear what he

meant. For Eliphaz, the surface world, the world to which Job has committed

himself, is not merely a superficial world as the other friends had thought, it is

an unclean and deeply corrupted world. To take it otherwise as a "ground of

discourse"

is nothing more than to "fill one's belly with the east
wind."

A

twisted view and a crafty tongue may build Job's arguments, but they can only

distract the mind and turn it from realizing its true position.

Does Job think that he pulled himself into being? Does he not realize that his

salvation lies in "the compassions of God and His gentle
words,"

rather than in

these "useless words and idle talk that goes
nowhere?"

All men are guilty, even His Holy Ones, but Job more than all because of his

denial.
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7. For reasons which will become clearer in the note to 39:1, the word which

had been translated "come writhing into
being"

in verse 7 is here translated as

"writhes in
pain."

Eliphaz, of course, intends it as a bitter play on
words.

8. "The guilty man writhes in pain all his days and the number of his years

lies hidden from the
ruthless."

Eliphaz is thinking of what he had
said in verse

7. Man's struggle is not his glory, but his shame. Guilt makes man a
stranger to

the world and rums his world into a battlefield. Since he has no home, there is

nothing for him to defend with dignity. There is, in fact, nothing heroic in that

struggle to ennoble it, and it transforms him into a beast.

9. To consider man as the beginning of man with nothing behind him, is to

"trust in deceitful
nothing."

Any gains achieved purely on the basis of that

struggle are open to be lost in that struggle, since no other claim for legitimacy

can be made for them.

10. The self-made man in the radical sense can, as such, have no definite

goal, and hence no sense of fulfillment.

1 1. His sense of the struggle as being at the foundation of existence, Eliphaz

argues, prevents man from thinking in terms of a goal towards which the strug

gle is aiming. It, therefore, degenerates into struggle for its own sake.

CHAPTER SIXTEEN

1 Then Job answered and said: 2 "I have heard so much of this stuff.

Bringers of a toilsome compassion, the whole lot of you! 3 Is there no end to

such blustery talk? What ails you that you answer me
so?'

4 I too could speak

as you do if it were you instead of me! I could heap words upon you and shake

my head; 5 strengthen you with my words or hold you in check by the motion

of my lips. 6 But when I speak, my pain is not held in check, nor does it

subside when I am
quiet.2

7 Oh how He has worn me out! You have wiped out my whole
community.3

8 You have shriveled me up as a witness and this distortion has risen up to

testify against
me."

9 His malevolent anger tears at me. He gnashes His teeth.

My
Foe5

hones his eyes against
me.6

10 They gape at me with their mouths.

They strike my cheeks to taunt me. They gather en masse against me. 11 God

sets the wicked to close in on me and casts me into the hands of guilty men. 12

I was at ease and He shattered me. He grabbed me by the neck and shattered

me. He set me out as a target. 13 His bowmen surrounded me. He cleaved open

my kidneys without mercy and spilled my bile out on the ground. 14 He broke

me breach after breach. He rushed at me as a conqueror; 15 I have sewed

sackcloth over my skin. I have driven my homs into the dust. 16 My face is red
with weeping and my eyes are covered with shadowy death, 17 though I have

no injustice on my hands and my prayer is pure.
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18 Let not the earth cover over my blood or find a place for my outcry. 19

For now my witness must be in heaven, The one who can testify for me must

be on high. 20 Oh my
advocates,7

my friends, my eyes weep before God. 21

Will no one argue for a MAN (gebher) before God as a man ('adam) should do

for a
friend?8

22 For a few years will pass by, and then I shall go the way that I

shall not return.

Comments

1. These words are spoken directly to his friends in full awareness of con

text. His friends were, indeed, to have brought him compassion,

Job 2: 1 1 Now when Job's three friends had heard of all the evils that had

come upon him, they came each from his own place Eliphaz the

Temanite, Bildad the Shuhite, and Zophar the Naamatite. They conferred

with one another and planned to come together to console him and to

show him compassion.

but the compassion was to have helped him over the sight of toil.

Job 3:10 ... for it closed not the doors of my mother's belly but hid my eyes

from toil.

Job 3:20 Why does He give light to those whom toil has consumed, or life to

the bitter of soul?

This is Job's answer to Eliphaz's

Job 15:1 Then Eliphaz the Temanite answered and said: "Should a wise man

even answer such blustery thoughts and fill his own belly with the east

wind?"

"What ails you that you answer me
so?"

As it seems, their illness has driven

Job mad. His friends, Eliphaz and the others, are part of the surface world.

They see the innocent suffer every day, and yet they do not see that they see.

Job sees a world that cannot see itself.

For Job, Eliphaz has become a man who cannot allow himself to be human.

He raises himself up by bringing all men, including himself down. His con

tempt for the surface has rendered him insensitive to innocent suffering.

The sight of a man from the surface who has condemned the surface so that

it seems to condemn itself, has forced Job to testify against the world for the

sake of the world. Job is lost, confused, and angry. He believed in a world that

did not believe in itself and that had attacked him for doing so. Job has been

broken.
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2. This is a wonderful comment on words, what powers they have, and
what

powers they do not have. They have a power both over the one spoken to and

over the speaker himself.

Words have the power to take away pain. Eliphaz knows more than most

that what Job says of himself is true:

Job 4:3-4 It was you who always encouraged and strengthened so many frail

hands, you who had the words to pick up those that
were stumbling

and bolster the knees that were about to bend.

but for those who have peered behind the curtain, the magic is gone, and words

no longer have their power.

3. Indicative of his madness throughout this chapter is the jagged and abrupt

way in which he constantly switches persons from third to second and back to

the third, and when he uses the second person, it is not always clear whether he

is addressing his friends or God. God, his effects, and the effect that belief in

him have, come all of a jumble into Job's mind.

4. His defense would stand him well in any human court or a divine court

working under rules intelligible to man. Job knows that, but has been worn out.

There is that infinite wheel of suffering that brings feelings of guilt and feelings

of guilt that bring suffering. In defending himself against a world of charges,

Job feels himself being sucked more and more into the world that makes those

charges. Once he is captured by that world, his defense begins to melt.

5. Or "my narrow constraint hones its eyes against
me?"

See note to Job

6:23.

This ambiguity is key to understanding the kind of madness one sees in Job

throughout the remainder of the chapter. Job feels an angry world pressing

down upon him, constricting his view till he himself begins to feel small, petty,

and guilty of believing that his world could be other.

6. What a telling way of expressing the way in which an angry eye can

sharpen itself by its own act of cutting.

7. Some translate "My friends scorn me: my eye pours out tears to
God."

See note to 33:22.

8. Job's anger is gone now, but not his madness. Rejected now by both earth

and heaven, but still convinced of his own innocence, he makes an appeal to

both, expecting help from neither. Somewhere God must have the evidence, and

man, as a solid friend trusting in both Job and in himself, must find it out.

CHAPTER SEVENTEEN

1 "My spirit has been destroyed and my days snuffed out. The grave is ready
for me now. 2 Mocking men are always about me and my eye lives under their
discontent.
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3. Put up now, go my surety. Who will be the one to take my hand on
it?1

4

So, You have protected their hearts from insight, and that is why even You no

longer have any respect for
them.2

5 Why, he would even turn in a friend to get

his cut, but the eyes of his children will
comprehend.3

6 He has made a folk adage ofme, and I've become as
Tophet4

of Old. 7 My
eyes are blind from indignation and all form appears to me but as shadows. 8

The upright are appalled by that. The pure raise up against such impiety. 9 The

righteous hold tight to their ways and the man of clean hands adds to his
strength.5

10 Let them all pass by on in review. No, I find no wise man among
you.6

11 My days have passed by. My ambitions have been snapped, all that my

heart possess. 12 They claim it is day when it is night and in the face of

darkness they say that light is
near.7

13 If I must take the Pit to be my home,

and spread out my couch in darkness; 14 call out to the muck "Thou art my
Father'

and call out
'Mother'

and
'Sister'

to the maggots, 15 where then is my

hope? Oh my hopes, who will ever take note of them? 16 They have all sunk

down into the Pit and together they lie in the
dust."8

Comments

1. Chapter 17 is a continuation of the scene which began around verse 18 of

the last chapter. Job had asked for a man, one of his friends, to be his advocate.

After all, he argued, he and his strange ways of thinking will pass by in "a few
years"

. . . and will "not
return."

If nothing remains, then nothing will remain.

Their answer, and Job's initial reaction to it, become clear from verses 1 and 2.

He is rejected. Then, in verse 3, we are to imagine Job, a smile slowly brighten

ing up his face, going over to each in turn with an outstretched hand.

But in verse 4 it becomes clear that no one had moved a muscle or returned

his smile. Then Job must have raised a half-angry, half-knowing eye toward

heaven.

2. God, according to Job, has misjudged men. The wisdom that He has

passed down to them via the Fathers has so closed them off from the surface

that even the wisdom He gave them has become useless.

3. taknlennah: The Revised Standard, "The eyes of his children will fail":

Greenberg, "The eyes of his children will pine
away."

The root klh has as its

foundation the notion of
"all"

or of "a
whole."

As a verb it can mean either "to

be
complete"

or "to be
all,"

as in the Pennsylvania Dutch expression "Papa is
all,"

i.e., Papa is dead. We have taken it in the former sense, they in the latter,

but either interpretation is reasonable.

4. The text is quite unclear at this point, but if the translation is correct, the

reference is to one of the valleys below the walls of Jerusalem.
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Jer. 7:31-32 And they have built the high place of Topheth, which is in the

valley of the son of Hinnom, to burn their sons and their daughters

in the fire; which I did not command, nor did it come into my

mind. Therefore, behold, the days are coming, says the Lord, when

it will no more be called Topheth, or the valley of the son of

Hinnom, but the valley of Slaughter: for they will bury in Topheth,

because there is no room elsewhere.

2Kings 23:10 And he defiled Topheth, which is in the valley of the sons of

Hinnom, that no one might burn his son or his daughter as an

offering to Molech.

and it did, indeed become a kind of byword:

Isa. 19:12-13 Thus will I do to this place, says the Lord, and to its inhabitants,

making this city like Topheth. The houses of Jerusalem and the

houses of the kings of Judah all the houses upon whose roofs

incense has been burned to all the host of heaven, and drink

offerings have been poured out to other gods shall be defiled like

the place of Topheth.

5. Job must have been thinking: "The others, Eliphaz and Zophar and the

rest of mankind, they all live in what seems to them to be a single world. It has

its ways and its forms. They share an outward cast of sanity which they main

tain by holding to it tightly; but for me, poor man, the molds are cracked and

when outward form begins to melt inner sanity cannot
hold."

6. Job, in a crazed vision, sees himself as a general, with the whole world

marching past him on review in uniform.

7. This is how they do it. Their molds are never cracked because the surface

undergoes a constant transmutation and deformation till it fits the mold exactly.

Night is called day. Innocent is called guilty, and pains which should be faced

are eternally called temporary.

8. As in Gresham's Law, false hopes drive out the true. We do not know yet

exactiy what Job's hopes for himself and perhaps for the whole of mankind

were. We only know that they are incompatible with the notion that man is a

maggot. The best one can do for now is to say that the notion of man as a

maggot seems to be equivalent to the total denial of the ultimate relevance of

the surface as it appears to man.

CHAPTER EIGHTEEN

1 Then Bildad answered and said: 2 "How long will you continue to set

these traps in speech? Try to understand and then we will speak. 3 Why are we
considered beasts and made unclean in your eyes? 4 You, you who tear yourself
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apart in anger, Is the earth to be abandoned for your sake? or the rock dislodged

from its
place?1

5 The light of the wicked will be smothered and there will be no glow

around his fire. 6 Light will turn dark in his tent. His candle will fail him. 7 The

stride of his perversion will be hobbled. His plans will trip him up, 8 for his

own feet will lead him into a net, and he will walk himself right into the trap. 9

A snare will grab him by the heel, a web tighten about him. 10 His appointed

rope lies hidden in the ground, a snare on his path. 11 Terror falls upon him

from everywhere sending his feet at odds. 12 His vigor will know starvation:

disaster is headed straight for his ribs. 13 His skin will be eaten away; death's

first bom will consume his members. 14 He will be torn from his tent of safety

and marched off to the King of Terror. 15 It takes up lodging in his tent unin

vited. Brimstone is scattered over his hut. 16 His roots will be dried up from

beneath, and his branches parched from above. 17 All recollection of him will

be lost from the land and he will have no name abroad. 18 He will be thrust

from light into darkness and driven from this fruitful orb. 19 For him there will

be no heir or scion, not a shred left in all his haunts. 20 They of the west are

horrified by his days, and they of the east are seized by confusion. 21 These are

indeed the dwellings of the unjust for this is the place that knew not
God."2

Comments

1. We remember that it was Bildad who showed a certain kind of genuine

compassion for the tender reed which he ultimately had to condemn (cf.

8:1 Iff.). Here again we see the same patience and understanding in his dealings

with Job. These four verses should be sufficient to assure us that Bildad, at

least, is neither a beast nor unclean. We must take his implicit advice to Job

with great seriousness.

Let us suppose that there is something to what Job is saying. Is it worth all

the anger? Can he achieve anything beyond tearing himself apart? What does

Bildad mean when he says "Is the earth to be abandoned for your sake? or the

rock dislodged from its
place?"

There are so many things he could have meant.

Did he mean, "Job, you are too quick and have not sufficiently considered

the thing you are asking for. If God were suddenly to change the whole world

to make it conform exactly to your admittedly just deserts, how many others

would have to suffer unreservedly because of that
change?"

Or he may have had in mind the time back in 14:18 when Job had said, "A

mountain has fallen and crumbled away, a rock dislodged from its
place."

That

was the moment when Job woke from his false dream and suddenly confronted

the surface again as if for the first time. Perhaps Bildad is saying that wisdom

does not come in a flash. A sudden confrontation with the surface could itself

turn out to be as deceptive as any old
wives'

tale. Horrors loom out in dispro-
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portion; goods may be taken for granted and overlooked. Time, generations of

time, may indeed be required for a tradition to pull our perceptions back to

reality.

Or his question, "Is the earth to be abandoned for your sake? or the rock

dislodged from its
place?"

may have been a response to Job's last thoughts. If

so, what are we to think of all his hopes? Suppose that he and all men were free

to work toward them on their own. Could they really pull it off? Would things

really be better? In the remainder of his speech, Bildad will go on to articulate

his reasons for believing that it is not likely.

2. It is critical for our understanding of the argument to note that the word

"God"

does not occur in Bildad's speech until the very end. It is, in fact, the

final word of the last verse, and therein lies the whole of its rhetorical value;

but even there, God does not appear as an actor.

Instead, we have lines like "The light of the wicked will be smothered and

there will be no glow around his
fire"

in which no direct cause is given; or even

more indicative of the tenor of the passage as a whole are lines like "The stride

of his perversion will be hobbled. His plans will trip him up for his own feet

will lead him into a net, and he will walk right into the
trap."

Isn't it more

likely that Job's high hopes for man will translate themselves into such
"plans"

as these that will naturally lead them to their own destruction, given man as he

is in "a place that knows not
God?"

CHAPTER NINETEEN

1 Then Job answered and said: 2 "How long will you torment my spirit and

crush me with words? 3 How many times you have humiliated me! Do you feel

no shame to be so harsh towards me? 4 Even if I have
erred,1

that error must

lodge within me, 5 but, if you must place yourselves above me to prove my

disgrace, 6 know that it is God Himself who has perverted
me.2

7 He has encircled me with His net. I scream
'Violence'

but I get no answer.

I cry out, but there is no place of judgment. 8 He has barred the road and I

cannot pass
through.3

He has covered my path with darkness, 9 stripped all

glory from me, and removed the crown from my
head.4

10 He tears at me from all sides round and so I retreat. He uproots my hopes

like a tree. 11 His anger bums against me, and He accounts me as one of his

foes. 12 Together, His troops advance. They erect a highway toward me and

encamp round about my tent.

13 He made my brothers withdraw from me, and of my friends He has made
strangers. 14 Those who were close to me have left; and those who knew me

have all forgotten. 15 Those who lived in my house and the women who served
me account me an alien and to them I have become no more than a stranger. 16
I called to my

servant,5

but he gave no answer, and now must I curry to him for
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favor. 17 My breath is repulsive to my wife, and to the sons of my own belly I

am loathsome. 18 Even children have contempt for me. When I rise, they speak

against me. 19 All those who were closest to me abhor me and those I loved

have turned against me. 20 My bones stick to my skin and to my flesh. Only
the skin of my

teeth6

ceases to
hold.7

21 Be gentle with me, you, my friends, be gentle, for the hand of God has

struck me. 22 Why do you pursue me like God, taking satisfaction out of my

flesh?

23 Who will find a place that my words may be written down? Who will see

to it that they are inscribed in the
Book.8

24 With stylus of iron and with lead

incised in The Rock
forever?9

25 Yet I know my
vindicator10

lives and that

one day he will stand up upon the dust.

26 Even after my skin has been stripped away, yet from out of my raw flesh

shall I behold
God."

27 It is I myself who shall see. My own eyes must behold,
and not those of a

stranger,12

although the vitals within my bosom are finished.

8 You have said 'How are we persecuting
him?'

The root of the matter, they

say, lies within me. 29 But, stand in terror of the sword, for fury is a perversion

meet for the sword, that you may know that there is
judgment."13

Comments

1. The word used implies a wrong done inadvertently.

2. In the last chapter, Bildad had said, "The stride of his perversion will be

hobbled": and later in this chapter, Job will admit that "indignation is a perver

sion meet for the
sword."

Job is angry because he knows that Bildad is right,

and he knows that Bildad is right because he knows of that anger. Behind

Bildad is the sober notion that angry men cannot be free men. For Job, how

ever, men who are not free cannot help being angry. By perverting error into

perversion God has perverted man.

3. The anger that arises out of finding oneself living in two worlds is closely
related to the problem of freedom. Roads that are open and beckon in the one

are closed and forbidden in the other. There is only enough room for a scream.

Motion that cannot move turns into anger. Each world has its rightful claim,

and yet there is no neutral ground for judgment.

4. "He has covered my path with darkness, stripped all glory from me, and

removed the crown from my
head."

To Job, he, and perhaps all men, almost

seem to have been bom into a bright and glorious path, with a crown on his

head, all of which have been stripped from him. Man was bom into a single

world, a bright and open surface in which the paths were open and action was

possible in spite of all the random harshness of disease and famine.

Now we can begin to get a somewhat clearer picture of what Job meant in

his first speech when he said, "May the day of my birth rest in oblivion, and
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with it . . . but let darkness and gloom salvage it . . . for it closed not the gates

of my mother's womb but hid my eyes from
toil."

It was not an ugly day. Job had cursed it because, in its beauties, it gave rise

to all those hopes which were soon to be dashed.

5. or
"slave"

6. Others: "I have escaped by the skin of my
teeth."

Literally they are cor

rect, but I am not sure that the Hebrew words mean what the English expres

sion has come to mean since the days of King James. I believe he means that

while most of his skin, which should fit loosely and comfortably, has become

hard and tight, his gums, which should fit tight, have lost their grip, and his

teeth are beginning to fall out.

7. Job is now more estranged from the outside than at any other point in the

poem. He is left within himself. Disease has drawn closer, and those whom he

loved have gone farther away. Even the breath that escapes the self has become

other, and makes others of others.

The distinction between self and other has all but replaced the distinction

between the surface and the wisdom of the ages. The world of the surface

which no longer believes in itself, no longer believes in Job, partly because he

is a part of that surface, but mainly because he was the one who believed in it.

The harshness of the surface, the disease, has pushed the surface farther from

him, and his own skin pulls tighter round him.

8. As one reads this verse, it is hard not to be aware of the fact that there

was at least one man who did in fact provide that place. The Book of Job lies

open before us.

9. Job sees his words as something to be set down for all time, although he

can have no assurance that they will ever be read. It is implied, however, that

whatever Job has seen will always be there to be seen. It is further implied that

if anyone should ever see what Job has seen after having read the book, nev

ertheless, he will not experience what Job experienced. The mere awareness

that there once was another who was not
"other"

will change all that radically.

For him there will be no place for anger.

10. The word is from the same root as the word translated
"redeem"

in 3:5.

Job's statement "I know that my vindicator
lives"

appears to come in answer

to his question, "Who will find a place that my words may be written down?

Who will see to it that they are inscribed in the Book. With stylus of iron and

with lead incised in the Rock
forever?"

Job sees as his vindicator the one who will come along one day and under

stand deeply enough to write down his tale for others to read.

1 1. We must examine more closely the role that
"skin"

has been playing and

will continue to play throughout the book as a whole. Whether it has anything
to do with the boils or not we do know, but it is clear that the seat of the disease
is his skin:
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Job 7:5 My skin has become hard and begins to ooze.

Job 19:20 My bones stick to my skin and to my flesh. Only the skin of my

teeth ceases to hold.

Job 19:26 Even after my skin has been stripped away, yet from out of my raw

flesh shall I behold God.

Job 30:30 My skin turned black and is now peeling off me; my bones are

scorched by the heat.

In his dream of the past it was one of the things for which he remembered

God most fondly.

Job 10:1 1 With skin and flesh You clothed me and knit me together with bones

and sinews.

It was also Bildad's prime example.

Job 18:13 His skin will be eaten away; death's first born will consume his

members.

We have yet to meet the Leviathan, but as we can see, he has skin impene

trable by man.

Job 41:31 Can you fill his hide (skin) with harpoons, or his head with fishing
spears?

Skin is that thin film of protection between self and other. When it is gone,

even the most gentle and pleasant breeze can become a source of pain, and for

Job at this point, every other is other. In opening himself up to the surface

world, Job exposed himself, and left himself even more naked than when he

"came out of his mother's
belly"

and showed that courage which he had ac

cused Zophar of lacking.

The Satan had said "skin beneath
skin!"

According to him, Job had a thick

skin of self-interest under his skin of openness. If Job does live up to this verse,

the Satan will have lost his bet because Job will have proved that he has no skin

behind his skin.

12. For the first time in the book we see an importance that
"seeing"

and

especially "seeing for himself is beginning to have for Job. For the moment, at

least, he has started to feel that all of the anger and confusion might stem from

the fact that he has seen the surface with his own eyes, whereas he has only

heard the world of wisdom with the hearing of his ears.

13. It surely looks quite impossible to say what this verse could mean com

ing from the mouth of Job at this time. Many people think that the verse has

either been transposed from somewhere else in the poem, or has been terribly
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garbled. All this and more are possible. The present commentator would not

claim that his arguments are so cogent as to have demonstrated the integrity of

the text. Anyone who believes that he has the Book of Job, translation or text,

short of divine help is sadly mistaken.

In despair, I thought it best to follow the received text as assiduously as I

could in hopes of traveling vaguely in the direction intended by the author

rather than to second guess the text with a false sense of security.

CHAPTER TWENTY

1 Then Zophar the Naamatite answered and said, 2 "It is my disquietude that

would have me answer; all for a feeling that lies within me, 3 for I seem to hear

the admonition of my own shame; a spirit out of my own understanding would

have me
reply.1

4 Do you know this, that from timeless time, since man ('adam) was set

upon the earth, 5 the joy of the guilty has been quick, and the delight of the

defiled but of a
moment.2

6 Though his loftiness rise to the heavens, his head

reaching to the clouds, 7 like his own dung he will be lost in eternity. Even

those who see him will ask 'Where is
he?'

8 He flies off as a dream and no one

can find him. He recedes like a vision of the night. 9 The eyes that observed

him have given o'er; they no even longer take note of him in his
place.3

10 His sons find favor with the poor and their hands return his
wealth.4

11

His bones are full of vigor, yet they lie with him in the dust. 12 Though evil

bring sweetness to his lips and he hide it under his tongue, 13 cherish it, never

abandon it, but retain it on his palate, 14 the bread in his bowels will become

the gall of an asp within him. 15 He devours wealth only to vomit it back, for

God has seized it from out of his belly. 16 He will suck the poison of asps and

the tongue of a viper will slay
him.5

17 He shall not see the streams, the rivers, or brooks of honey and
butter.6

18

The fruit of his labors he shall return and never consume. Oh, he will receive

the full compensation of his labors but it will bring no joy. 19 He may steal a

house, but he cannot cause it to flourish for he has crushed and abandoned the

poor. 20 Since he knew no peace from his belly, nothing dear to him shall

escape; 21 there will be no survivor to enjoy it and thus nothing of his merit

shall endure. 22 Though all his needs are fulfilled he will feel hard
pressed.7

The hand of toil will be upon him. 23 As he is about to fill his belly, God will

send out His burning anger upon him and rain down upon him even to his very

bowels. 24 He will flee the machine of iron only to be overturned by a bow

made of brass. 25 Drawn, and through his body it goes, lightning swift into the

gall, and terror strikes
him.8

26 The whole of darkness has been stored up to be

his treasures. He will be
consumed9

by an unblown fire and all shall go ill with

the remnant left in his tent. 27 The heavens will unveil his perversion,10 and the
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earth shall rise up against him. 28 The harvest of his
lands"

will be unveiled,

trickled away on the day of His wrath. 29 Such is the portion of the wicked

man ('adam); an inheritance left him by the word
God."12

Comments

1 . Zophar makes no attempt to refute Job or even to disagree or blame him.

Instead, he gently suggests an alternative to "seeing for oneself which he has

found within himself. It's more like
"hearing"

than it is like
"seeing."

Yet it is

not the hearing the others spoke of hearing the wisdom of the fathers. One

might call it a kind of "hearing for
oneself."

It does not arise from the surface of an external world, but comes from a

deeply internal sense of shame that breaks down the distinction between admo

nition and understanding. This new understanding reshapes and gives meaning

to the surface.

2. The superficial world does not bring along with it an understanding of

itself. Although it takes place in time, it can reveal neither its own past or its

own future. As we remember from Zophar's first speech, the daily events which

take place on the simple plane of the surface world are, in fact, so complicated

that their interconnections are well beyond the realm of human ken.

Only by searching out a deeper understanding of wickedness and of joy in

themselves, do we come to realize that they cannot live together for long.

3. Chances are good that no lightning bolt will strike at him from out of

heaven. He continues to breathe and to take up space, but, great as he may be,

he ceases to be part of any man's world. They no longer treat him or recognize

him as a human being. As he loses connection with others, he loses all sense of

connection with himself. Even a surface world, in order to exist, must be recog

nized as such.

4. If whatever he has done is inevitably to be undone by his own, he must

live knowing that all will be as if he had not been.

5. "His bones are full of vigor yet they lie with him in the dust ... the bread

in his bowels will become the gall of an asp within
him."

The world must be a

world for someone. For bread to be bread, it must be digested well. The world

is not merely a given, it must also be a received. To be, it must be received by a

soul capable of receiving it. Job's allegedly surface world has been ill-digested

and has turned into the gall of an asp.

6. Zophar, of course, means that he will look right past them without ever

noticing them or their beauty. The "world of
listening"

says that what Job or

any man can "see for himself, with his own
eyes"

this surface world radi

cally depends upon that self and upon those eyes. "The streams, the rivers, and

brooks of honey and
butter"

have all faded out of his vision so that he scarcely
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sees them and will never remember them. In short, they are as little
a part of his

world as he is a part of the world of other men.

Zophar's speech reveals and even exemplifies itself. The words of verses 16

and 18 could have been said by someone in anger, but no one while in anger

would have noticed the things he points out in verse 17.

7. This seems to be the foundation of justice for Zophar. Job may be right in

what he says of his surface world, but no one actually lives in such a world. We

all live in our graspings of, and our reactions to that world. His inner voice tells

him that the inner voices of others greedy, angry voices will not allow them

to see, or to hear, or to enjoy the world around them.

8. A world without joy and everything in it wears a mask of terror. Job does

not listen for beauty; his world is full of horrors, because he is full of anger.

9.
"eaten"

10. In a way, Job is right. Perversion is not the sort of thing which reveals

itself in a surface world. We cannot see it or feel its effects upon us. If the

heavens do not lay it bare for Job, the rising of the earth will appear as un

caused as an unblown fire. Job's anger has its roots in his view of the world.

11.
"house"

12. Loneliness and fear will ultimately drive him to such actions that even

on the surface "The heavens will lay bare his perversion, and the earth shall rise

up against
him."

CHAPTER TWENTY-ONE

1 Then Job answered and said: 2 "Listen well to my words, and let that be

your
compassion.1

3 Bear with me while I speak, and after I have spoken, then

you may mock. 4 Is my complaint against man (adamfl If it were, why has my

spirit not worn itself
out?2

5 Turn to me and be appalled. Clap your hand to

your mouth. 6 When I remember, I am filled with terror and a palsy grips my

flesh.

7 Why do the wicked live on, ancient, yet heroic in power, their seed firmly
established by their

side,3

8 their progeny spread out before their eyes? 9 Their

homes are at peace, without fear, for the stave of God is not upon them. 10

Their bull breeds and is not rejected. His cow drops her calf with never a

miscarry. 11 They set their babes free as sheep; their children dance. 12 They
strike4

up with tumbrel and with lute and rejoice to the strains of a
pipe.5

13 They spend their days in good cheer and in peace they descend into the

Pit.

14 They say to God: 'Turn away from us. We have no desire to know your
ways.'

15 'What is this Almighty that we should serve him? How shall we

profit if we do come to terms with
Him?'

16 Is not good fortune in the palm of

their
hand?6

Though such counsel of the wicked is beyond me, 17 how often is
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it that the lamp of the wicked is put out, or that calamities come upon them, or

how often does He allot them pain in His anger? 18 Are they as straw before

the wind, or as chaff that the storm has made off
with?7

19 God, you say, will treasure up all his wickedness to lay upon his sons?

Why then, let Him complete the bargain now and then shall he learn. 20 Let his

eyes see his own ruin and let him drink of the Almighty's cruet of
fury:8

21 for

what does he care for his house after he has gone, and the number of his

months has been cut
off.9

22 Would he teach understanding even to that God who can judge those who

are on high?

23 One dies in the (height of) his simplicity wholly at ease and secure. 24

His skin is sleek; the marrow of his bones still moist. 25 Another dies in the

bitterness of his soul, never having eaten of goodness, 26 yet together they lie

in the dust, and the worms cover them over.

27 Oh, I know what you are thinking, the machination you have devised

against me. 28 For you say, 'Where is the house of this prince? where is this

tent, this dwelling place of the evil
ones?'

29 You have inquired of every passer

by, but no sign have you ever recognized 30 because the wicked man is spared

on the day of calamity, rescued from the frenzy. 31 Who can make him face his

ways? Well, his deeds are done now, who will repay him? 32 When he is

brought to the grave, they will set a vigil over his tomb. 33 The clods of the

wadi will fall sweetly upon him.
Everyone10

will march along after him, and

those who precede him will be without
number."

34 How, then can you offer me such empty compassion when your answers

remain full of
treachery?"

Comments

1. Job begins by appealing to Zophar's sense of hearing.

2. For Job, Zophar is right. A man cannot live on hatred for his fellow man.

His spirit would wear itself out. But Job can see beauty in man and in the

world. We know that; he saw it on the day he was bom. His complaint is

against all that beauty which obscures all that is unpleasant by contorting the

surface to make it fit a plan rather than allowing man to meet that world as it is,

standing on his own two feet.

In Job's mind, the tme misanthropist is not the one who is angry with man

for believing himself to be a maggot; the true misanthropist is the one who

loves man although he believes that man is in fact a maggot.

3. The wicked do not disappear or fade from the minds of men. On the

contrary, they become the main subject of the historian and are glorified by the

poets. Start with Romulus and go on from there. When the founders of great

nations commit horrible crimes, it is the deed and not the man that is forgotten.
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4.
"raise"

5. "Why do the wicked live on. .

?"

For Job, Zophar's remarks,
perceptive

as they are, have not fully faced the question because he has not fully
faced the

world. The depth of his understanding of a part has obscured the
whole. To that

extent, he has contorted the surface in order to allow himself to look at it.

6. Greenberg translates: "Their happiness is not their own
doing."

In the

Book of Job it is often difficult to distinguish a negative statement from a

negatively worded rhetorical question which, as in English, implies a strongly

worded positive answer. For example, "Is that not
so?"

strongly implies that it

is so. But the author of the Book of Job often leaves it up to the reader to

distinguish between "Is that not
so?"

and "That is not
so!"

It is a very common

problem throughout the whole of the book, and each translator must deal with it

as best as he can. The Revised Standard and King James have about the same

as I do.

7. What was said in the last note also applies to verses 16-19, and transla

tions differ greatly.

8. I have taken umehamat as a kind of play on words. Fundamentally it

means "from
anger,"

but together with the word
"drink"

one cannot help also

hearing the word umehemet "and from a
flask."

9. Verses 19 through 21, the culmination of the first part of Job's speech, are

intended to be Job's answer to what Zophar had said to him in his last speech.

Job 20:26 The whole of darkness has been stored up to be his treasures. He

will be consumed by an unblown fire and all shall go ill with the

remnant left in his tent. The heavens will lay bare his perversion, and

the earth shall rise up against him.

Zophar's notion that divine justice works in unseen ways and by unblown

fires is both unwise and unjust. If punishment is not related to the crime, it will

not seem to be related to the crime, and then no matter how much our demands

for justice may have been met, the one who is punished will have learned

nothing. This roundabout justice is also unjust because too many innocent peo
ple get hurt along the way. It may be enough for him to see his offspring "strike

up with tumbrel and with lute and rejoice to the strains of a
pipe"

when they
were children and under his care, but when in later life they are left to pick up
the pieces, he may neither know nor care.

10. all man ('adam)

11. Oh, I know what you are thinking, the machination you have devised against

me. For you say "Where is the house of this prince? ... and those who precede
him will be without

number."

This, clearly is not an easy passage to understand. So far as I can understand
Job is thinking of a case in which everyone knows that somewhere in the past
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something horrible happened; but in order to live with the surface, they have so

transformed the past that no one remembers who, or what, or when, and all has

returned to peace and tranquility.

CHAPTER TWENTY-TWO

1 Then Eliphaz the Temanite answered and said: 2 "Can a man (gebher) be

of any use to his God as a prudent man can be of use to a friend? 3 When you

act justly does it give the Almighty any kind of pleasure? Does He profit when

your ways become simple? 4 Do you really think that it is because of your

FEAR that He has rebuked you and hauled you up for judgment? 5 Oh, you are

evil. Are there no bounds to your perversions? 6 You have impounded you

brothers on a whim, and whatever clothed the naked you've stripped away. 7

You've given no water for the weary to drink, and bread you have withheld

from the hungry. 8 And so the land goes to the man of arms. The
favored1

occupy it, 9 but the widow you have sent away empty, and the arms of the

fatherless have been crushed. 10 And for that you have been surrounded by

snares, fear strikes you of a sudden, 11 or darkness so that you cannot see, and

a flood of waters has covered you
over.2

12 Is not God high in the heavens? Only look to the utmost star. See how far

off it is. 13 And so you say: 'How much can God know? Can He judge from

behind that thick
mist?'

14 'Clouds obscure Him and He can see nothing as He

strolls round the circuit of
heaven.'

15 Have you kept to that primordial path

which the men of wickedness have trod, 16 men who were snatched up before

their
time?3

Their foundation flows off in a stream. 17 Those who say to God

'Leave us
be!'

How can the Almighty do any thing about it 18 when it was He

who filled their houses with all kinds of
good?4

Though the counsel of the

guilty is beyond me, 19 the righteous see it and rejoice; the innocent show

derision, 20 saying 'Has not our enemy been destroyed, their remains consumed

by
fire?'5

21 Please, come close
to6

Him and be at peace. All good things will come

your way. 22 Receive guidance from His mouth and keep His saying in your

heart. 23 If you will return to the Almighty and be rebuilt, if you keep injustice

far from your tent, 24 take gold dust as sand and nuggets as rocks in a stream,

25 The Almighty will be your gold and most precious silver, 26 for then you

shall take delight in the Almighty and raise your countenance up unto God. 27

If you supplicate to Him, He will hear you, and you will have fulfilled your

vows. 28 Proclaim your words and thus it shall be. A light will shine upon your

path. 29 When men have sunk low you will say '(it is their) audacity'! But He

will save the humbled. 30 Even the guilty He will deliver; they will be deliv

ered through the purity of your
hands."7
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Comments

1. "those of raised
countenance"

2. One reads Eliphaz's speech without knowing quite what to say. From

what we know, or seem to know of Job's character, this sudden torrent of

accusations appears to be quite undeserved. We have God's word for it in Chap
ter 1, and in Chapter 29, Job says:

.... for an ear had heard and it blessed me; an eye had seen and it approved,

because I had saved a poor man when he cried out, and an orphan when there was

no one else to help him. The blessings of those who had been lost came to me, and

I made the widow's heart sing. I put on judgment, and it covered me. A just cause

fit like a coat or a hat. I became eyes to the blind, and feet to the lame. I was a

father to the needy, and often I would search out a case for a man whom I did not

even know. I would break the jaw of the unjust and wrest the prey from his teeth.

It hardly seems as if we are speaking of the same man. Perhaps one should

discount God's speech as belonging to a very different strain of the story. Or

perhaps Job was lying or had never really opened his eyes to the surface world

around him. We have no way of knowing. We can only say that if it is the case,

Job deserved everything that happened, and the whole book is nothing but a

tempest in a teapot.

Another possibility is that Eliphaz was frightened by what Job said. The

thought of seeing a just man suffer may have so threatened to pull his world

apart that he called the just man unjust and was at ease.

Or perhaps Eliphaz was right in a way in which Job could not have under

stood. Let us suppose that Job climbed a hundred hills, and that in each valley
he clothed a hundred naked men. The surface world is a finite world, and there

is always another hill, a hill not climbed: and each finite act in that finite world
has an infinite number of effects in the infinite world. Justice, for Eliphaz, may
require what no human can perform.

3. What Job proposes, this surface world, is not new. It would, in fact come
to nothing more than a return to pagan times when the sun was thought to be a
god and the bringer of all warmth and sustenance, but no relationship was seen

or felt then between the divine and morality. Human life was short and unsta

ble.

4. Eliphaz seems to be trying to needle Job into seeing that the finitude of
his surface world implies that there can be no universal standard justice beyond
itself. The only thing in the visible world above man is the sun, which, as far as
concerns itself, shines on good and bad alike.

5. When things go badly for them, however, the righteous know that there
are other causes.
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6. This is a play on words. It is the same word that was translated "of use
to"

in verse one. A man cannot "be of use to
God,"

but he can "come
close"

to

God.

7. These are Eliphaz's last words. With them he pleads with Job to give up

his claim to the critical significance of the surface. It is a world in which each

thing is what it is. Gold dust is gold dust, nuggets are nuggets, and the guilty

are guilty. But if a man is
"rebuilt"

then he may "proclaim his words and thus it

shall
be."

Job's position either presupposes or soon leads to the notion of nature or

natures. If argument is to be in place, things must be what they are. There must

be an intelligible necessity to the world. All that is involved in holding to the

surface. But that would limit prayer.

CHAPTER TWENTY-THREE

1 Then Job answered and said: 2 "My musings are bitter again today. My
hand is heavy from all my

groaning.'

3 Who can tell me how to find Him! How

I might come to his appointed place! 4 I would lay out my case before Him,

and fill my mouth with arguments. 5 I would know with what words He would

answer me! I want to understand what He would have to say to me. 6 Would

He strive against me with His great power? No, surely He would place His

confidence in me. 7 There an upright man can reason with Him, and there

would I be released from my judge
forever.2

8 I got me to the east, but it was full of His absence3; to the west, but I could

not sense Him; 9 to the north among His works, but I could not grasp Him. In

the south He was veiled and I could not see. 10 But He knows the way I have

taken. He has tried me and I have come through as gold. 11 My foot held tight

to His track; I kept to His ways and did not swerve. 12 Nor have I departed

from the commandments of His lips. From within my breast I have treasured up

the words of His
mouth.4

13 But He is of but one purpose, who can dissuade

Him? His soul need only desire, and it is done. 14 But yet He fills my breast,

and there are many such who stand by Him. 15 It is because of all this that His

presence leads me into
confusion.5

When I reflect I fear Him. 16 God has

softened my
heart,6

The Almighty has led me into confusion. 17 I was not

destroyed by the darkness only because He had
concealed7

its thick murk from

me.

Comments

1. It is the morning of the next day. Job may have thought that after a good

night's sleep his world might look different, that confusion and frustration
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might just vanish like some bad dream. But the problems did not just
go away;

"My musings are bitter again
today."

They were real and he was bitter.

2.
"No,"

thought Job, "Things can't be as Eliphaz says. If things are in no

way what they are, then the just is not just and all becomes
meaningless. If this

slender bit of the surface before me has no place within God's whole, how

could it stand before
me?"

3. "but it was full of His
absence."

Simply ainnenu but see note to 7:8.

4. Job's spirit was not innately that of a rebel. He had accepted the world he

had grown up in, and loved it. It filled his breast and the human horizon, as it

was defined by "the words of His
mouth"

he held as a treasure. Still there was a

kind of emptiness. He looked around him for the source of those things that he

treasured most, but all was veiled. He believed only that the one he could not

see could see him.

5. God's law in speech, and God's law in action: To Job, the one filled his

breast and seemed the only thing of value in the world; the other was a nest of

meaningless chaos. Such was the presence that led Job into confusion.

6. To see what Job means and the irony implied in his words, one must

consider the duality of having a "soft heart":

2Chr 34:27 because your heart was SOFT and you humbled yourself before

God when you heard his words against this place and its inhabitants,

and you have humbled yourself before me, and have rent your clothes

and wept before me, I also have heard you, says the LORD.

Deu 20:3 and shall say to them, 'Hear, O Israel, you draw near this day to

battle against your enemies: let not your heart BE SOFT; do not fear,

or tremble, or be in dread of them;

It was God's talk of justice that first softened Job's heart and laid it bare to

be buffeted by His actions. The "soft
heart"

which came to be out of a love of

justice is another way of speaking about Job's lack of an
"underskin."

It was

this openness that left him open to so much pain.

7. "covered
over"

CHAPTER TWENTY-FOUR

1 "Why has not the Almighty
established1

specific times for judgment*? Now
even those who know Him cannot recognize His timing.2

2 Boundary
stones3

are carried off, flocks seized and peacefully sent to pasture. 3 Men lead away
the donkeys of the fatherless. They have impounded the widow's ox 4a The
destitute they turned from the roads. 9 They pluck the fatherless from the breast
and take a pledge of the

poor.4

4b The poor of the land hide themselves to
gether. 5 They are wild asses in the desert, going off about their labors of
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snatching up at dawn. They have only the wasteland to provide food for the

young men. 6 They harvest in the fields and glean the vineyards of the guilty.

7 Naked, they pass the night without clothing, and shelter from the cold

there is none. 8 Drenched by torrents in the hills, they cling to a rock for want

of
shelter.5

10 Without clothing, they go about
naked.6

Hungry, they bear the

sheaves; 11 confined within walls, they labor at the olive press; trampling down

in the wine vats, they thirst. 12 From out of the city come mortal groans;

wounded souls cry out; yet in all that God sees nothing
unsavory.7

13
They8

were rebels against the light who could neither recognize its path nor remain

within its course. 14 In the light, a murderer arises killing the poor and the

needy, and at night he turns thief. 15 An adulterous eye watches at twilight,

saying, 'No eye will take note of
me'

and he conceals his face. 16 In the dark

he tunnels his way into houses which are sealed up tight against him by day,

since
he9

does not know the light. 17 For him morning and the Shadow of

Death are all the same for he recognizes nothing but the terrors of the Shadow

of Death.

18
He10

is held in discredit over the entire face of the waters and his lot is

accursed upon the land. He cannot turn down the path to the vineyards. 19 As

drought and heat steal water from snow, so does the Pit to those who sin. 20

The womb will forget him and the worms will find him sweet. Let him no

longer be remembered, that injustice may be broken as a tree. 21 He is mated to

a barren woman who cannot give birth, and life shall not go well for his widow.

22 By his might, he can make the valiant bend, and though he may stand tall

for a time he has no steadfast belief in life. 23 His world may seem secure, and

he may come to rely upon it, but his eyes are upon its
ways."

24 He may be

exalted for a while, but then he is gone; brought low, and shriveled up like a

mallow, withered away like heads of grain. 25 If it be not so then prove me a

liar, and make my words worth
nothing."

Comments

1. The word I have translated here as
"established"

is a rather complicated

word which we have considered before but not in much depth. The full range of

its meaning can only be seen by looking at how it is used:

Job 10:13 But You treasured all these things up in Your heart.

Job 14:13 Who can move You to hide me in the Pit and conceal me till your

anger passes?

Job 15:20 The guilty man writhes in pain all his days and the number of his

years lies hidden from those who can terrorize.

Job 17:04 So, You have protected their hearts from insight, and that is why

even You no longer have any respect for them.
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Job 20:26 The whole of darkness has been stored up to be
his treasures.

Job 21:19 God, you say, will treasure up all his wickedness to lay upon his

sons? Why then, let Him complete the bargain now and then shall he

learn.

Job 23:12 From within my breast I have treasured up the words of His mouth.

Job 24:01 Why has not the Almighty established specific times for judgment?

2. Literally, "His
days"

Punishments that do not clearly appear as punishments, rewards that do not

clearly appear as rewards; such things do no good, and it is the innocent who

suffer.

3. The collapse of civilization, according to Job, begins with the destruction

the most tangible sign of that act which first brought it into being. See note to

verse 10.

4. This is in fact 24:9 which I, along with others, have placed after 24:4a.

5. 24:9 transposed to follow 24:4a.

6.

The poor of the land hide themselves together. They are wild asses in the desert,

going off about their labors of snatching up at dawn. They have only the wasteland

to provide food for the young men. . . . Naked, they pass the night without clothing,

and shelter from the cold there is none. Drenched by torrents in the hills, they cling

to a rock for want of shelter. Without clothing, they go about naked.

The picture that Job paints here is of a world reverted back to primitive,

almost animal-like days. The times that Eliphaz had warned of are already

around us, but they were none of Job's doing. The tme cause is God's justice,

which lacks the kind of order and timing that man can grasp.

Why has not the Almighty established specific times for judgment? Now, even

those who know Him cannot recognize His timing. Boundary-stones are carried off,

flocks seized and peacefully sent to pasture.

The all-too-often-praised unintelligibility of the divine order and justice
leave men no imitative models, models without which all law is quick to disap
pear.

7. Whatever remains of civilization only serves to increase the sense of deg
radation.

8. It is not immediately clear to whom the word
"They"

refers but by his
use of the emphatic pronoun, I take it that the author has not switched subjects

but is still speaking of the poor. If this is the correct interpretation, Job is not
talking about Sin at this point, but of that kind of depravity that can only arise
out of the total hopelessness described in verses 7 through 12. For further dis
cussion, see the note to verse 18.

9. The Hebrew text switches to the plural for the rest of the passage
10. The translations vary greatly from this point on till the end of the chao

ter. Some translate it in the indicative while others put the whole passage in the
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hortatory; "May he be held in discredit . . . and may his lot be accursed . . .

May he not turn down the path . .

The essential problem is that, taken in the indicative, the passage would

seem to be in direct contradiction to everything Job has been saying so far.

Some even solve the problem by attributing the speech to one of the other

speakers. None of these solutions is absurd or impossible.

If we take him to still be speaking about those of the poor who were sucked

into degradation and then into crime, however, the passage begins to make a bit

more sense. Job would then be saying that those are the ones who are in fact

more likely to suffer ill effects from their actions.

This interpretation should not be overlooked, though it is far from certain.

The main argument in its favor is that verse 25 does not sit very well with the

hortatory interpretation, while the rest of the passage, if taken to refer to all

wrongdoers, does not sit well with the book as a whole.

11. Greenberg translates: "Though he have the strength to seize bulls May he

live with no assurance of survival. Yet [God] gives him the security on which

he relies, and keeps watch over his
affairs."

The Revised Standard translates: "Yet [God] prolongs (pull/bend) [the life

of] the mighty by his power; they rise up when they despair of life. [He] gives

them security and they are supported; and his eyes are upon their
ways."

I have: "By his might, he can make the valiant bend, and though he may

stand tall [for a time] he has no steadfast belief in life. His world may seem

secure, [it/He gives him to security] and he may [come to] rely upon it, but his

eyes are upon its
ways."

I have brackets around words that do not actually appear in the Hebrew text

to facilitate comparision.

CHAPTER TWENTY-FIVE

1 Then Bildad the Shuhite answered and
said:1

2 Dominion and fear are His.

He makes peace in His high place. 3 Is there any number to His troops? Upon

whom does His light not fall? 4 How can a mortal think himself just before

God or what can cleanse anyone bom of woman? 5 Look high as the moon,

nothing shines. Even the stars are not pure in His sight. 6 And now what of

these mortals, the maggots or the son of man ('adam)? the
worm.3

Comments

1. In order to understand this, the shortest chapter of the book and less than

half its nearest rival, we must begin by looking at the plan of the central section

of the book, including Chapters 3 through 25 as a whole.
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Chapter Number of Verses

Job Eliphaz Bildad

3 26

4-5 48

6-7 51

8 22

9-10 56

11

12-14 75

15 35

16-17 38

18 21

19 29

20

21 34

22 30

23-24 42

25 6

Zophar

20

29

As we can see, the original plan called for three rounds of three sets of two

speeches each. We can also see that the dialogue was cut off in the middle of

Bildad's last speech and that Zophar's final speech was never given. We are not

told whether Bildad simply stopped talking, or whether Job cut him off.

2. Bildad ends with the words "And now what of these mortals, the maggots

or the son of man, the
worm."

We remember them well. Back in Chapter 17,

Job had said, "If I must . . . call out
'Mother'

and
'Sister'

to the maggots,

where then is my
hope?"

Job had always known that the claim "man is a
maggot"

would end conver

sation because it denies the relevance of what, for Job, is the ultimate grounds

of any human conversation. As Job looks at the world, there is an equation

between the notion that "man is a
maggot"

and the claim that the surface view

of things as it reveals itself to human thought is of no ultimate relevance. Since

the surface is the surface precisely because it is a surface for man, it has no

other being than to be the beginning for man. In spite of the constant strife

within Job's soul, caused by the contradictory claims of both the surface world

on the one hand, and the fear of the Lord on the other to be "the beginning of
wisdom."

What is first for man as such must be the beginning of human con

versation.

Conversation, then, must come to an end precisely because Job has no proof
that he is not a maggot. If the surface world made perfect sense, he would know
that he was not a maggot; but it does not make perfect sense It is full of
enigmas and contradictions, and yet for Job it makes too much sense to be
forgotten.
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And now, what of Bildad? He was always the most understanding, but now,

he was the one to make the final break. We ask ourselves why. Perhaps the first

thing to notice is that while he has totally abandoned any attempt to come to

terms with Job, Bildad has never condemned him personally.

He seems to have learned from Job that any attempt to find a compromise on

the question of the status of the surface world would be meaningless.

"Look high as the moon, nothing shines. Even the stars are not pure in His
sight."

Bildad has taken the other path. "Nothing
shines"

and "man is a mag
got!"

Bildad has seen that the only viable counter-position to Job requires di

minishing the status of both man and the visible universe.

To put it otherwise, Bildad began back in Chapter 8 with the position that no

single man, by himself, has a sufficiently large horizon to think as Job thinks.

Only the wider horizon supplied by the wisdom of the ages will do as the

foundation of human thought. He now sees the position as untenable. If a single

man's horizon is necessarily too confined, it can only mean that the human

horizon as such, including that of the fathers, is defective. Man is a worm and

has only a worm's-eye view.

Nonetheless, he has not condemned Job. Why? Is it because he too knows

that he cannot prove that he is right and hence that Job is wrong?

3. Thus two old friends part.

CHAPTER TWENTY-SIX

1 Then Job answered and said: 2 "Oh why must you try to help when you

are so powerless? You would save me with a mighty arm, but you have not the

strength!1

3 What kind of advice is it that you give without wisdom, providing

guidance to every passer by. 4 To whom have you uttered all these words?

Whose spirit is it that has been coming out of
you?2

5 Ancient specters writhe beneath the waters and its
denizens.3

6 The Pit

stands naked before Him and there is no cover for Abaddon. 7 He stretches the

northern lands out over the chaos and suspends the earth above the
nothingness.4

8 He binds up the waters in thickened murk, and yet the cloud is not burst by
them.5

9 He covers over the face of his throne, shrouding it in His clouds. 10

He cuts a boundary round the face of the waters reaching out to where the light

finds its end in darkness. 11 The pillars of heaven tremble, astounded by His

rebuke. 12 By His power the sea comes to rest. By His skill He struck down

Rahaba. 13 By His
breath6

the heavens turn fair. His hands have made the

fleeing serpent writhe. 14 Yet these are but a touch of His way, only a whisper

of what can be heard in Him. Oh the thunder of His mighty deeds, who can

reflect upon
it!"7
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Comments

1. These are Job's last words to his friends. He has come to terms with them

in his own mind now. They are all well-meaning men; Job knows that,
but each

must go his own way. They all want to help, but without having faced the

surface of things in the way in which Job has faced it, they cannot share his

question and so are powerless to help.

We may not find an answer to the question, "Does seeing come from having
the strength to look, or does the strength to look come from the having

seen?"

We may not find an answer because there may be no answer; there may only be

the going back and forth, each time deeper and deeper, each time richer and

richer. To ask, as children sometimes do, "Who started
it?"

may be to be carried

off into the realm of an infinite regress. Is it that we do not see because we have

not looked, or have we not looked because nothing has caught our eye? Or is it

that something else has caught the eyes or the ears of Eliphaz and the others?

2. Asking this question is critical to our understanding of why the dialogue

has ceased. Job implies that it is not their own spirit that has been coming out

of them. Their voice is not homegrown because it did not arise from within

their own horizons. Our own voice, for Job, is the only voice able to articulate

all those blurred and obscured thoughts which are first stirred up from within

our own particular partial awareness of the surface of things as it lies within our

own particular shaggy and ill-defined horizon. Other thoughts may have a bril

liant central focus, but when they have been poured from one mind into an

other, they lose that particular periphery which once connected them to the land

in which they were bom. For this reason there are no pathways which could

lead one back to his own horizons and beyond. Too often, what is a living
thought for the teacher becomes a hardened dogma for the student precisely

because he cannot reach out to the horizon but is continually forced to return to

the center which he can repeat in comfortable repetition.

3. Job is alone now. He is finally free, free to setde down and live in his

surface world, but something, some ancient specter, older by far than he, begins
to writhe, or dance, or to give birth, for the Hebrew word means all of those

things, beneath it.

4. Job is beginning to reflect upon the fact that his surface world is nothing
more than just that, a surface, a thing in need of support from within. The

question is whether this surface is a veneer, only intended to support human

existence at its most minimal level, or whether it is an integral external appear
ance through which whatever lies beneath it can reveal itself. At question is not
the absolute truth of the surface, but its relevance as a beginning point in the

search for the truth.

For the present, Job has only focused on the surface, but he is beginning to
feel disturbed, and to wonder how his world can be more than "A northern land
stretched the out over the chaos or an earth suspended above the nothingness

"
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I suspect that Eliphaz might have looked at things in just that way. For him,
the human view of the surface has been so contorted by man's perversion that

nothing behind it can be recovered. A New Heaven and a New Earth must be

revealed to him before he can proceed.

5. Not only does Job have no account of the existence of his world, he also

sees it as a fragile realm, constantly under the threat of all those forces that

could, and yet do not, destroy it. Job can neither account for nor doubt the

relevance of his surface world.

6. or
"spirit"

7. The shaggy limit of Job's clarity ebbs its way into darkness and obscurity.

God has shrouded from man the source of his own existence, and he cannot tell

what gives his little world its solidity.

CHAPTER TWENTY-SEVEN

1 And again Job took up his proverb and said: 2 "By the life of that God

who has thrown aside all my [claims for]
justice,1

the Almighty has embittered

my
soul!2

3 Yet so long as there is breath within me, or the spirit of God in my

nostrils, 4 never will my lips speak any injustice, or my tongue utter deceit. 5

No, I'll not pretend that you have been just. Even till I perish, I shall not turn

my simplicity from me. 6 I shall not disavow my integrity, but cling tight to my
righteousness and not let go. For my heart has never felt pangs of

reproach.3

7 My
enemies4

are as the wicked and he that rises up against me as the

unjust 8 for what hope does the impious man have when he is cut off, when

God will have drained away his soul. 9 Will God hear his cries when trouble

comes his way, 10 or when he rejoices in the Almighty, even if he should call

upon God at all times? 11 But I will teach you what is in the hands of God, and

what belongs to the Almighty I shall not conceal. 12 Well, you have all seen

what has happened. Oh, why are you so utterly useless?

13 Such is the lot of the guilty man ('adam) from God, a heritage from the

Almighty set aside for those who can terrorize. 14 If his sons become great, the

sword will be out for them, for his offspring will never be satisfied with bread.

15 When death buries those that remain, even their widows shall not weep. 16

If he should pile up silver like dust, and lay out his clothing as if it were clay,

17 then once he has laid it out, the righteous shall wear it, and the innocent will

share the silver. 18 He built his house like a moth. It's like a shack that some

night watchman might make. 19 He lies down, a rich man, but nothing more

will be gathered, for when his eyes are opened all will be gone. 20 Terrors will

overtake him like a flood of waters, and by night a sea-storm will make off with

him. 21 The east wind will
hoist5

him up and be on its way. It will sweep him

from his place, 22 turn and hurl itself at him without mercy. With the whole of
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his spirit he flees from its hand. 23 But it claps down its palm upon him and

whistles him off from his
place."

Comments

1. Mishpath; Here is clearly an instance in which one might be tempted to

use the word
"right."

2. Job has seen a great deal, but when he returns to his own immediate

world, the claims of justice still loom above him. There is great poignancy
when Job swears by all that is holy that all that is holy is also unjust. This is the

conflict that has given rise to the bitterness in Job's soul.

3. Gratitude is forced to manifest itself as ingratitude. The spirit of God, as it

manifests itself in Job's nostrils, can show gratitude for its value and integrity

only by clinging to that integrity in spite of the fact that the result of that act

appears as ingratitude.

4. It is so hard to know how we are to understand verses 7 through 10. If,

however, one takes it to be Job's account of how the world once looked to him,

it begins to come in better focus.

There was a time when Job was an integral part of the human world around

him. He shared its views and he shared its trust. There was a kind of simplicity

in his ways which could sense mock piety. In verse 5 he maintains that there

has been no essential change in his simplicity, although it has suddenly found

itself under an alien horizon.

5.
"raise"

CHAPTER TWENTY-EIGHT

1 "There is a mine for silver and a place where gold is made pure. 2 Iron is

taken from the earth1; and the rock is made to flow with copper. 3
Man2

brings

an end to the darkness. He explores everything to its limit, even to this rock of

murk and the Shadow of Death. 4 Far from any habitation, he blasts out chan

nels. Abandoned by every passer by, destitute of all humanity,3 they
wander.4

5 There is a land which gives us our daily bread, but underneath it churns

like
fire.5

6 Its stones are the home of sapphires, and its dust is of gold. 7 No

bird of prey knows the trails. The eye of the falcon has never caught sight of it,
8 nor have the sons of pride ever trampled it over. The lion can bear it no
witness,6

9 but man has put his hand to the flint and overturned its mountains

by the root. 10 He rips open channels through the rocks.7

His eye sees every
precious thing. 11 He binds up the flowing rivers and the hidden things come to
light.8

12 Yet wisdom, where can she be
found?9

Which is the place of understand
ing? 13 No mortal knows its value. Nor can it be found in the land of the living.
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14 The Deep says 'It is not within me'; and the Sea says 'I have it
not.'

15 It

cannot be gotten for gold, nor silver be weighed out as its price. 16 It cannot be

measured by the gold of Ophir, or by the precious onyx, or by sapphire. 17 Nor

gold nor glass can match its value; nor vessels of fine gold be its wage. 18

Neither crystal nor coral can call it to mind, for gathering wisdom is more

precious than pearls. 19 The topaz of Nubia cannot express its value nor can its

weight be taken in pure
gold.10

20 Wisdom, where does she come from? Which is the place of understand

ing? 21 She is hidden from the eye of every living thing. She is concealed even,

from the birds of
heavens."

22 Abaddon and Death have said, 'We have heard

only rumors of it with our
ears.'

23 But
GOD12

understands the way to it; He

knows the place, 24 for He can look to the ends of the earth, and see all things

that are under the
sky.13

25 When He established the weight of the wind, and set

out the waters according to its measure, 26 when he gave a law for the rain and

a passageway for the voice of the thunderbolt, 27 then it was that He saw it,

counted it, measured it, and delved into it. 28 And then He said unto man

('adam), 'Behold, FEAR of the
Lord,14

that is Wisdom, and to turn away from

evil is
understanding.""5

Comments

1.
"dust"

2.
"He"

3.
"mortals"

4. This, one of the most beautiful passages in the book, could be read as the

first Ode to Man. Few works in literature have praised in such elegant speech

the Baconian ideals of the conquest of nature. Job sees this apparent greatness

as an image of his own quest. Men have looked beneath the surface. It is their

glory. They, too, have left the land of human habitation as Job has left his

friends and with them all of human society. By their own powers they have dug

down under the surface and found a world of riches which they have conquered

and made their own; but what of Job?

5. According to this view, the surface of nature, the one Job has committed

himself to, gives little indication of the true nature of the world. The "land

which gives us our daily
bread"

and in which, or perhaps one should say on

which, we live our daily lives, is a much too meager horizon to form the basis

of meaningful human conversation. Its inner chumings must first be searched

out.

6. Man can force nature to reveal itself to him in ways in which it is not

capable of revealing itself to itself.
Man can overcome nature, and hence he can

overcome the paltriness of his own nature. In this sense, man is not a part of
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nature, not because of any perversion in his nature, but because
he can conquer

and rule over nature.

7. Even man's plan to reveal nature is not supplied by nature. There are no

veins in the rock to guide his way. He must rip it open by his own might.

8. From Job until Faust, containing the inundation of chaotic waters has been

the symbol of man's understanding of and control over the world in which he

lives.

9. Perhaps the most impressive aspect of Chapter 28 lies in the care which

Job has taken in thinking through and articulating both sides. One cannot but be

moved by verses 1 through 11, yet the bare mention of the first word of the

next verse, "Yet
wisdom,"

is sufficient to turn things quite the other way round.

10. Verses 12 through 18 are magnificent in their ability to reveal simul

taneously both the richness and the poverty of the undertaking.

11. Men can only dig beneath the surface, but even if, like birds, they could

fly above it, it would do them no good.

12. This is the first time we have met the word
"GOD"

since Chapter 2.

Morphologically it is a plural and is commonly used outside the Book of Job to

refer to the one God of Israel. The word
"God"

is in the singular, and can have

a more generic meaning.

13. In these passages, Job seems to be trying to restate for himself the argu

ments of the others in terms that fit into the world as he has been able to see it

up till now.

Unlike man, GOD has a complete view of an all-encompassing horizon.

Man's horizons, by contrast, are limited, and their edges are hazy. Rumors from

beyond seep in and obscure pathways lead out. What we see implies either

"that"

or
"what"

we have not seen. The ambiguity of whether it is a
"what"

or

merely a
"that"

is central to the reading of the book. Job's question is whether a

man of care can rummage through his shrouded way and begin to pierce be

yond his own horizon, or whether man is faced with a gulf he cannot pass.

14. This is the only time in the text that the word
"Lord"

will appear. The

word
"LORD,"

which we frequently saw in Chapters 1 and 2, and which will

begin to re-emerge in Chapter 38, is something like a personal name for the

God of Israel. The root seems to be a word meaning "to
be"

or "to
become."

The distinction between the two,
"being"

and
"becoming"

can be made in

Hebrew, but not with the clarity that one has in either Greek or English.

The word
"Lord"

is a very common word for the God of Israel outside the

Book of Job, especially in the Book of Psalms, although it occurs here for the

only time in Job. Its literal meaning is "my
Lords."

In the singular it is often
used to apply to human beings, and its meaning lies somewhere between the

two English words
"mister"

and
"master."

15. The structure and sense of the verse, together with what has been pointed
out in the last two notes give it the ring of a quotation from psalmic literature.
If this suspicion is true, it would add to the notion that this chapter is not to be
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read as a simple recantation on the part of Job, but more of an attempt to restate

the thoughts of others in terms that make sense to him in order to come to grips

with his awareness of the partial nature of his own grasp of the whole.

CHAPTER TWENTY-NINE

1 And again Job took up his proverb and
said:1

2 "Who can return to the

months gone by, to the days when God watched over me, 3 when His lamp
shone over my head and I walked in the darkness by His light; 4 back to my

autumnal days when God was at home in my tent, 5 when the Almighty was

yet with me, and I with my lads all about me; 6 to when my feet were bathed in

cream, and the rock poured out its streams of oil for
me?2

7 When I went to the city gates and was about to take my seat on the square,

8 the young men would see me and retire, the elders rose and stood. 9 Princes

refrained from words and put their hands over their mouths. 10 The voice of the

nobles was hushed, and their tongue stuck to their palate, 11 for an ear had

heard and it blessed me; an eye had seen and it approved, 12 because I had

saved a poor man when he cried out, and an orphan when there was no one else

to help him. 13 The blessings of those who had been lost came to me, and I

made the widow's heart sing. 14 I put on judgment, and it covered me. A just

cause fit like a coat or a hat. 15 I became eyes to the blind, and feet to the lame.

16 I was a father to the needy, and often I would search out a case for a man

whom I did not even know. 17 I would break the jaw of the unjust and wrest

the prey from his
teeth.3

18 I thought to myself; 'I shall perish in my own little
nest,4

my days having
multiplied as

sand,'

19 'My roots opening me up to the waters, and the dew

resting upon my
branches.'

20 My dignity was ever fresh, my bow would re

new itself in my hand. 21 Men would hear me and wait in expectation, falling

silent to hear my counsel. 22 After I had spoken they had no changes. My

words fell gently upon them. 23 They waited for me in expectation as for the

rain; their mouths opened wide as if to catch the spring rain. 24 I joked with

them a bit so that my kindness would not overwhelm them because they had no

self-confidence.5

25 I chose their way, and sat as chief. I dwelt as a king among

his troops or as one who has compassion for mourners.

Comments

1. "And again Job took up his proverb and said": The only other chapter that

began with that formulation was 27. That time, it followed the passage 26:5-14

which began "Ancient specters writhe beneath the sea and its
denizens."

This

time it follows the passage, "There is a mine for silver and a place where gold

is made
pure."
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The two
"digging"

passages are still understood to be apart from his

"proverb,"

which I take to refer to the rest of Job's speech. The implication

seems to be that Job has yet to grasp any relationship between
his surface world

and the world that he has discovered lying beneath it.

2. In the last chapter, Job had seen men dig beneath their own surface, and

by their own digging, discover a new world as yet unseen by any human eye.

He had seen it done and knew what it meant. But this knowledge only caused

him to doubt his own ability to search behind his own surface in the most

decisive respect.

Perhaps he had made a mistake in banishing the deceptive beauty of the day
of his birth. The seeming was good. Job was already in his autumnal days,

retired, and ready to curl up by the fire. Spring and summer had come and

gone. He had raised a good crop of fellow citizens, manuring them well with

justice and kindness. The seeming was good.

3. This is the most complete picture we get of what life had been for Job

before his world began to fall apart. A just cause fit like a favorite old coat or a

hat. Being just was natural and comfortable for Job, and the world he knew fit

around it.

4. This line in its context, together with verse 4, is, as it were, one of Job's

main credentials for being who he is. The implication is that the ability and

love of ruling men well, plus the willingness to relinquish that rule when the

time has come to do so, is what both forces and what allows Job to face the

surface of things with dignity and concern.

5. Greenberg translates: "When I smiled at them, they would not believe it;

they never expected a sign of my
favor."

The Revised Standard translates: "I smiled on them when they had no confi

dence and the light of my countenance they did not cast
down."

The first problem is that yappilun may come from pll, which normally

means "to
pray"

or "to
intervene,"

but see Genesis 48:11, "I never expected to

see your
face."

This is how Greenberg takes it. It could as well come from npl,

"to
fall,"

however, and in the causative form could mean either "to cast
down"

or "to overthrow or
disarm."

A further problem is whether un is an objective (the proposed translation) or

a subjective (The Revised Standard) ending.
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No one pretends that democracy is perfect or all-wise. Indeed, it has been said that

democracy is the worst form of government except all those other forms of

government that have been tried from time to time.

Sir Winston Churchill, Speech in House of Commons, November 11, 1947

But there is no need for a man who criticizes democracy and democratic institutions

to be their enemy.

Sir Karl R. Popper, The Open Society and Its Enemies, vol. 1, p. 189.

In The City andMan Leo Strauss observes that the sequence of five regimes,

so vividly depicted by Plato in Books 8 and 9 of the Republic, corresponds to

the analogous sequence of the five races of man known well from Hesiod 's

Works and Days. One link of this parallel, however, appears quite strange:

Plato's counterpart of Hesiod's "divine race of
heroes"

is democracy. Strauss

tries to explain this oddity: "We must understand, democracy is the only regime

other than the best in which the philosopher can lead his peculiar way of life

without being disturbed: it is for this reason that with some exaggeration one

can compare democracy to Hesiod's age of the divine race of heroes which

comes closer to the golden age than any
other."1

This is, indeed, an exaggera

tion, though. As Strauss himself emphasizes, Plato "thought of the well-being

not merely of the philosophers but of the non-philosophers as
well"

(p. 132),

and intellectual freedomimportant mainly for the former cannot be a suffi

cient explanation of the puzzling correspondence between the half-divine, half-

human stage and the democratic stage.

The idea of this paper is to show that the parallel between Hesiod's and

Plato's schemes of historical development is much richer than Leo Strauss and

other commentators have ever noted. After a brief description of some striking

analogies between these two sequences (section 1), I shall focus on the main

similarities between Plato's aristocratic and democratic regimes, and shall con

trast them with the timocratic, oligarchic, and tyrannical regimes (section
2).2

The main aspect of the contrast is the fact that the latter three are defined by

conflict, and, as such, must always be unstable and short-lived. Democracy

Many thanks to Ryszard Legutko, Loren Lomansky, Fred Miller, Chris Morris, and the anony

mous reviewer of Interpretation for their insightful comments on the earlier versions of this

article.

interpretation, Fall 1997, Vol. 25, No. 1
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cannot achieve a true harmony either, of course, but makes at
least some stabil

ity possible. Plato's political psychology (section 3), in turn, juxtaposes the

obsessively one-sided timocratic, oligarchic, and tyrannical characters with the

democratic character, which, although rather shallow and by far inferior to the

philosophical aristocrat, appears to be the only livable political personality. In

the end (section 4), Plato's unenthusiastic acceptance of democracy will be

shown to be not so shocking, when placed in the broader context of his life and

thought.3

1. HESIOD AND PLATO

It seems almost impossible to exaggerate the immense role of Homer and

Hesiod in the development of the ancient Greek world. For a thousand years the

entire Greek culture, education, literature, drama, rhetoric, and everyday speech

were founded on their art. For centuries the Greek youth made their first ac

quaintance with mythology, history, and moral and political terminology while

reading and memorizing the Iliad, Odyssey, Theogony, and Works and Days.

Homer's and Hesiod's picture of heroic society, heroic ideals and values re

mained firmly rooted in everyone's mind. Concerning the history of Greek po

litical thought, the role of Hesiod seems especially significant. The historic

Athenian lawgiver Solon, for instance, is considered to be in many ways in

debted to Hesiod in his usage of some basic political concepts, like dike (jus

tice), eunomia (law and order, political harmony), and dysnomia (disharmony).

The last concept, according to Ostwald, is found only in Hesiod and Solon in

classical literature. Hesiod is also considered the father of the idea, extremely

influential not only in antiquity, that an ideal society existed in some remote

past, but was lost and
forgotten.4

When he criticized his contemporary society

as based on wickedness, hubris, and violence, his standards of moral and politi

cal judgment were derived from that vision of an ideal but lost society.

Thus, when Plato quoted the ancient poets, he did so not only as an artistic

embellishment but because their classic poems constituted an important part of

political language and thinking. Almost every stage of the Republic's argument

recalls some Hesiodic motifs. When in Book 1 Thrasymachus defines justice as

the rule of the stronger, he clearly refers to what has been said several times in

the Works and Days: "Might will be
justice"

(in the description of the age of

iron, lines 189 and again 192), "Foolish the man who wishes to fight against

those who are stronger; he loses the victory and suffers pain in addition to
shame"

(the hawk to the nightingale, lines 243-44).5 When in Books 2-4 Soc

rates leads the discussion defining justice as the healthy condition of the soul

(and of the city as the human soul writ large), in which each part of the soul

(and of the city) does its own job and does not meddle with the natural tasks of

the other parts (cf. 433a-b, 444d-e), Hesiod's poetical historiography, dividing
human beings into the races of gold, silver, bronze, and iron (415a, and again
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546e) is introduced. Finally, when in Book 8 Socrates responds to Glaucon's

earlier demand to compare the life of the just man (and the just city) with the

life of the unjust men (and the corrupt cities) with respect to their happiness,
and when he develops his famous regress of the five constitutions, Hesiod's

version of that historical regress, apparently constituting a popular com

monplace in the Greek culture of Plato's time, is recalled and developed.

Leo Strauss is right: there seems to be no doubt that Plato's story of the five

constitutions and political characters is clearly inspired by Hesiod's famous

myth of the five races of man from the Works and
Days.6

Hesiod's story, how

ever, is somehow peculiar and therefore the parallel between his version and

Plato's deserves more attention:

Hesiod's golden race (lines 110-26)
"lived like gods without any care in

their hearts free and apart from labor

and
misery"

(112-13; but the same

motif of freedom and independence

from labor and other evils has already

been introduced in lines 91-92). "Ev

ery good thing was theirs to enjoy: the

grain-giving earth produced her fruits

spontaneously, abundantly,
freely"

(116-18) and they became "divin
ities,"

"guardians of mortal men who

keep a watch on cases at
law"

(122-

24; Plato quotes that passage in Book

5, 469a).

In Plato's ideal regime, aristocracy,

the ruling lovers of wisdom are said

to possess some gold mixed in their

nature by the god (415a). They are

free from any labor and together with

their auxiliaries they receive all their

supplies from the others in the proper

amount. Their only activity is their

guardianship and perhaps philosophi

cal contemplation. Yet their rule guar

antees that all the citizens of the ideal

city are satisfied and happy.

The idea of herdsmanship present in both Hesiod and Plato (also in the States

man and the Laws) was obviously a commonplace in the culture of the origi

nally pastoral Greek society. Hesiod's golden race indeed lives a somewhat

pastoral life, peaceful, happy, and free from any conflict or other social evils.

Plato's picture is similar in many respects, although it also contains some inter

esting disparities to which we shall return later.

The silver race (127-42) is "much

worse than the
first"

(128). The silver

child grows up as "a great
fool"

(131).

"They had only a short time to live,

and this with much torment because

of their
folly"

(134); and "they com

mitted acts of ruinous hybris against

one
another"

(134-35).

The timocratic regime "spends all its

time in making
war"

being under the

rule of "spirited and
simpler-minded"

honor lovers who are "afraid to ap

point wise men to
office"

(547e-

548a). It collapses because of their

excessive pride and ambition, and

their becoming envious of one an

other's private treasures (550b-c).
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The contrast with the first stage is in both cases striking.
Mutual envy, aggres

sion, hubris (or hybris, in Frazer's transliteration), and violence dominate com

pletely. The childhood of Hesiod's silver race is said to last a hundred years

(line 130) and its adulthood is very short (132-33), while Plato's timocratic

men are also said to act like children (548b).

The bronze race (143-55) is similarly

"devoted to doing war's wretched

works and acts of
hybris"

(145-46).

They "fell as victims to each other's

slaughtering
hands"

(152).

The oligarchic regime's money lovers

equally competitive (553b-e).are

Their insatiable love of wealth leads to

disunity and conflicts within the ruling

class and causes its fall (554e-556e).

Although in Hesiod it is said that the bronze race is "one completely unlike the

silver"

(144), in fact, striking similarities between the second and third stages

prevail in both versions. Hubris, violence, and war are dominating and self-

destructive characteristics of both the silver and bronze races. In Plato, too,

although the timocratic man presents himself as devoted to honor and pride, in fact

he is as greedy and obsessed with wealth as the oligarchic man. Unmitigated

greed, conflicts, and violence, already proven destructive for themen of silver and

the timocrats, here appear deadly for the men of bronze and the oligarchs.

The divine race of heroes (156-75),

"one much juster and
better"

(158) is

called also
"demigods"

(159). On

some of them Zeus "bestowed the

blessing of
life"

(168-69) and today

they "dwell and take their delight with

carefree hearts off the Isles of the

Blessed"

(170-71) where "the grain-

giving earth produces a honey-sweet

harvest three times a year, a bountiful
yield"

for them (172-73).

Democracy may be called "the most

beautiful of all
constitutions"

(557c),
"pleasant"

(558c) as well as "fine and
vigorous"

(563e), and its defining

principle is liberty. The democratic

society is comparable to "a cloak em

broidered with every kind of
flower"

(557c), and the democratic majority

is always ready to "get a share of

honey"

(565a). The democratic man

lives his carefree life "yielding day

by day to the desire at
hand"

(561c),

and he calls it "pleasant, free, and

blessed"

(561d).

What is immediately striking in Hesiod is that the descending sequence is bro

ken in several ways. The historical descent is here clearly reversed: the race of

heroes, the only one not named after a metal, is explicitly named
"divine"

and
"demigods"

and is shown to be superior and more righteous than its silver and
bronze predecessors. The heroic race reflects some of the characteristics of the
golden one, especially in its quasi-posthumous life on "the Isles of the

Blessed"

resembling the lost
Eden.7

Plato's presentation of democracy also discontinues
the sequence of constitutions, however. Some elements of democracy identify it
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as a
"nonconstitution"

among other well-defined constitutions with their ruling

classes and institutional structures. The overall mood of Plato's critique of de

mocracy is also peculiar. His presentation is full of irony, sarcasm, and gro-

tesquerie but does not seem to be very hostile. For instance, democracy appears

to be portrayed as much more friendly than the oligarchic regime, theoretically

less corrupted. At first sight, Hesiod's fourth stage may be seen as having very

little in common with Plato's, but we shall see that such an impression would

be deceiving. Plato's remarks about the democratic life's carelessness, pleasure,

honey-sweetness, and even blessedness, borrow a lot from Hesiod's language.

The pivotal notion of freedom appears in the first and fourth stages only in both

authors. In the next sections we shall try to decipher these peculiarities and to

discover some others hidden by Plato.

The iron race (176-202) "shall never The tyrannical regime is founded on

cease from labor and woe by day, and its ruler's selfish self-love and unlim-

never be free from anguish at
night"

ited power. The tyrant is shameless,

(176-77). "The father will quarrel dares "to use violence against his fa-

with his sons, the sons with their fa-
ther"

and "to strike him if he does not

ther"

(182). One will be honored
obey"

(569b). Everybody lives unhap-

"who is a doer of evil and
hybris"

pily and in constant fear, in "the

(191-92). "Might will be justice and harshest and most bitter slavery to

shame will no longer
exist"

(192-93,
slaves"

(569c).

see also 189).

We do not learn very much about the lives of the tyrant's subjects but we may

easily imagine what "the harshest and most
bitter

slavery"

may look like. Envy,

hate, fear, hubris, injustice, aggression, and violence dominate in both Hesiod and

Plato; in the former the previous evils return after the fall of the race of heroes, in

the latter the evils clearly achieve their highest intensity. In both cases it is also

suggested that the destruction of the last stage may open a new cycle.

These striking parallels as well as some puzzling contrasts could not possi

bly be unintended by Plato. Starting his story in Book 8, Socrates recalls Hes

iod's name (546e), as if making sure that the parallel between Hesiod's myth of

five metals and Plato's five-stage classification of constitutions would not es

cape the attention of the reader, and he will speculate about its meaning, espe

cially the meaning of
the fact that Plato's counterpart of Hesiod's race of heroes

is democracy. As we shall see, Plato took care to make this speculation fruitful.

2. FIVE REGIMES: THE DESTRUCTIVE POWER OF A DOMINANT CLASS

At first sight Plato's five regimes seem to be smoothly descending, and their

decline is presented in all possible terms: historical, political, educational, and

psychological. Some suggestions are made that such changes did indeed hap-
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pen. There is more and more corruption, less and less virtue and
true authority,

less and less restraint and concern for the common good in each consecutive

regime. The son of an aristocratic man is presented as inferior to his father, the

oligarchic son appears inferior to his timocratic father, and so on. In psycho

logical terms, too, man's soul seems to be dominated by its lower and lower

parts.

Under closer look, however, the seemingly smooth decline breaks in all

those respects. Plato's pattern of historical descent had already been criticized

by Aristotle (Politics V 12, 1316a-b) as all too rigid, and his critique seemed to

be based on firsthand historical evidence obvious to everybody in their times:

democracies do not necessarily come into being through bloody rebellions, and

they may become transformed into oligarchies, oligarchies into tyrannies, and

vice versa. Yet Aristotle's critique to some extent misses the point, because

Plato seems to be implying that his attitude to the historical descent and its

evidence is deliberately somewhat schematic. In the beginning of Book 8

(543a-544d) Socrates makes a characteristic linguistic turn: he is no longer

speaking about the just or unjust polis (city-state) but about the more abstract

politeia, meaning
"regime"

or
"constitution."

The shift seems significant. The

timocratic, oligarchic, democratic, and tyrannical
"regimes"

discussed in Book

8 and 9 are not supposed to refer to the practical realities of the existing cities

but rather to some more abstract features or
"forms"

of government.
Socrates'

typology is based not only on the historical realities of Greece, but also on

some universal features of human nature: "Can you name another kind which is

in a clearly different class? . . . one may find as many of them among the

barbarians as among the
Greeks"

(544c-d). Socrates presents four pathological

"ideal
types"

of injustice, and the existing regimes presumably more or less fit

these four basic idealizations. Thus, not only the aristocratic regime is an ideal

model, but the four remaining regimes might be also viewed as some theoreti

cal generalizations, and not as the empirical descriptions of the real cities.

Subsequently, Plato's
"educational"

sequence is also explicitly shown to be

fictitious. The regimes are presented as changing generation after generation,

but, under closer look, it becomes clear that not every son must generate a

regime different from his father's. The young timocratic man, for instance, is

"the son of a good father who lives in a city which is not well
governed"

(549c), so he does not grow up in the perfect aristocratic polity. The social

environment of the timocratic youth described by Socrates resembles rather an

oligarchic or democratic order (549d-e). The educational explanation of the

political changes should not be taken too literally then.

The reader is encouraged to think about alternative evaluation of the consec

utive regimes, different from the simple descending one, and Leo Strauss's
association of Republic 8 with Hesiod's relationship between the first and

fourth stages of his anthropological myth appears very illuminating. To repeat,
the silver race is said to be "much worse than the

first"

(128), but "the divine
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race of
heroes"

clearly breaks the chain of human degeneration as "much juster

and
better"

(158), superior to both the silver and bronze races, and achieving a

status very close to the golden one. Only these two are "like
gods,"

called

"divine"

or
"demigods"

(112 and 159). Only these two are said to live "without

any
care,"

"with carefree
hearts"

(112, 119, and 170). Only for them "the grain-

giving earth produced her fruits spontaneously, abundantly,
freely"

(116-17 and

172-73). Only on these two almighty Zeus bestowed the blessing of afterlife

(122-26 and 167-73).

Strauss is right that the peculiar similarity between these two stages of He

siod's myth may have something to do with philosophy, which is possible only

in the aristocratic and democratic regimes, and may be seen as the key issue of

the parallel ("On Plato's
Republic"

pp. 130-31). Indeed, if philosophy is the

highest achievement of the human mind, the very essence of humanity, democ

racy is the only corrupt regime where philosophy became possible and flour

ished. Democracy, the one presented in Book 8 as well as the actual Athenian

democracy, is perhaps not very friendly to philosophy (after all, Socrates was

democratically prosecuted), but it is not hostile either. Democratic Athens was

the city of Socrates, Plato, and Plato's Academy. In the Crito (52e-53a) Plato

has Socrates acknowledge that he could not have chosen Sparta or Crete or

another place to live in. And in Republic 8, the only time philosophy is men

tioned among human activities is when the numerous activities of the demo

cratic man are listed (56 Id). The other warped regimes are shown to be openly

hostile to philosophy, such an activity is hardly possible, and nobody listens to

any thinkers there. Timocracy, for instance, is "afraid to appoint wise men to

office"

-(while some of the democratic politicians, like Cleisthenes or Pericles,

certainly deserved the name of the "wise men"), instead turns to "spirited and

simple-minded men who are bom for war rather than for
peace"

(547e) and

who "have not been educated by persuasion but by force, because they have

neglected the true Muse, that of discussion and
philosophy"

(548b-c). Indeed,

we know nothing, and it does not seem to be an accident, about any philosopher

from Sparta, the city-state whose constitution resembled timocracy. The oligar

chic man too is brought up "without real
education"

(559d) and his soul re

mains "empty of knowledge, fine pursuits, and tme
reasoning"

(560b). Finally,

the tyrant must necessarily become the enemy of all who are "brave, proud,

wise, or
rich,"

and he must "plot against them until he has purged the
city"

(567b-c).

Although Strauss's emphasis on philosophy is quite well justified, one can

not resist an impression that Hesiod's contrast between the two praiseworthy

stages of human history and its three corrupt stages is presented so comprehen

sively that philosophy, as the single facet of that contrast in Plato, does not

seem to reflect all of its dimensions. Plato's reference to philosophy, while

describing the democratic character, is highly ironic. The democratic man's

interest in philosophy, like all his interests, is accidental and superficial: he
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merely "pretends to spend his time on
philosophy"

(561d). Obviously, for Plato

this is not what philosophy is all about. Moreover, as Strauss
himself correctly

observes, Plato is concerned with the good of the whole soul (and the whole

city as the soul writ large) as well as with the good of each of its parts, not only

with the good of its rational part (and the philosophers as its counterpart in the

city). The satisfaction of a narrow social group cannot be a
sufficient reason to

praise the democratic regime's freedom.

Let us have a closer look at the difference between the races introduced in

Hesiod's myth, then. The race of heroes, in particular its life on the Isles of the

Blessed at the ends of the earth, is shown to repeat in many respects the golden

age, its freedom, its justice, and its satisfied happiness, while the silver, bronze,

and iron races are all presented as terrible, violent, full of evil, pain, and ru

inous hubris. That last characteristic, hubris, explicitly ascribed to all three infe

rior races (lines 134, 146, 191), seems crucial. Already in Homer hubris is

opposed to dike (justice) andeunomia (law and order in a broad, cosmic as well

as social, sense) but with Hesiod it seems to assume some special importance.

In his presentation, later transformed into a very popular symbolic paradigm in

Greek tragedy, hubris signifies those insatiable passions and ambitions which

lead to one's insolence and arrogant pride, a violation of the divine or moral

order, and, ultimately, the transgressor's doom (cf. Ostwald, Nomos, p. 72, and

Sinclair, History, p. 20). Tme, human beings, especially those of high rank,

power, and wealth, and especially when acting together, can succeed in break

ing the divine or natural laws and getting their way contrary to justice, but

sooner or later they must fall. The min of both the silver and bronze races is

due to their own
"folly"

and "ruinous hybris against one
another"

(lines 134

35). Their degeneration and fall are caused by themselves; they "fell victims to

each other's slaughtering
hands"

(152), while the golden race "had been hidden

under the cover of
earth"

(125), as if falling asleep, and the heroic race is either

"met with the covering darkness of
death"

(166) or given by Zeus "the blessing
of

life"

(168). The contrast between the intrinsic and extrinsic causes of their

fall does not seem to be accidental.

The same pattern of tragic self-destruction appears to be paralleled in the

Republic. In the beginning of Book 8 it is said that the cause of change in any

regime "is to be found in the ruling group itself, whenever discord breaks out in

this very group. While it remains of one mind, even if it be quite small, it

cannot be
removed"

(545c-d). Later on, however, the decline of the timocratic,
oligarchic, and tyrannical regimes is shown to flow necessarily from their es

sential principles, and the possibility of the class unity is renounced. The oligar

chic regime is probably the best model example of such a necessary discord, an

intrinsically self-destructive principle. The rulers of the oligarchic city cannot

ever be substantially unified because the intrinsic logic of their greed leads to

strife and fierce competition. The oligarchic city must fall "because of its insa
tiable desire to attain what it has set before itself as the good, namely the need
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to become as rich as
possible"

(555b). Ruthless competition among the oligar

chic men makes inevitable the emergence of
"drones,"

the members of the

ruling class who are bankrupt and who parasitize on the rest. Thus, although it

is suggested that an
"excess"

in each regime's defining principle leads to its fall

(563e), one may say that there is no "excessive
greed"

leading to a catastrophe

of the oligarchic regime because the oligarchic men's greed is by its nature

excessive and hubristic, and there is no way to mitigate it and prevent the

disaster: "It is impossible to honour wealth in a city and at the same time for

the citizens to acquire sufficient
moderation"

(555c). When the members of the

oligarchic ruling class make the accumulation of wealth their chief goal, they
become unscrupulous in their methods, and the acquisition of moderate wealth

by fair trade is no longer possible. Wealth and luxury are scarce and highly
competitive goods, the oligarchic maximizers of wealth may get more riches

only from the fellow-members of their class, and no durable unity is possible

among them. The intrinsic logic of their wealth-maximizing principle decides

that their greed overpowers any possibility of class solidarity, their group be

comes less and less numerous and hence weaker and weaker. The oligarchic

regime falls when the rich ruling class, while still competing within itself, is no

longer able to defend itself, and the growing class of the poor becomes aware

of its superiority.

Practically the same may be said about the timocratic and tyrannical re

gimes. The timocratic men are also "greedy for money, as men are in oligar

chies,"

although "they will prize gold and silver without restraint ... in
secret"

(548a). Moreover, their love for honor, glory, and victories seems to lead to

another form of fierce competition, strife, and disunity. Again, Plato never says

that timocracy is destroyed by
"excessive"

indulgence in honor because no

"excess"

is necessary. The timocratic man loves power, always tries to domi

nate others and to have his own way. Thus, both the timocratic and oligarchic

men commit the same hubris against one another as Hesiod's silver and bronze

races. The oligarchic and timocratic regimes are founded on the pursuit of the

goods which are always in short supply, and the logic of timocratic domination

as well as oligarchic exploitation leads to disunity, destructive competition, and

natural selection one can neither prevent nor stop. Both regimes seem to have

the same self-destructive tendency to disruption built in, both face the same

dilemma of limited goods and unlimited desires.

Needless to say, the tyrannical regime represents the same tendency in the

highest possible degree. There is the shortest possible supply of the chief good

because there is only one place for the absolute ruler. Somehow paradoxically,

even here no internal unity is ever possible. The tyrant is "badly governed

within himself (579c), "full of many fears and lust of all
kinds"

(579b), and

intrinsically torn apart by his passions, as if fiercely competing among them

selves. Thus, although theoretically the ruling class "cannot be
removed,"

if it

"remains of one
mind"

(545c-d), practically speaking even the "tyrannical ml-
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ing
class"

consisting of the single man cannot maintain
its intrinsic unity. Such

are the objective laws of scarce goods and insatiable desires, whether they are

oligarchic money-loving, timocratic honor-(and-money)-loving, or tyrannical

absolute-power-loving.8

At the same time, the defining principles of the remaining two regimes,

philosophical wisdom and democratic liberty, are obviously not as competitive

and self-destructive as wealth, glorious victories, and absolute power. Aristoc

racy and democracy do not follow the same logic of the inevitable downfall.

The case of aristocracy does not require any explanation. The philosopher-kings

are moderate, just, and concerned with the common good of all their city's

social classes. There is no intrinsic conflict or competition within them, and

although their regime also falls, its decay must be ascribed to the imperfect

knowledge of its rulers (546a-e). They are mere human beings after all and as

such cannot be omniscient.

Speaking about the fall of democracy, Socrates initially opens the same line

of argumentation he develops describing the collapse of timocracy and oligar

chy, namely that there is a kind of "greed for
freedom"

(562b), yet he imme

diately qualifies and finally abandons it. Democracy falls when it "has bad cup

bearers to preside over
it"

(562d). The
"cup-bearers,"

demagogues raised to the

position of power by the people, "that class of idle and extravagant men, some

of whom were very brave leaders while others were their more cowardly fol
lowers"

(564b), are compared to drones who start to multiply in the oligarchic

regime and become the presiding element under democracy. "With few excep
tions"

(564d), however, Socrates remarks. Apparently, according to him, some

democracies may avoid the dominance of the drones. The drones do not tolerate

opposition and try to manage everything in the city according to their interests.

"With a few
exceptions"

(564e), Socrates qualifies again. The qualifications

recurring in the discussion are very peculiar. Nothing like that appears in the

discussion concerning the timocratic and oligarchic regimes. Presumably, if

there are relatively moderate
"cup-bearers"

(who, by the way, do not constitute

a ruling class interested in domination or exploitation [558c], and no reason is

given why they could not be moderate), and, if they become somehow more

experienced and wiser, the fall of the democratic regime could be, perhaps,
avoided. Socrates explicitly mentions the latter possibility: when the democratic

man grows older he welcomes back some needs he neglected while being
young and apparently becomes more experienced, psychologically moderate,

and well balanced (561a). Hence, democracy may collapse into tyranny but,
unlike the other regimes, it does not have to, because there is no intrinsic con

tradiction in the democratic men's free pursuit of their various goals. Democ

racy appears to be the only corrupt regime which is not intrinsically
inconsistent and doomed to failure, the only one in which "few

exceptions"

of

survival are explicitly said to be possible.
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Plato's approach to liberty appears to be much more complex here than the

traditional interpretations of his critique of democracy suggest. Tme, the main

idea underlying
Socrates'

and Plato's philosophy, and ancient thought in gen

eral, was that the development of moral and intellectual virtues leaves little

room for individual freedom. After all, freedom allows the pursuit of good as

well as bad ends. Sparta was often praised as a well-governed city efficient in

pressure inculcating public morality, while Athens was criticized for her demo

cratic liberality, tolerance, and permissiveness. It was also both
Socrates'

and

Plato's view that most people lack knowledge of what is in their interest, what

is good for them, and they need moral guidance and advice in order to be able

to discover that.

It seems, however, that to say that the ideal political order is founded on

moral perfection is to simplify the problem of political freedom. The aristoc

racy is built on "consonance or
harmony"

(430e), and on
"unanimity,"

which

"would rightly be called moderation,
agreement"

(432a). The timocratic regime

is criticized for abolishing those values. Under the ideal regime the farmers and

artisans are "considered as free men, friends, and
providers,"

while in the tim

ocratic one they are "enslaved and held as serfs and
servants"

(547c). Clearly,
"unanimity," "consonance,"

and
"agreement"

entail some degree of freedom,

and the absence of freedom is considered a serious political destitution. Some

degree of everyone's rational and voluntary consent seems to be suggested as

the necessary condition of the good society and moral progress. Freedom is a

meaningful aspect of moral and civic maturity. Even the ruled are free to some

extent, at least in the sense of not being subject to their
rulers'

arbitrary desires

and whims. Moral and intellectual progress requires some degree of freedom

and tolerance. People need freedom as well as wisdom to understand the un

avoidable defects of their education, of the traditional moral views, and of the

political constitution of their city. Such a critical understanding and any moral

and intellectual improvement, although collectively produced, can be achieved

only by the individuals themselves.

3. FIVE CHARACTERS: THE DESTRUCTIVE POWER OF A

DOMINANT DESIRE

Now, one may wonder whether the same classification, juxtaposing the first

and fourth stages of the political process to the remaining, clearly inferior

stages, applies also to the sequence of the five political characters dominating

in the five constitutions. In Plato's psychology, the three parts of the soul have

their own pleasures, desires, and kinds of rule (580d-581c), and each political

regime has its own characteristic structure of the soul and its moving forces.

The rational part of the soul (to logistikon) is in control of the lives of the
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lovers of wisdom who rule in aristocracy. The spirited part (to thumoeides)

moves the timocratic man (550b). The oligarchic man is motivated mainly by

the necessary desires of the appetitive part of his soul (to epithumetikon) (551a,

558d ff.), while the democratic man seeks also to satisfy his unnecessary appe

tites, without letting any of them prevail (558d ff, 571b ff.). Finally, some of

those appetites, like lust, are lawless and these dominate the soul of the tyrant

(571b ff.). In that psychological perspective justice is the healthy state of the

soul (444d-e) in which each part does its own job and does not meddle in the

tasks of the other parts. Only the rational control of the soul, at the same time

taking care of the good of the whole soul and of each part, secures that healthy
state and therefore is not only morally superior to any other configuration but

also leads to most happiness. The unhealthy soul, in turn, is a soul in which one

part usurps the roles of the other parts, establishes its own desire as the domi

nant one for the entire soul, and as a result all the parts fail to function in their

own proper ways. The oligarchic man, for instance, subordinates the rational

and spirited parts of his soul to his acquisitive appetites, and his overall motiva

tion, reasoning, and morality become derivative from his desire for money and

crudest material interest (cf, e.g., 551a, 553d, 558d).

Again, analogically to the order of regimes, at first sight the order of the

parts of the soul and their desires may seem smoothly descending from the

heaven of rational control to the hell of lawless, unbridled cravings, but under

closer look the descending classification is much more complex and problem

atic. Thus, although true justice and happiness require psychological harmony
in which the rational part of the soul needs the spiritual part as an ally in

controlling the multitude of appetitive desires, Plato does not argue that spirit

(thumos) itself deserves more respect than appetitive desires. There seems to be

nothing in the spirited part as such that makes it intrinsically superior to the

appetitive part. Spirit is said to be "angry without
reasoning"

(441c), equally

irrational, and unable to join appetites against reason. A hypothesis that spirit

may be, by its nature, "some part of
reason"

is explicitly rejected
(440e-441a).9

Thus, the timocratic man "lacks the best of
guardians,"

i.e. "reason
(logos)"

(549a-b), is "no longer simple and
earnest"

but rather "spirited and
simpler-

minded,"

"bom for war rather than for
peace"

(547e), etc. One may suspect that

when his ideas about what is honorable or good for war go wrong, his spirited

passion may be much more irrational and dangerous than, say, the acquisitive

desires of the oligarchic man. In such a case the timocratic society may be

simply much more violent and morally fallen than the oligarchic one. And with

respect to happiness in particular, which is the crucial aspect of the whole

classification, one finds no indication whatever why the timocratic father

should be happier that his oligarchic son.

The distinction between the necessary and unnecessary desires, the latter

being characteristic of the democratic man, deserves special attention here. The
necessary desires are "those we are unable to deny ... or those of which the
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satisfaction benefits us, for we are by nature compelled to satisfy
them"

(558d-

e), and the unnecessary ones are "those which one could avoid if one trained

oneself to avoid them from youth, which lead to no good or indeed to the
opposite"

(559a). Thus, there are two criteria distinguishing the necessary needs
and desires from the unnecessary ones. Plato seems to be suggesting that these

two criteria necessarily coincide but they are independent to some significant

extent. Tme, most of the desires which we cannot easily give up are at the same

time beneficial for us. We cannot get rid of our appetites to eat, to drink, and to

sleep, and it is a good thing, too. We are also generally able to get rid of some

bad habits and freakish appetites without which we are better off. The two

criteria generate, however, two additional classes of desires which are not dis

cussed in the Republic. One of them consists of desires which can hardly be

eliminated but which are useless or even harmful. The addiction of a lotus eater

may be such a case. That class is relatively unproblematic, however. It may be

argued that one should not develop such useless or harmful desires in the first

place if properly educated from the early years. We may assume that the ancient

world did not face as central the much more problematic cases of genetic dis

eases, innate addictions, crack babies, and the like. Another problematic class

seems much more important. What about desires one can (even easily) elimi

nate but which are beneficial? There seem to be a lot of needs and desires

which are artificially acquired and can be easily eradicated but which are

clearly good for us. Thus, the oligarchic man is said to be "somewhat
squalid"

(554a) and negligent, apparently abandoning some universally accepted needs

as useless because bringing no profit. While discussing the character of the

oligarchic man, Socrates adds another criterion making things even more puz

zling. The necessary needs and pleasures are said to be "good for doing
work"

(559c), and subsequently sex is mentioned among those which are obviously

not necessary. One may assume that the oligarchic squalid fellow neglects good

manners, personal hygiene, and many other things which the ancient Greeks

valued highly but which might be viewed as unnecessary for making money. If

the democratic son preserves and respects those unnecessary desires, he must

be seen as more civilized than his oligarchic father.

Do the two (or even three, considering the last suggestion) criteria really

distinguish the oligarchic father from his democratic son clearly? First of all, it

is not even certain that the oligarchic man's dominant desire for money meets

Socrates'

two criteria. Is his desire for money absolutely
"natural,"

i.e., ineradi

cable and beneficial? Quite the opposite seems to be the case. Money is such a

paradigmatic example of human artefact that can hardly count as an object of a

natural, necessary, ineradicable desire. Rather, as it has been already shown, the

oligarchic man's desire for money and wealth leads him necessarily,
"naturally"

to excess and some obviously harmful consequences, namely, the elimination of

many members of his social class, its weakness and unavoidable defeat in a

bloody revolution. On the other hand, is the democratic man's desire for free-
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dom somehow lower, less dignified, less important, or less human than the

desire for money? Again, quite the opposite seems to be suggested. In Book 9

(572c) Socrates argues that the major blunder the oligarchic father makes is that

he does not appreciate the unnecessary desires. His democratic son is then

unable to control his attraction to some more sophisticated forms of desires and

therefore falls prey to license and excess. Should the oligarchic man pay more

attention to the unnecessary desires then? There are too many doubts and un

answered questions to believe that Plato left them open without having reasons

for doing so.

Glaucon's protest against the "city of
pigs"

(372d) founded by Socrates in

Book 2 (369d-371e) indicates that such a city, satisfying only the material

needs, and in that respect similar to the oligarchic regime, is not humanly satis

fying. After Glaucon's protest Socrates abandons his first
"tme"

city in order to

found another one, which is supposed also to satisfy some more sophisticated

needs. The whole point of the ideal city is to satisfy the highest needs of man.

This is why the "city of
pigs"

is not a solution. Thus, Socrates does not expel

the unnecessary needs from the just political order as somehow inferior or su

perfluous.
Aristophanes'

comedies and other ancient Greek sources show as a

kind of a commonplace that human needs and desires by nature multiply and

generate more and more new appetites and thus can never be completely satis

fied or fully suppressed. Those unnecessary needs, although perhaps often su

perfluous, are nevertheless perfectly human, and perhaps even constitute the

very essence of humanity. (Has there been any pig excessively loving freedom

or art?) Of course, their excess may be dehumanizing, but the possibility of that

excess along with the ability to control them rationally constitute two sides of

the rational human nature. The point is not to eradicate the unnecessary needs

but, in the language introduced later in the Laws, to "practice them
properly"

(636e,
639b-c).10

Especially in terms of the relationship between psychic justice and happiness,

which is Glaucon's initial query which dominates Books 2-4, and may be seen

as the main topic of the whole Republic Plato tries to provide a clear grasp of

the perfectly just man and city, and their happiness, as opposed to the wholly

unjust man and city, and their unhappiness. Tme, all the people with deviant

souls are clearly less well off than the person with a just soul, but it is by no

means obvious, and there is no indication that it should be, that the timocratic

man is happier than the oligarchic one, the oligarchic man happier than the

democrat, etc. Socrates explicitly rejects the idea that every increase in justice

must always bring an increase in happiness: it is even mentioned as a just thing
that the perfectly just men suffer some injustice and are forced to "live a worse

life when they could live a better
one"

(519d). The sharp and clear contrast

between "pure
justice,"

leading to maximal happiness, and "pure
injustice,"

leading to maximal unhappiness, should be absolutely sufficient to make us

prefer
Socrates'

way of justice to
Thrasymachus'

way of injustice (545a-b).
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In Book 9 Glaucon returns to the idea that the descending order of regimes

may not be quite obvious in terms of one's happiness, and asks Socrates about a

criterion which enables us to judge which way of living leads to maximum

pleasure and
happiness."

From what has been said before, several answers

could be plausible. Socrates might have argued, for instance, that the more the

rulers or the citizens care for the common good the happier is the city and each

and every citizen as well. Similarly, he might have claimed that the more effi

cient is a regime in orchestrating its
citizens'

actions the more efficient it must

be in providing them with all goods, with satisfaction and happiness. The more

the regimes are disorganized the more poverty, fear, and feeling of insecurity
their citizens share. These would be the answers perfectly consistent with the

whole argument of the Republic. Yet Socrates decides to choose otherwise:

"What enables us to give a good answer? Is it not experience (empiria), knowl

edge (phronesis), and [rational] discussion
(logos)!"

(582a). One should experi

ence various pleasures and different forms of enjoyment and happiness to be

able to judge which regime brings about more of them. And here comes another

important turn in
Socrates'

argument. "Consider then which of the three men

has most experience of the pleasures we
mentioned"

(582a). The fourth and the

fifth political characters are dropped, and Socrates returns to his earlier tripar

tite division of the soul. The appetitive part of the soul is redefined as "wealth-

loving,"

because its desires "are most easily satisfied by means of
money"

(580e-581a), and the oligarchic money lover becomes a representative of all

the characters governed by the appetitive part of the soul. After that redefinition

Socrates easily proves that the wisdom lovers are better equipped than the

honor lovers and the profit lovers to judge the quality of pleasures (582b-d),

because only "the philosopher has of necessity tasted the other pleasures, begin

ning in
childhood"

(582b), in the long process of his education as a prospective

philosopher king.
Socrates'

treatment of all the
"appetitive"

characters does not harmonize

with what was said about them earlier, however. Tme, the democratic and ty

rannical men are somehow kindred with the oligarchic man, because the appeti

tive part of the soul is said to dominate all of them, but they are by no means

identical with the "profit
lovers."

While the tyrannical man's lust may be very

roughly though interpreted as a species of the oligarchic man's love for

wealth and bodily objects, the democratic man's desires, as presented earlier in

Book 8, are obviously much more complex and do not fit the simple money-

loving pattern. The democratic man satisfies all of his necessary as well as

unnecessary desires, but they are organized according to the principles of

liberty and equality, which have an entirely different nature. Certainly, the ulti

mate values of democracy are ridiculed in a passage exemplifying Plato's most

fantastic sense of humor (561a-b), yet they are never related to the love of

bodily objects or profit alone. It may seem that Socrates deliberately
"forgets"

about the fourth stage of his sequence in order to attract our attention to it. As
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has been suggested before, it seems that in his older age the democratic man is

well equipped, perhaps best of all, to judge the pleasures. When Socrates is

asked whether the wisdom lovers are best prepared to judge pleasures, his an

swer is clearly negative. He ironically hints that none of the three characters

can actually be the wisest or more
objective one: "Do you realize, I said, that if

you wanted to ask these three kinds of men in turn which of these three kinds

of lives is the most pleasant, each would give the highest praise to his
own?"

(581c-d). Of course, he is a philosopher, so he argues for his style of living, but

he ironically suggests that he should not be taken too seriously. His opinion is

not completely impartial and reliable because of his philosophical vocation. He

is a wisdom lover but he did not experience all kinds of pleasures to be able to

judge them, and in his story only the democratic man is called a man "full of all

sorts of
character"

(56 le), just like his city. Democracy was earlier described as

a regime "embroidered with every kind of
character"

(557c). What could pro

vide a better opportunity to acquire all kinds of experience and knowledge than

the regime which "contains all kinds of
constitutions"

(557d), and in which

everyone can "arrange his own life in any
manner"

(557b)? If "experience,

knowledge, and
discussion"

are decisive in judging political regimes in terms of

pleasure or happiness, democracy seems to be the only regime which prepares

one well because only democracy, being "full of liberty and freedom of
speech"

(557b), provides the required experience and allows the free discussion neces

sary for any competent judgment.

The complexity of the parallel between Plato's and Hesiod's stories achieves

its climax here. The mythical heroes, as we know them from Homer and He

siod, are spirited and shrewd, but they are dominated neither by a single part of

their souls nor by a single desire. They are human after all, and not always

perfectly virtuous and wise. Theirs is rather an equilibrium between the three

parts of their souls, between different faculties, and between passionate desire

and virtuous restraint. Ulysses, Achilles, and other Trojan heroes are equally

able to indulge their appetites, to act with anger, and to calculate their plans

reasonably and cunningly. And in Book 8 only the democratic man is presented

as a "man of great variety full of all sorts of
characters"

(56 le), engaging in

various activities, putting desires and pleasures "on an equal
footing,"

and "not

disdaining any but fulfilling them all
equally"

(561b). All desires and pleasures,

the democratic man insists, "are equal and must be equally
prized"

(561c). At

one time he indulges himself with food and drink, at another time, he fasts. At

one time he takes part in public affairs, then, in turn, he "turns to making
money,"

to physical and military exercise, and sometimes he even "spends his

time on
philosophy"

(561c-d). The democratic man's life is a mixture of all the

other
characters'

lives. Only in the democratic man all the parts of the soul are

shown to be active, all kinds of love and aspirations alive.

If justice and happiness mean that the rational part of the soul (and the city)

secures that the parts do not clash with one another, the democratic soul (as
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well as city) does that, in part at least. It is unable to subordinate itself fully to

the rational part, as the aristocratic soul does, but it at least solves the problem

of permanent clashes, conflicts, and unavoidable self-destruction. Tme, the

democratic man's reasoning, happiness, and pleasures are often rather chaotic,

much less organized and clearly inferior to the wisdom and reasoned happiness

of the philosopher-king, but they are still richer than the timocratic, oligarchic,

and tyrannical men's single-minded craving and permanent dissatisfaction.

There is a significant difference between a genuine wisdom and the democratic

man's superficial experience with life's various pleasures, but a dabbler's

knowledge is still more than complete ignorance.

The parallel between Hesiod's and Plato's stories returns here with a ven

geance. As the one-dimensional, "terrible and
mighty"

races of silver, bronze,

and iron are clearly contrasted by Hesiod with the golden and heroic races, so

are the timocratic, oligarchic, and tyrannical men in Plato, presented as equally
"simple-minded,"

and fundamentally different from the comprehensive and

many-sided democratic and aristocratic men. The timocrat, oligarch, and tyrant

are obsessed with honor or wealth or absolute power, while the democrat and

the philosopher-king know and are able to enjoy and appreciate a variety of

activities and pleasures.

It is again not an accident that the possibility of "the reaction in the opposite
direction,"

i.e. general political (implied by psychological) regeneration, is as

sociated only with aristocracy and, surprisingly enough, democracy (563e-

564a). As the race of heroes interrupts and reverses the declining order of

Hesiod's myth, so the democratic constitution and the democratic character in

many respects interrupt and may reverse the order of Plato's. If, as the projected

introduction of the ideal regime suggests, political regeneration is possible only

when "the city and men's
characters"

are treated as "a draughting
board"

and

first wiped clean (501a), then the democratic constitution, presented both as an

anarchic nonconstitution and pluralistic multiconstitution, appears to be the

only political state resembling that "clean
board"

from which the process of

regeneration might
start.12

Of course, from that institutional as well as psycho

logical vacuum things may still fall down into a tyranny but it is also presum

ably possible that the correct political institutions and psychological habits

might be reconstructed upon the old ruins. Plato's many other remarks and

allusions suggest that very special status of democracy among the other re

gimes. The democratic rule of the poor is the radical negation, indeed "in the

opposite
direction,"

of the oligarchic rule of the rich; the democratic son's char

acter radically contradicts his father's; the democrat "spends his money, effort,

and
time"

(561a), and his desires are
"spendthrift"

(558d), i.e. radically oppo

site to the essentially acquisitive desires of all the remaining warped characters.

Most importantly, the democratic man is the only one able to "not overstep the

boundary of
frenzy,"

and, "as he grows
older,"

he allows some of the previ

ously rejected appetites to return and keeps balance among them (561a-b).
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Democratic pluralism in the city and in the soul is far from perfection and true

harmony, but it at least bears some potential for a fragile stability and peace.

4. WAS PLATO A DEMOCRAT?

Probably no Plato scholar would dare to give a positive answer to this ques

tion, but there is still no clear agreement concerning what the overall character

of Plato's political philosophy is. His indictment of democracy became an inte

gral part of the antidemocratic tradition, being frequently recalled by later

writers as a firsthand eyewitness condemnation of the Athenian democracy and

of democracy in general by one of the most splendid thinkers in history. The

antidemocratic interpretation of Plato culminated in Karl Popper's violent at

tack, demonstrating an "identity between Platonism and
totalitarianism."13

Gen

erating tremendous controversy, it revived the problem of the fundamental

meaning of Plato's political philosophy and still leaves many classical scholars

split over that issue. Although Popper's extreme line of criticism does not find

many advocates today, and the dispute itself is not as passionate as at the time

when the totalitarian threat seemed so real, its echoes constantly re-emerge in

the contemporary debates concerning Plato's conception of justice and the evo

lution of his political philosophy.

The foregoing analysis of the various political and psychological ties be

tween the ideal aristocratic regime and its inferior democratic reflection indi

cates at least that much of the radically antidemocratic interpretations of Plato

can no longer be accepted. At the very heart of what was read for centuries as

Plato's spiteful attack on democracy, one discovers arguments presenting him

not as its enemy, but rather a friendly critic. Several observations, made quite

frequently in the literature, seem to support this view.

First, it seems significant that Plato expressed his critique of democracy
through the mouth of Socrates, the notorious critic of democracy who was also

a great citizen and proved with his life and death his commitment to democratic

values. It has been observed by many authors that Socrates proved his prefer

ence for democracy with his own life and death. He spent his whole life in

democratic Athens and refused to break her laws by escaping after his trial. He

could have avoided his execution, but apparently the possibility of fleeing to

Sparta or Crete was for him no possibility at all. Much the same could be said

about Plato himself. Like his master, he criticized democracy, but his experi

ence with other regimes during his Sicilian adventure and the rule of the Thirty
Tyrants in Athens was rather bitter and disappointing. Only in Athens, only
under her democratic regimes, which made her the most vibrant intellectual

center of the ancient world, could both Socrates and Plato meet and challenge

Gorgias, Protagoras, and others.
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Second, it is hard to believe that Plato did not have in mind his native city
while speaking of democracy and criticizing it, and therefore it seems also

significant that most of Plato's dialogues take place in democratic
Athens.14

Of

course, there were many reasons to condemn democratic politics in Athens:

there were majorities disregarding principles restricting their power, dema

gogues manipulating democratic rules and abusing the power of language, the

lawless behavior of the rich, the corruption of the magistrates, the interests of

lobbies prevailing over the common good, and many other abuses which we

witness also today.
Socrates'

and Plato's critique appears to be directed against

some of those vices of the Athenian democratic regime, mainly its majority rule

and some whimsical changes of policies resulting from it, while basically tak

ing for granted most of its institutions and laws. Both exposed the deficiencies

of democracy, not because they definitely preferred another political regime,

but because they wanted to educate the Athenian citizens and to improve the

existing political order. After all, the Athenian democracy, although not a per

fect political regime by far, proved its relative strength and effectiveness under

the most severe trials. Despite all its weaknesses, it was not a lawless anarchy,

and neither Socrates nor Plato ever said that Athens was the city of chaos and

license. Moreover, the Athenians did not lack civic virtues. They frequently
displayed their courage, patriotism, respect for law, and devotion to their city.

Third, then, Plato's other dialogues do not seem to be inconsistent with the

interpretation of Republic, Book 8, more favorable for democracy. In the early

dialogues, like the Protagoras or the Apology, Plato's Socrates, although crit

icizing the Athenian democracy and democracy as such, never says that any

alternative political order would be preferable. In the Apology, Athens is re

ferred to as "this great city, so famous for wisdom and
strength"

(29d), and, if

we can rely on Plato's Seventh Epistle, he was quite glad when democracy was

eventually restored after the rule of the Thirty Tyrants (324d-e). In the States

man, often coupled with the Republic as another face of antidemocratic Plato, it

is repeated that "full authority for a man who understands the art of kingship
and has

wisdom"

would be "the best thing of
all"

(294a), but it is also noted

that the ideal is clearly Utopian. The art of ruling is so difficult to learn, the tme

wisdom so rare, and both are so hard to recognize that in practical terms the

rule of pure reason does not seem feasible. "The aim of all the actions of men

everywhere is to secure for themselves the most tolerable life they
can"

(302b),

hence they pursue not an ideal regime but rather a constitutional lesser evil. If

so, the weakness of democracy becomes its virtue: "the rule of the many is

weak in every way, it is not capable of any real good or of any serious
evil"

(303a). Practicality and realism speak for democracy. When in the Laws Plato

develops his conception of the "mixed
constitution,"

democracy is recalled as

one of its two main ingredients. The best political regime should be a combina

tion of individual freedom and its legal and institutional limitations: "a compro

mise between a monarchical and a democratic constitution, which is precisely
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the sort of compromise a constitution should always
be"

(756e). The Hesiodic

kinship, between the perfect
"philosophical"

kingdom and its democratic distor

tion, returns here in a new form. Democracy defined in Republic 8 as "an

emporium of
constitutions,"

containing "all kinds of
constitutions"

(557d), may

be seen as an ironic introduction to the idea of the (best possible) "mixed
constitution,"

which remains Plato's great contribution to Western political

theory.

Even if the Hesiodic parallel is not a decisive reason to call Plato a demo

crat, it is at least one more good reason to argue that he cannot be called an

antidemocrat either. Clearly, it is not only true that Plato's declining sequence

shows some significant recovery at its fourth stage precisely as Hesiod's se

quence does but, moreover, the kinship of the first and the fourth stages

leaves no doubt. Political peace and everyone's individual satisfaction are pos

sible (although neither guaranteed nor permanent) only in these four societies:

Hesiod's golden and heroic races, and Plato's aristocratic and democratic

regimes. All the others are simply self-destructive. After a two-thousand-

year history of the troublesome relationship between aristocratic ideals and pop-

ulistic realities, Plato's parallel astonishes with its depth and acquires new

meanings.

NOTES

1. L. Strauss, "On Plato's
Republic,"

in The City and Man (Chicago, 1964), p. 131.

2. Some scholars emphasize those special difficulties in interpreting Book 8. Julia Annas (An

Introduction to Plato's Republic [Oxford, 1981]), for instance, calls that part of the Republic "both

confusing and
confused,"

leaving the reader "unsatisfied and
irritated"

(p. 294). We shall see that

Plato's argument in Book 8 may be perhaps seen as deliberately
"confusing,"

but by no means

"confused"

and, when rightly interpreted, no longer leaves the reader "unsatisfied and
irritated."

3. Such an interpretation of Book 8 is not entirely new. Patrick Coby ("Socrates and the De

cline and Fall of Regimes: Books 8 and 9 of the
Republic,"

Interpretation 21, no. 1 [Fall, 1993]:

15-39) concludes his detailed reconstruction of Book 8 with the following passage: "Because

Socrates means to dissuade the tyrant from seizing power, and thus from changing a democratic

regime into a tyranny, it could be said that the whole discussion of happiness adds up to a practical,

if not theoretical, defense of
democracy"

(p. 31). Unfortunately, in Coby's reconstruction, there is

rather little evidence supporting his conclusion.

4. Cf. M. Ostwald, Nomos and the Beginnings of the Athenian Democracy (Oxford, 1969),

chap. 2. T. A. Sinclair, A History of Greek Political Thought (London, 1959), p. 19. Although

historians unanimously agree on the importance of Homer and Hesiod for Greek political thought,

there is relatively little literature supporting and analyzing that issue. Cf. D. Kagan, The Great

Dialogue: History of Greek Political Thought from Homer to Polybius (New York, 1965), esp.

chap. 2; J. L. Myres, The Political Ideas of the Greeks (London, 1927), lectures 1-4; M. Ostwald,

Nomos and the Beginnings, chap. 2.

5. The Poems ofHesiod, translated with Introduction and Comments by R. M. Frazer (Norman,

1983), p. 106. Plato's Republic will be cited after G. M. A. Grube's edition (Indianapolis, 1974).
6. Curiously enough, some scholars before Strauss associated Hesiod's model of historical re

gress from the Works and Days with Plato's Statesman and the Laws but not with the Republic. Cf.

E. Havelock, The Liberal Temper in Greek Politics (New Haven, 1957), chap. 2.
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7. Because very similar fourfold anthropological myths appear in many early cultures in Asia,
for instance in the teaching of Zarathustra and in the Indian Mahabharata and Puranas, it is

suspected that Hesiod's story of the five races is "a fusion of two distinct and incongruous
myths,"

the myth of the Four Ages and the legend of the Age of Heroes (A. O. Lovejoy, G. Boas, Primitiv-

ism and Related Ideas in Antiquity [Baltimore, 1935], p. 25).

8. It is another interesting problem whether in his presentation of the three self-destructive

regimes Plato attacks rivalry and competitiveness as such. The question must have been quite

popular in his times. In the very beginning of the Works and Days (lines 11-29) Hesiod introduces

two kinds of Eris, the goddess of strife and conflict. One of them "stirs up the evil of war and

conflict of battle, and no mortal loves
her"

(14-15), but the other one "is much better for
men"

(19). The latter Eris makes everybody "eager to work whenever he sees another
prospering"

(21-

22); she "benefits
mortals"

when "neighbor is envious of
neighbor,"

"potter fiercely challenges

potter, carpenter carpenter, beggar enviously strives with beggar, singer with
singer"

(23-26). Her

aclitus is probably the best known pre-Socratic philosopher maintaining the same distinction be

tween the destructive conflict of ruthless war and the healthy condition of rivalry and economic

competition. The question whether Plato would respect that distinction, however, we shall leave for

another occasion.

9. The Plato scholars are still split over the interpretation of Republic 440a-441a. Terence

Irwin suggested that while the rational part is "entirely
good-dependent"

and the appetitive part

"entirely
good-independent,"

the spiritual part may be seen as "partly good-dependent, influenced

by beliefs about some kinds of
goods"

(T. Irwin, Plato's Moral Theory [Oxford, 1977], pp. 192,

326-28; followed by J. Cooper, "Plato's Theory of Human
Motivation,"

History of Philosophy

Quarterly, 1, no. 1 [1984]: 6-7), and hence in some sense rationally concerned with the good and

naturally allied with reason. That would make the spiritual part clearly superior to the appetitive

part. Irwin did not reconcile his interpretation with the passages suggesting the essential "irra
tionality"

of the spirited part, however, and his account has been questioned by other scholars (cf.

M. Woods, "Plato's Division of the
Soul,"

Proceedings of the British Academy, 73 [1987]: 45; F. D.

Miller, "Plato on the Parts of the
Soul"

(unpublished), pp. 18-20 and note 28; both papers present

interpretations closer to one accepted in this paper). Leo Strauss went so far as to suggest that even

some kind of superiority of appetitive desires over spiritedness may be possible: "Let us never

forget that while there is a philosophic eros, there is no philosophic spiritedness
(366c)"

(Strauss,
"Plato,"

in An Introduction to Political Philosophy: Ten Essays, ed. H. Gildin [Detroit, 1989], p.

188; cf. also Strauss, "On Plato's
Republic,"

p. 110). Finally, Irwin himself, in his most recent

impressive general account of Plato's Ethics (New York and Oxford, 1995), seems to have changed

his view: "The rational part of the soul is guided by reasoning about the good, and the other parts

do their proper work when they are appropriately influenced by this reasoning about the
good"

(p.

281).

10. This is so important an issue that Plato devotes a substantial part of the Laws to wine

drinking. The Athenian Stranger proves that the regimes which try to discourage or even to ban

pleasures altogether like Sparta for instance, where banquets are illegal do not solve their prob

lems. People must be exposed to such pleasures in order to be able to
"properly"

practice, enjoy,

and control them. The
"proper"

enjoyment is conducive to moderation and self-control (cf. Strauss,
"Plato,"

pp. 232-34).

11. We shall leave aside the importance of the shift from happiness to pleasure Socrates makes

at this point. The shift may be seen as crucial for Plato's (Socrates') moral theory, and there is a

huge amount of literature on it, but it does not seem crucial in the evaluation of political regimes.

12. Ryszard Legutko introduces that brilliant idea in his unpublished paper "Plato's Two De

mocracies."

13. K. Popper, The Open Society (New York and Evanston, 1963), vol. 1, p. 170.

14. There are many interesting accounts of the relationship between Plato's critique of democ

racy and the realities of democratic Athens. Cf. R. W. Hall, Plato (London, 1981), chap. 1; G.

Klosko, The Development ofPlato's Political Theory (Methuen, 1986), chap. 1; T. Irwin, "Socrates

and Athenian
Democracy,"

Philosophy and Public Affairs, 18(1989): 184-205.
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1. LOCKE AND MODERNITY

In our still proliferating, bewildering debates about the nature of
'modernity'

and about what, if anything, comes (came) after it or supersedes (-ed) it, one

might still venture to suggest that there remain one or two old-fashioned, fixed

points of reference. Whether we think of modernity as a "category of historical
periodization,"

a "quality of social
experience,"

or "an (incomplete)
project,"1

all roads lead back to or through something traditionally called 'the En
lightenment,'

located temporally (in the first instance) in the eighteenth century
and spatially in Europe. Entangled in the

"thicket"

of arguments about "the

character and states of the concept of modernity itself (Osborne 1992, p. 65) is

also "the fate of the concept of Enlightenment, or more specifically, the En

lightenment concept of an autonomous
reason"

(Osborne 1992, p. 78). Indeed,

one might even argue that at times our everyday working notions about mo

dernity blur into and become indistinguishable from our popular, received no

tions about the Enlightenment. Whether we approach the issues from a

'postmodernist'

position relying on poststructuralist analyses which claim to

disclose the discursive constructedness of all rationalities, or whether we take

up a
'postcolonial'

perspective from which the re-empowered voices of the

hitherto silenced
'Others'

of Europe are purportedly seen to expose the 'univer

sal'

rationality of Europe in all of its parochial cultural specificity, we always

seem obliged to return to a critique of eighteenth-century European notions

about the autonomy and universality of human reason. In our contemporary

parlance, this frequently entails a critique of the notion that a human being is

(or can become) a coherent, unitary, autonomous, self-fashioning human 'sub

ject'

endowed with powers of reason which can attain to universally valid truths

about the world.

Of course nobody maintains that Enlightenment notions about human reason

sprang full-blown from the minds of a handful of eighteenth-century French

philosophes. Any discussions of the secularization of European thought systems

and the epistemological revolution leading to the scientific rationality of the

modem "Enlightenment
project,"

with its goal of harnessing nature and reliev-
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ing "man's
estate,"'

lead us back to another of our old-fashioned points of

reference, in this case to John Locke's An Essay Concerning Human Under

standing (1690), which served as the starting point for countless Continental

discussions of language and reason. And Locke would appear at first glance to

be a fitting embodiment of that notion of a human subject who is able, almost

magically it seems, to observe, analyze,
and act upon the world without himself

being acted upon. In our own skeptical times, one can only watch with envy as

Locke audaciously takes possession of an epistemological position (where?) of
'objectivity'

from which
'he'

(what part of him?) engages in an astonishing act

of introspection and observes the workings of his own mental mechanisms, his

processes for acquiring knowledge of the world, and the internal functioning of

his powers of reason. What's more, once he believes he has removed some of

the traditional scholastic and ecclesiastical "rubbish that lies in the way to

knowledge,"

he seems confident that his own personal, parochial acts of intro

spection have yielded results that are applicable to all of humankind. If we

latter-day readers are not alert to the contradictions and fissures in his argu

ments, we can come away with the heady impression that it is somehow possi

ble to think objectively about the involvement of language in the processes of

acquiring knowledge without considering that language must also be involved

in the very processes of introspection, thought, and reason
themselves.3

Locke

is not one to invite his readers to stare into the abyss of infinite regress.

This is no place to go into biographical details, but even if we take but a

brief, superficial look at Locke the person (1632-1704) in the social, political,

and religious context of his times, all factors seem to conspire conveniently to

produce the apparently emancipated persona who speaks to us from the pages

of the Essay. His origins were appropriately humble (relatively speaking), Puri

tan, and Roundhead, and he happened to be attending Westminster School in

London in January 1649, when the world was given ample empirical evidence

of the creaturely vulnerability of Charles Fs neck-joint, thereby confirming

growing doubts about the divinity of monarchs. Whether, much later, Locke

was actually in the penumbra of conspirators allegedly involved in the so-called

Rye House Plot against Charles II in 1683 probably matters little here. The

facts of his exile in Holland and his triumphant return to England in 1689 with

the Princess of Orange bear ample witness to his estrangement from an epis

temological posture of "romance
idealism"

upon which had been based the

notion that the political authority of monarchs was legitimated by an inborn,

inherited
"virtue"

(McKeon) guaranteed by ancient lineage. It is clear that

Locke was not taken in by the "aristocratic ideology" (McKeon) that continued
to insist on the divine rights of the Stuarts to the throne of England and Scot
land.4

It is equally clear, from the Essay, that Locke would also have no truck with
the notion that the ancient lineage of an idea or proposition (analogous to the

inherited
"virtue"

of noble families) is the guarantee of its truth. In McKeon's

terms, Locke's "naive
empiricism,"

the belief that all valid knowledge is de-
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rived from experience, underpins his "progressive
ideology,"

which judges the

merits of rulers on the basis of their observable abilities, not on their family

pedigrees, and dispenses with the outmoded romance nonsense about inherited

inner nobility. In his own life and works, then, Locke would seem to vindicate

convincingly McKeon's central thesis of the inseparability of a reigning epis

temology and the social order it sustains and is sustained by. Locke, whose

rhetoric in the Essay often suggests that he had no pretensions to being a pro

fessional philosopher, becomes, arguably, the most important founding theorist

of the epistemological revolution "which would liberate us from the shackles of

religious . . . superstition and produce a rational moral and political order

which would remove injustice and oppression and achieve universal
freedom"

(O'Shea, p. 9). By draining the natural world and the world of human relations

of all spiritual meaning and divine significance, and by reducing the truths of

divine revelation more or less completely to the truths of human sense experi

ence and reason, Locke becomes the quintessential thinker of early
modernity.5

As we know with hindsight, the early modem period in much of Europe

witnessed not only an epistemological revolution, but a revolution in property

relations as well. Most of our notions about the nature of modernity rest on the

at least tacit assumption that it is a capitalist modernity. There is clearly noth

ing fortuitous about the fact that Locke is both a founding theorist of empiri

cism and a political thinker devoted to the rational defense of individual

property rights. This is not the place to rehearse his well-known arguments in

the Second Treatise (see chap. 5, "Of Property"). Suffice it to say that, starting

with the notion that all human beings
'own'

their own persons and their own

labor power (a notion perfectly consistent with his "progressive ideology"),

Locke proceeds to justify the individual appropriation of the fruits of the earth

and any land with which one has mixed one's labor. In an additional audacious

argument, he then asserts that the tacit agreement of human beings to assign

value (otherwise generated only by labor power) to gold and silver (money)

justifies the institution of wage labor and the private possession of unlimited

amounts of land. Needless to say, the assumption that productive labor gives a

right to the possession of land has been used to justify colonialisms of various

kinds and at various times. The notion of a general, undisputed social consent

to the assignment of value to money becomes a necessary fiction underlying the

generation of capital. To rework an old cliche: if Locke had not existed, Whig

landowners, agrarian capitalists, colonialists, and Americans would have had to

invent him (as, in a sense, they
did).6

2. ENLIGHTENMENT REASON AND THEORIES OF LANGUAGE

As I reiterated above, our debates about the nature of modernity
must neces

sarily address the fate of the Enlightenment concept of an autonomous reason.

If, as has become common intellectual currency in our own time, we assume
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that human reason operates within the constraints of culture-specific linguistic

structures and language-specific conceptual configurations, the notion of rea

son's
'autonomy'

must give way to our acceptance of reason's cultural contin

gency. The proudly autonomous human 'subject of turns out to be a

cognitive illusion, the effects of a culture-specific play of intersecting dis

courses. The subject does not observe the world from some supposed epis

temological vantage point of objectivity; it is the subject's activity of mind that

constitutes the reality that is the object of
cognition.7

If we accept this line of

thinking, the supposed universality of Enlightenment claims to truth about the

world dissolves and is replaced by some sort of cultural relativism. It can then

be argued that, once this 'linguistic
turn'

in philosophy has accomplished a

thoroughgoing epistemological paradigm shift, we have left the mental world of
'modernity'

and have entered our
'postmodern'

epoch. An analogous 'post-

colonial'

narrative of that same shift, as already mentioned, would stress that

Europe's loss of its epistemological moorings is inseparable from Europe's

postimperial awareness "that it is no longer the unquestioned and dominant

centre of the
world."8

To put matters crudely and succinctly: the collapse of

empires results in the repudiation of Locke.

As usual, alas, these attempts to write intellectual history represent crass

oversimplifications and are probably fatally flawed. To speak of "the concept of

the
Enlightenment,"

for instance, would seem to imply (whether we mean to or

not) that there was a more or less homogeneous European mind-set in the eigh

teenth century, whereas common sense and numerous writers tell us that such

an assumption must be very suspect indeed. But in order to keep 'the Enlight
enment'

in our minds as a fixed point of reference, as a "category of historical
periodization,"

so that we can keep our popular notions of
'modernity'

afloat

and simultaneously theorize a putative paradigm shift in thought which ushers

in our postmodern epoch, we still persist in hypostatizing a narrow notion of

the Enlightenment which is centered on alleged beliefs in a universal, autono

mous human reason. It may well be that 'the
Enlightenment,'

as a heuristic

construct, was at one time a necessary and useful conceptual tool, but it seems

to have taken on a life of its own, as heuristic constructs are liable to do, and to

have become a sort of reified label. I suspect that our continuing reluctance to

think of eighteenth-century European thought systems as riven by conflicts and

fissured by contradictory discourses has a lot to do with the powerful theoriza-

tion of the emergence of modernity by Michel Foucault, who posits a succes

sion of all-pervasive, period-specific, self-contained, epistemological fields

(epistemes) and can lead us to believe that the so-called Classical age was

characterized by a more or less unified epistemological space which was

abruptly superseded at the beginning of the nineteenth century. If we simple-

mindedly believe that Foucault means to delineate a series of empirically veri

fiable historical epochs in European thought, we can easily fall into the habit of

spotting neat epistemic discontinuities and epistemological ruptures. And if we
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take as read Foucault's assertion that "analysis has been able to show the coher

ence that existed, throughout the Classical age, between the theory of represen

tation and the theories of language, of the natural orders, and of wealth and

value,"

then we presumably end up believing that eighteenth-century Europe

was suffused by, among other things, empiricist, more or less Lockean, theories

of language which viewed language simply as a signifying tool used by the

sovereign human subject of the
Enlightenment.9

Perhaps it is the rhetorical power of Foucault's arguments that leads, say,

Hayden White to assert that "language [was not] a problem for [the Enlight-

eners]"

and makes it possible for David Harvey to produce the easily refutable

statement that "Enlightenment thinkers believed that translation from one lan

guage to another was always possible without destroying the integrity of either
language."

It is clear that our insistence on the prevalence of an "Enlightenment

concept of an autonomous
reason"

makes us reluctant to entertain the thought

that not only did prominent eighteenth-century thinkers theorize the immanence

of language in every act of reasoning, but also insisted on the cultural specific

ity of linguistic structures and, consequently, of cognitive development. Con

templating these heresies would disturb too violently our narratives of

epistemological paradigm shifts and our sense of epochal changes our sense

of what is
'postmodern'

in postmodernity. If one may be allowed to indulge in

a generalization worthy of Lady Bracknell: Ours is not an age in which it is

easy to think in terms of multiple, even contradictory, discourses, coexisting in

fluid suspension, which, if disturbed by real material, economic, and social

changes, then crystallize out into fully conscious positions which engage with

each other in a continuing series of discursive reversals and counter
reversals.10

Our current debates about the nature of modernity tend to obscure whole

swathes of thinking in eighteenth-century Europe.

3. JOHANN GOTTFRIED HERDER

It will come as no surprise that I agree with Hans Aarsleff when he asserts

that "linguistic
relativity"

was a "commonplace eighteenth-century
doctrine"

(Aarsleff 1982, p. 345). We need look no further than to the writings of Johann

Gottfried Herder (1744-1803) to find a central, symptomatic Enlightenment

thinker who "had already accomplished in his own thinking the essence of the

'epistemological
turn,'

that is, the interpretation of the subject's activity ofmind

as itself constitutive of the reality that is the object of cognition . . . [and who

had done so] . . . in the form of the 'linguistic
turn,'

ordinarily located by

historians more than a century
later"

(see note 7). Given his skeptical epis

temological stance, Herder was obviously a powerful opponent of any eigh

teenth-century universalist claims for the workings of European
reason."

For

him, human beings are bom with no more than a dormant capacity for reason
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which is awakened and given force only by language (p. 138). It is language

that organizes sensory experiences into thought. Reason itself is not innate; it is

not an autonomous mechanical activity set inexorably into motion by the fact of

one's being human; it must be learned, and a human being can learn only from

other human beings, through language (pp. 141-44). Language acquisition,

however, and consequently the development of thought, are dependent on the

language community, on the language of the ethnic group (pp. 336-37). Every
language bears the stamp of an ethnically specific understanding and general

folk character (p. 353). Every nation has its own sounds, and systems of nam

ing are different in every language. Each culture impresses upon its collective

understanding
"aspects"

of the perceived world that are appropriate to its strate

gies for survival and its productive activities. Some languages stress names (of

things); others stress action. Different languages have different ways of using

person and tense and different ways of configuring concepts. All of these differ

ences are embedded in the specific cultural arrangements and activities of par

ticular language communities. Out of the chaos of sense impressions generated

by the world, each culture delimits and articulates its own concepts and weaves

its own conceptual configurations, thereby constructing its own particular land

scape of thought which it then perceives as real. There is no such thing as pure

reason without language. Language is the
"character"

(p. 343) of our reason,

the sole means by which reason takes on form and reproduces itself.

Herder is, of course, no longer a stranger in our postmodernist debates about

the nature of reason. There is an impressive range of specialist writings on

Herder's theory of language and signification, the implications of which are

becoming clearer for current debates in cultural theory and for discussions

within postcolonial historiography about purported relations between European

Enlightenment thought systems and the colonial enterprise. Jacques Derrida, for

example, signals in a footnote to his Edmund Husserl's Origin ofGeometry that

he is aware of the epistemological and historical significance of Herder's pro

longed and public philosophical quarrel with Kant. In his Metacritique (1799)

of Kant's Critique ofPure Reason, Herder in Derrida's words "reproach[es]

Kant for not taking into consideration the intrinsic necessity of language and its

immanence in the most apriori act of
thought."

In an important article in His

tory and Theory, Brian J. Whitton traces parallels between Herder's thought

and Jean-Francois Lyotard's arguments in The Postmodern Condition: A Report

on Knowledge: "Proceeding from a view of the inherently relative, pluralistic

nature of human cultural knowledge as an arbitrary linguistic construct, both

Herder and Lyotard reject . . . claims to objectivity . . . based upon an artificial

reification of a particular, limited cultural form to the status of
universality."

Whitton places Herder firmly (too firmly, in my view) within the ambit of post

modernist
thinking.12

It will doubtless be objected in some quarters that my invoking of Herder

represents an illegitimate polemical exploitation of a maverick German eight-
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eenth-century thinker, the exception that proves the rule, as it were. Many En

glish-speaking interpreters of Herder seem simply to have taken as read the

long German tradition of nationalistic reception of Herder since the end of the

nineteenth century a time of German nation-building, when scholarly success

was often heavily dependent on demonstrating that Herder had (allegedly) man

aged to
'overcome'

the overweening hegemony of the rationalist French lumi-

eres by teutonifying the hated Romance-language discourses of 'the
Enlightenment'

and by constructing alternative discourses of human nature, the

nation, ethnic particularity, and the primacy of language in human rationality,

which supposedly constituted a sort of Gegen-Aufkldrung (Counter-Enlighten

ment) more accommodating to the aspirations of German Kultur construction.

This construction of Herder as an
'irrationalist,' 'anti-Enlightenment'

thinker

has persisted, aided powerfully, I think, by Sir Isaiah Berlin's celebrations of

Herder (and Vico and Hamann) in a series of wonderfully readable, influential

publications. At any rate, our old popular notion or heuristic construct of

'the
Enlightenment'

gets rescued repeatedly by consigning uncomfortable, con

trary thinkers to some 'anti-Enlightenment
camp.'

We are then left with an

intellectually debilitating heuristic dichotomy of opposed
'camps.'

Herder spe

cialists, on the other hand, would remind us wearily that Herder's thinking has

long since come to be viewed as an integral part of the Enlightenment. The

English-speaking world should by now be aware that Herder represented a focal

point in a complex network of eighteenth-century debates spanning a wide

range of disciplines. As Robert E. Norton put it fairly recently, Herder was

"participating in a constant, constructive dialogue with the Enlightenment [he]

was long thought to
repudiate."13

"The traditional view of Herder as an irra

tional iconoclast, as the irresistible opponent of a moribund Enlightenment, has

now lost much of its argumentative force and
integrity"

(Norton, 1991, p. 1).

But why, in a paper ostensibly devoted to John Locke, have I made such a

lengthy digression through Herder? The short answer is that I am convinced

that, in our debates about the nature of modernity and postmodernity, we are so

determined to cling to a narrow concept of the Enlightenment and an Enlighten

ment concept of an autonomous reason that we extend our limiting preconcep
tions even to Locke, that "quintessential early thinker of

modernity."

If a

revaluation of Herder disturbs comfortable assumptions about the Enlighten

ment, the popular image of Locke is put in jeopardy as well. It would be fool

hardy to make an attempt to transmogrify Locke into a prophet of

epistemological skepticism and cultural relativism yet another postmodernist

avant la lettre, as it were but it may well be worth while to look again at

those multiple, contradictory notions coexisting in fluid suspension in Locke's

thinking which have the potential to crystallize into conscious, conflicting, even
'anti-Enlightenment'

positions. I have already quoted Aarsleff to the effect that

"linguistic
relativity"

was a commonplace doctrine in the eighteenth century.

Herder alone would seem to vindicate that view. But Herder's views on Ian-
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guage emerge from a complex of theoretical debates largely initiated by Locke

and inflected in various ways by (especially) Leibniz and Condillac, and

Herders first full-length treatise on language was but one contribution to an

extensive, prolonged debate in the Berlin Academy about the nature and origins

of language. One in no way wishes to detract from the originality of Herder's

thinking by stating the obvious fact that his theory of signification was not

produced ex nihilo; his indebtedness to Condillac's Essai sur Torigine des
con-

naissances humaines (1746), however, is obvious and well known (see Aarsleff

1982, pp. 23, 30-31, 195, 219-21), even if Herder's own theorization of the

cultural specificity of linguistic and cognitive structures goes far beyond Con

dillac's insistence that each language expresses the specific character of the

ethnic group that speaks it. And one hardly needs to repeat the fact that Con

dillac himself saw his Essai, to a great extent, as a sort of restatement of

Locke's basic position, embellished and improved by necessary corrections and

supplements. Aarsleff states bluntly (and probably too simplistically) that "the

relativity principle and its subjective basis are a consequence of the epistemol

ogy that Condillac took over from
Locke"

(Aarsleff 1982, p. 346). So what, in

Locke's thinking, could give rise to what would seem to be an 'anti-Enlighten
ment'

assault on the notion of an autonomous Enlightenment reason? Was

Locke a cultural relativist after all? As the late Paul de Man wrote, nearly

twenty years ago: "fO]ne especially has to disregard the commonplaces about

[Locke's] philosophy that circulate as reliable currency in the intellectual histo

ries of the
Enlightenment."14

4. SENSE EXPERIENCE

In my own recent rereadings of Locke, Condillac, and Herder, I have been

struck first of all by the shared emphasis on the sheer physiological contingency
of all human sense experience. Now, these meditations on the imperfections of

mere fleshly perception are of course not innovations peculiar to the early mod

em period; traditional Christian doctrine had always warned human beings that

their own earthly, temporal experience, if unaided by the eternal truths of divine

revelation (mediated, of course, by the Church), was tainted by their fallen state

and liable to be a snare set by the forces of evil. Once Locke, however, has

spumed traditional ecclesiastical principles as guidance for the assessment of

human understanding and asserts that all valid knowledge has its original

sources in ideas imprinted upon the mind by sense experience and by the

mind's own introspective reflections on its operations, his harping on the crea-

turely limitations of sense experience takes on a rather different significance.

"Had we senses acute enough to discern the minute particles of bodies and the

real constitution on which their sensible qualities
depend,"

he writes in a locus

classicus in book II, chapter xxiii, paragraph 1 1, of the Essay, "I doubt not but
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they would produce quite different ideas in
us"

(my
emphasis).15

He then goes

on to speculate about the color of gold and the radically different appearances

of pounded glass, hairs, and blood under a microscope. It is immediately and

obviously clear that truths about the world acquired through sense experience

are truths specific to the severe physiological limitations of the fleshly organs

of sense. In the next paragraph of the same chapter of the Essay there follow

familiar meditations on the providentially organized balance of the human ma

chine and its organs of sense, a balance which enables us, on the one hand, to

function in the material world and, on the other, prevents us from being over

whelmed by conceivable extremes of sensory acuteness. If we had "microsopi-

cal
eyes,"

for instance, we would find ourselves living "in a quite different
world."

However conventional these ruminations may be, though, it remains

interesting that Locke repeatedly stresses the fittingness of our empirical knowl

edge to "the business we have to do
here."

"We are able, by our senses, to

know and distinguish things, and to examine them so far as to apply them to

our uses, and several ways to accommodate the exigencies of this
life"

(my
emphasis). The knowledge we acquire is hence "suited to our present condi

tion"

and enables us to "provide for the conveniences of
living."

If we never doubted that Locke unswervingly presupposes (as he repeatedly

states) that immediate sensory perception of the world is a thoroughly mechani

cal, more or less passive affair, it would not be difficult to arrive at conclusions

similar to those espoused by numerous eighteenth-century French philosophes.

If all knowledge comes through the senses, then what a person knows depends

completely on their experiences, and differences between people in later life are

the differences created by different
experiences.16

Clearly, if we change the en

vironment of human beings and change their social and economic arrangements

in such a way that "the business we have to do
here"

and "the exigencies of this
life"

assume significantly different structures and exert different pressures, we

will produce humans with radically different
'ideas'

and hence radically differ

ent
'understandings.'

The 'engineering of human
souls'

would in that case be a

pretty straightforward matter. Needless to say, mechanistic models of this sort

underlie the thinking of, inter alia, Helvetius and Jeremy Bentham and even

Robert Owen (and Stalin?). (For comments on Locke and Bentham, see Ayers

II 1991, p. 198.) So far, however, this line of thinking says nothing about the

conceivable cultural contingency of the modes of sense perception themselves

or about the conceivable ways in which linguistic structures and conceptual

configurations might, concomitantly, be culturally specific as well.

Locke, however, does not consistently presuppose simply that the processes

of sense perception and the subsequent mental linkage of articulated sounds

(signs) to the ideas imprinted upon the mind take place in a space free of

human
pressures.17

In his early arguments against the existence of "innate prac

tical
principles"

(or any innate principles whatsoever) in the mind, he concedes

the following:
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Nature, I confess, has put into man a desire of happiness and an aversion to misery:

these indeed are innate practical principles which (as practical principles ought) do

continue constantly to operate and influence all our actions without ceasing. ... I

deny not that there are natural tendencies imprinted on the minds of men, and that

from the very first instances of sense and perception, there are some things that are

grateful and others unwelcome to them, some things that they incline to, and others

that they fly. (I, iii, 3)

Hence we can already surmise that this inborn Hobbesian calculus of attraction

and aversion is going to exert pressures on the powers of mental attention and

on the selection of aspects of the world for contemplation or oblivion. But

Locke does not by any means assume that our desires and aversions are all

inborn: there are of course "natural
wants"

(which express themselves in hun

ger, thirst, heat, cold, weariness, sleepiness, etc.), but we are also urged onward

by "fantastical uneasiness (as itch after honour, power, or riches etc.) which

acquired habits, by fashion, example, and education, have settled in us, and a

thousand other irregular desires which custom has made natural to
us"

(II, xxi,

45). Apart from anything else here, it is interesting that Locke, the theorizer of

"possessive
individualism"

(see C. B. Macpherson, pp. 194-262, and Ayers II

1991, pp. 267-68) and the philosopher who allegedly set out to prove that

bourgeois understanding was the natural way of understanding the world, does

not assume that competitiveness and greed are part of human nature (see note 6

below). Here Locke seems to be much closer to a traditional Christian under

standing of these urges as unfortunate,
'unnatural'

byproducts of the Fall from

Grace, which, as we know, come to be
'naturalized'

(that is, made to seem

natural) only when capitalist economic and social arrangements come to be

seen as defining the natural human
state.18

Translated into politics, Locke's de

nial of the naturalness of knowledges of course buttresses his concomitant as

sault against political principles which have only their ancient lineages to

recommend them. For my purposes here, it is useful to suggest (if not prove)

that Locke is aware that specific economic and social arrangements are going to

inflect the processes of perception and language formation. His repeated insis

tence on the force of custom and habit in establishing rigid connections be

tween ideas (more on that below) then provides us with the leverage to theorize

the cultural specificity of perception and discursive constructions.

My point here, of course, is not to assert that Locke sets out primarily to

theorize the cultural contingency of human reason. I want only to reiterate that

what is often seen as his "naive
empiricist"

theorization of human understand

ing coexists uneasily with contradictory notions which can easily be mobilized

in various theoretical directions. It is probably Condillac who first takes up and

expands the notion that it is the impulses and pressures of pleasure and pain

that first inflect and shape the processes of perception and language formation.

To him it is clear "that to occasion ideas, desires, habitudes, and talents of every
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kind, nothing more should be wanting than to render us sensible to pleasure and
pain"

(Condillac, Translator's Preface, p. xvii). When we perceive the world,

we notice objects which are apt to produce sensations of fear and pain (Con

dillac, p. 237). "Our attention is drawn by external objects, in proportion as

they are more relative to our constitution, passions, and state of
life"

(Con

dillac, p. 35). "When objects attract our attention, the perceptions they produce

within us are connected with the consideration of ourselves, and of everything

relative to
us"

(Condillac, p. 36). All ideas are hence bound up with our experi

ence of
"wants"

and are connected together in chains which reflect the configu

ration of those wants:

Hence as things attract our attention only by the relation they bear to our

constitution, to our passions, to our state, or, to sum up all in one word, to our

wants; it follows that the same attention embraces at once the ideas of wants, and

of such things as are relative to these wants, and connects them together.

(Condillac, p. 46)

Those Lockean "natural tendencies imprinted on the minds of
men"

hence be

come, in Condillac's thinking, a sort of configuring substratum or template for

all knowledge tout court:

Our wants are all dependent upon one another, and the perceptions of them might

be considered as a series of fundamental ideas, to which we might reduce all those

which make part of our knowledge. Over each of these series, other series of ideas

might be raised, which should form a kind of chains, whose strength would intirely

[sic] consist in the analogy of the signs, in order of perceptions, and in the

connection that should be formed by the circumstances which sometimes reunite the

most dissimilar ideas. Want is connected with the idea of the thing proper for

relieving it; this is connected with the idea of the place where it is to be had; this,

with the idea of the persons we have seen there; this in fine, with the ideas of such

pleasures or pains as we have felt there, and with many others. (Condillac, p. 46)

These chains of ideas, held in the memory by virtue of the signs (words) at

tached to them, can be recalled when the relevant wants recur (Condillac, p.

53). The signs themselves had to be agreed upon originally in some experiential

primal scene:

In order to comprehend in what manner mankind agreed among themselves, about

the first signification of words, it is sufficient to observe, that they pronounced them

under such particular circumstances, that every one was obliged to refer them to the

same perceptions. (Condillac, p. 237)

Words and their signifieds then gradually gain precision and get
imprinted more

permanently on the individual mind with more frequent repetition of circum

stances, as the mind grows more accustomed to
connect the same ideas with the
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same signs (Condillac, p. 237). We are right, I think, to see Condillac as a

genuine precursor of, among other things, a behaviorist, Skinnerian theory of

language acquisition via conditioned responses. More recently, we have become

familiar with Chomsky's rebuttals of Skinner and also with Chomsky's own

speculations to the effect that children are actually bom with an innate "blue
print"

in their heads which is genetically designed to process linguistic
data."

More important than Condillac's putative proto-behaviorism are, for my pur

poses here, the conclusions he draws from his insight that signs and chains of

signs reflect a people's particular life circumstances, including their climate,

their government, and their economic and social circumstances (Condillac, pp.

283-84). All of these interconnected factors conspire to form particular na

tional characters or
"geniuses,"

and "every language expresses the character of

the people who speak
it"

(Condillac, p. 285). The differences prevailing among

national characters render precise translations
impossible.20

As adumbrated

above, it is Herder, in particular, who builds upon the thinking of Locke and

Condillac and arrives at his thoroughgoing theory of the cultural specificity of

language structures, conceptual configurations, and, consequently, of human

cognitive development. The processes of human reasoning are shaped differ

ently by different cultures, so it is not far fetched to look for the epistemologi

cal seeds of "linguistic
relativity"

in Locke's Essay.

5. THE ARBITRARINESS OF THE SIGN

Aarsleff, however, is more interested in seeking the seeds of linguistic rela

tivity in Locke's insistence on the arbitrariness of the sign. To approach this

issue, I think it best first to return to Locke's notions about the initial physical

events of perception and the use of articulate sounds as signs. His mock-modest

view of his task as an
"under-labourer,"

"clearing ground a little, and removing

some of the rubbish that lies in the way to
knowledge,"

would seem to imply

that the human mind can be restored to some pristine state as a registering

apparatus free from the distorting influences of received principles and impre

cise linguistic usages. By presupposing, apparently, that all humans are born

with the same passive perceptual equipment, he is positing a timeless physical

basis for the human mind, even though he eschews speculation about the physi

ology of the brain. The underlying assumption is that the acquisition of knowl

edge and the processes of thought can be explained ultimately as a vastly

complex system of causes and effects. We are led to conceive of a sort of

mechanical model of the mind a "materialist
psychology,"

as Christopher Hill

put it long
ago.21

In any case, we are presented with the notion that the mind

starts out as a blank registering apparatus (the notorious tabula rasa, the "white

paper void of all
characters"

[II, i, 2]) which passively receives sense impres

sions from the outside world:
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First, our senses, conversant about particular sensible objects, do convey into the

mind several distinct perceptions of things, according to those various ways v. herein

those objects do affect them. And thus we come by those ideas we have of yellow,

white, heat, cold, soft, hard, bitter, sweet, and all those which we call sensible

qualities; which when I say the senses convey into the mind, I mean, they from

external objects convey into the mind what produces there those perceptions. This

great source of most of the ideas we have, depending wholly upon our senses, and

derived by them to the understanding, I call SENSATION. (II, i, 3)

Before proceeding further with Locke's sketch of the basic mental opera

tions, I think it is useful to make a couple of familiar preliminary observations:

First, given the ostensibly mechanical nature of the processes described in the

passage quoted, we must recall that Locke also assumes that human desires and

aversions, which include "acquired
habits"

specific to particular cultural ar

rangements, are constantly active in acts of perception and exert pressures on

the powers of human attentiveness. The registering of "sensible
qualities"

is not

as automatic and neutral as it may sometimes seem. (See, on the other hand, II,

i, 25 and II, xii, 1. In the former passage Locke compares the mind with a

mirror.) Secondly, it is worth stressing (in the face of persistent popular notions

that Locke believes the mind perceives the world 'as it really is') that he is fully
aware that these "sensible

qualities"

do not exist in the objects themselves. As

he puts it here, the senses convey into the mind only "what produces there

those
perceptions.""Yellow,"

it follows, does not exist in nature, but gold has

the
"power"

to produce the
"idea"

of that quality in our minds. So our senses

do not perceive 'the
real,'

since they do not have access to the "real

of the things of this world. The various "secondary (yellow, white,

soft, hard, etc.) of objects, which exist only as events in the brain, remain

"nominal
essences"

only. Given the inaccessibility of "real
essences,"

and given

the fleshly and human contingencies of perception as well, Locke's conclusion

(and ours) must be that correspondences between sense experiences and 'the
real'

must be very tenuous indeed. We can be reasonably confident only of our

apprehension of "primary
qualities."

Our sense impressions can never be rep

licas, simulacra, 'pictures of
reality,'

of the world
outside.22

But before I pursue

the issue of physical perception further, it will be useful to introduce Locke's

familiar notions about the role of language in all of this:

Thus we may conceive how words . . came to be made use of by men as the signs

of their ideas: not by any natural connexion that there is between particular

articulate sounds and certain ideas, for then there would be but one language

amongst all men; but by a voluntary imposition whereby such a word is made

arbitrarily the mark of such an idea. The use, then, of words is to be sensible marks

of ideas, and the ideas they stand for are their proper and immediate signification.

(III. ii, 1)
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Locke, as we know, is not particularly curious about the ultimate origins of

language, a question which was to exercise philosophers and linguists through

out the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries (and, since Chomsky, shows signs

of a considerable revival). He is content to assume that "common use, by a tacit

consent, appropriates certain sounds to certain ideas in all languages, which so

far limits the signification of that sound that, unless a man applies it to the same

idea, he does not speak
properly"

(III, ii, 8). So Locke is convinced that lan

guage is a human (as opposed to divine) contrivance and that the link between

signifier and signified is culturally contingent and hence not
"natural"

(or 'mo

tivated'); otherwise, given uniform brain structures across cultures and histori

cal epochs, there would be only one
language.23

In order to pin down "linguistic
relativism"

in the Essay, Aarsleff makes

much (perhaps too much) of Locke's argument that language is not divine and

natural but, rather, made by humans, and that it consists of conventional signs.

Since an
"idea"

of a "sensible
quality,"

imprinted on the mind by sense experi

ence, does not correspond to anything
'real'

in the world, and since the "articu

late
sound"

is only an arbitrary sign for the idea, given meaning by "voluntary
imposition,"

and made conventional by social agreement ("tacit consent"),

Aarsleff, reading backwards through Humboldt, Herder, and Condillac, imme

diately wants to insist that Locke's language is a social institution that reflects

the world of its speakers (Aarsleff 1982, p. 27). This would mean, of course,

that Locke is insisting on linguistic relativism. However true this may be for

Locke's "complex
ideas"

or his notorious
"bundles"

of ideas (more on that

below), a belief in the conventionality of linguistic signs obviously does not

lead ineluctably to a belief in "linguistic
relativity."

If all human beings have

more or less identical physical apparatuses of perception (barring physiological

defects), one might argue that they all perceive the same "sensible
qualities"

in

the world and hence have more or less the same "simple
ideas"

knocking about

in their heads (plus or minus the odd ideas peculiar to local environments). The

fact that each language community has its own arbitrary, conventional (as op

posed to natural or motivated) signs for these ideas would not (in Lockean

terms) hinder translatability (see Harvey 1989, p. 250, and note 20 below) and

would not imply the cultural specificity of the ideas and of the particular stores

of vocabulary in various languages (just as the Morse Code does not suggest a

code-specific culture). On the basis of the relevant (and frequently quoted) clas

sic passages in the Essay dealing with perception and the voluntary imposition

of signs, we are not going to arrive at notions of linguistic relativity. It would

seem, on the contrary, that the world consistently causes the same sense impres

sions which result in the reception by the human mind of eternally uniform

simple ideas. In all of these passages it is clear that Locke believes that these

ideas then exist (how? where?) in the mind prior to the voluntary use of lan

guage. (See, among many others, Yolton 1970, p. 197; Ayers I 1991, p. 62.)
Language is reduced to a mere instrument of communication, a tool used by
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human reason to convey ideas to other human beings. If this is so, notions

about the sovereign human subject and the autonomy of reason are preserved

intact for the subsequent
'Enlightenment.'

There seems, so far, little indication

that language itself might be seen as constituting the world of ideas which it is

ostensibly designed merely to communicate. Language does not seem to be a

constitutive factor in the process of knowledge acquisition, and there is no

suggestion that languages themselves might be systems structured in culturally

specific ways which might shape the processes of sense experience and gener

ate their own
'realities'

in human
minds.24

Within the basic Lockean arguments we must go beyond the simple notions

regarding the arbitrariness and conventionality of language and look, as I have

above, at those passages which stress the shaping pressures of human desires

and aversions, including acquired cultural habits, on the processes of perception

themselves. In those Lockean shaping pressures we can perhaps see the early

germ of a Herderian theory which will later stress that particular material envi

ronments and culturally specific strategies of survival, that is, the culturally

specific "exigencies of this
life"

(to use Locke's own phrase), will result in

different language communities in which the speakers fix upon different spe

cific Merkmale ("sensible qualities") of reality, to which words are affixed,

these words then becoming the sole means by which human reason can con

struct its knowledges (see note 1 1 below). For Herder, who arguably anticipates

Saussure and post-Saussurean theories of language, each particular language

delimits and articulates its own culture-specific concepts out of the chaos of

sense impressions generated by the world and weaves its own conceptual con

figurations. Each different language takes on a specific
"character"

or
"spirit"

(Geist) appropriate to the life-conditions of the speakers and actually constitutes

a culture-specific conceptual landscape which can never be fully translated into

another. But Locke has not yet brought us that far. The "simple
ideas"

in the

minds of his humans remain stubbornly uniform, translatable, and firmly in

place before the use of language.

6. COMPLEX IDEAS

Aarsleff is of course correct to stress that it is Locke's notion of culturally

specific
"bundles"

of ideas that brings us closer to linguistic relativity. In the

course of the Essay, Locke repeatedly stresses the relations of interdependence

obtaining between, on the one hand, combinations of ideas and the linguistic

signs for these combinations and, on the other, the fashions, customs, manners,

and opinions of a culture. His several references to the untranslatability of one

language into another suggest that his own logic is pushing him towards the

(probably unacceptable) conclusion that each
language constitutes the mode of

life and reasoning of the people who speak it. But to what extent does Locke's
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acknowledgement of the cultural contingency of idea
formation actually lay the

groundwork for an epistemology of skepticism, of cultural
relativism? We need

to look at some of the relevant passages carefully:

As any reader of Locke will know, in various paragraphs scattered through

out the Essay he makes the (for us) fairly obvious point that a person's stock of

ideas is going to depend largely on the stock of ideas in circulation within a

particular language community. In book I, he is concerned in particular to as

certain whether the "notion of
God"

(I, iv, 8 ff.) is universal (he concludes it is

not), but his knowledge of early
'travelers' tales,'

that is, of European descrip
tions of travels to various parts of the earth (the Americas, southern Africa,

Asia, the East Indies), has clearly led him to think more generally about the

sources of any knowledge whatsoever:

For, men being furnished with words by the common language of their own

countries, can scarce avoid having some kind of ideas of those things whose names

those they converse with have occasion frequently to mention to them. (I, iv, 9)

And in a similar vein:

Had you or I been born at the Bay of Saldanha, possibly our thoughts and notions

had not exceeded those brutish ones of the Hottentots that inhabit there. And had

the Virginia king Apochancana been educated in England, he had perhaps been as

knowing a divine and as good a mathematician as any in it: the difference between

him and a more improved Englishman lying barely in this, that exercise of his

faculties was bounded within the ways, modes and notions of his own country and

never directed to any other or further inquiries. (I, iv, 12)

In another instance (chosen here from many), Locke makes the interesting ob

servation (interesting, that is, in the light of much later European anthropologi

cal investigations) that words denoting kinship relations are peculiar to the

culturally specific networks of kinship in different
nations:25

Mankind have fitted their notions and words to the use of common life and not to

the truth and extent of things. ... It is very convenient that by distinct names these

[kinship] relations should be observed and marked out in mankind, there being
occasion, both in laws and other communications one with another, to mention and

take notice of men under these relations; from whence also arise the obligations of

several duties amongst men; . . This, by the way, may give us some light into the

different state and growth of languages; which, being suited only to the convenience

of communication, are proportioned to the notions men have, and the commerce of

thoughts familiar amongst them, and not to the reality or extent of things, nor to the

various respects might be found among them, nor the different abstract

considerations might be framed about them. (II, xxviii, 2)

Perhaps it is too easy for us, three hundred years later, to understandeven
take for granted these familiar cultural differences. One wonders, however,
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just how startling these passages still might have been around 1700. To what

extent had European
travelers'

tales of 'the
exotic'

percolated down from the

circles of learned societies, travelers, and natural historians? Whatever his no

tions about language and epistemology, Locke clearly has sophisticated notions

about the existence of different mental universes, each corresponding to particu

lar cultural arrangements and social structures. This does not mean, of course,

that he has become a linguistic relativist: he is still talking about the presence or

absence of ideas which might well be reproduced by means of circumlocutions

or new coinages in any language. There seems to be hardly a hint that ideas

themselves might have different semantic shapes; that semantic fields might be

configured in ways that would render translation (or circumlocution) impossi

ble. He does not appear to be suggesting, as do Condillac and Herder, that one

language might structure a mental universe of discourse in a manner incom

mensurable with the discursive world generated by another language. He is

talking about linguistic 'building
blocks,'

not about structured systems of sig

nification. Nevertheless, it is not unreasonable to speculate that Locke's incipi

ent cultural relativism served as a basis, an intellectual spur, as it were, for

subsequent theories of "linguistic
relativity."

We must go far beyond Locke's apparently indestructible "simple
ideas"

of

"sensible
qualities,"

those basic building blocks of most knowledge, if we are to

grasp fully his theorization of different mental universes. It is well known that

Locke's model of the mind includes an active power which applies itself to the

raw materials of sense impressions and constructs its own "complex ideas":

The mind often exercises an active power in making these several combinations;

for, it being once furnished with simple ideas, it can put them together in several

compositions, and so make variety of complex ideas, without examining whether

they exist so together in nature. (II, xxii, 2)

Now, multitudes of these "complex
ideas,"

those of
"substances,"

for instance,

present few problems (for Locke, that is). The complex idea of
"gold,"

for

example, is going to be a more or less universal idea consisting of a fairly

circumscribed combination of simple ideas of sensible qualities: its color ("yel

low"), its malleability, its weight, etc. It is when we enter the realm of the so-

called mixed modes that we encounter uncertainty and radical cultural varia

tion:26

These mixed modes, being also such combinations of simple ideas as are not looked

upon to be the characteristical marks of any real beings that have a steady

existence, but scattered and independent ideas put together by the mind, are thereby

distinguished from the complex ideas of substances. (II, xxii, 1)

As we can readily conclude from the examples he adduces (obligation, lie,

hypocrisy, sacrilege, parricide, etc.), Locke, in the first instance, clearly has
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concepts in mind which are taken from the sphere of moral and social values

that are generated by particular social and cultural arrangements which in turn

have to do with social cohesion and strategies of survival:

For it is evident that, in the beginning of languages and societies of men, several of

those complex ideas, which were consequent to the constitutions established

amongst them, must needs have been in the minds of men before they existed

anywhere else . . . (II, xxii, 2)

It is these culture-specific ideas that are not readily translatable, even though it

must be noted that Locke continues to insist that long circumlocutions ("long

periphrases") and "long
descriptions"

ultimately render different languages mu

tually
intelligible.27

Equally culture-specific are the general categories we use to classify the

things of the world:

The first thing [the mind] does as the foundation of the easier enlarging its

knowledge, either by contemplation of the things themselves that it would know or

conference with others about them, is to bind them into bundles and rank them so

into sorts, that what knowledge it gets of any of them it may thereby with assurance

extend to all of that sort, and so advance by larger steps in that which is its great

business, knowledge. This ... is the reason why we collect things under

comprehensive ideas, with names annexed to them into genera and species, i.e. into

kinds and sorts. (II, xxxii, 6)

Locke never allows us to forget that these genera and species do not exist in

nature;28

they are purely mental constructs, "an artifice of the
understanding"

(III, v, 9), and needless to say the systems of classification are going to be

related to culture-specific needs, the "exigencies of this
life,"

that are generated

and structured by particular environmental, economic, and social arrangements.

So Locke knows full well that, in nature, the world is not already divided

into categories; it is human beings who construct the general, the complex

ideas. There is a

great store of words in one language which have not any that answer them in

another. Which plainly shows that those of one country, by their customs and

manner of life, have found occasion to make several complex ideas and give names

to them, which others never collected into specific ideas. This could not have

happened if these species were the steady workmanship of nature, and not

collections made and abstracted by the mind, in order to naming, and for the

convenience of communication. [There follow some remarks about the inexactness

of translations and the lack of equivalence between ideas in different languages.]
. . . And we shall find this much more so in the names of more abstract and

compounded ideas, such as are the greatest part of those which make up moral

discourses, whose names, when men come curiously to compare with those they are
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translated into in other languages, they will find very few of them exactly to

correspond in the whole extent of their significations. (Ill, v, 8)

Aarsleff is surely right to emphasize that Locke is not far from linguistic rela

tivity with his notion that "words ... are like knots that tie bundles of ideas
together"

(Aarsleff 1982, p. 346). But since, in my reading, Locke is still main

taining that these
"bundles"

represent combinations of more or less universal

"simple
ideas,"

keeping open the possibility of full translation by means of

"long
periphrases"

or "long
descriptions,"

I would suggest that Aarsleff was

overstating his case a bit when he maintained that "Locke made it a principle

that it is often impossible to do a faithful translation from one language into
another"

(Aarsleff 1982, p. 346. See also references to Aarsleff in notes 14 and

24 below.). Nevertheless it is clear that Locke accepts that different cultures

have radically different conceptual universes. The same can be said of different

epochs ("remote ages") in the same language community (III, ix, 22).

To speak of the cultural specificity of ideas and bundles of ideas is of course

still not tantamount to denying, in any ultimate sense, the autonomy of human

reason and the universality of its protocols and processes. To be sure, if we

choose to emphasize the rather commonplace insight that the contents of

thought must necessarily evince culturally specific differences, we have already

gone some way towards diminishing the monolithic sovereignty of the put-

atively self-fashioning human subject. But we have still not suggested how the

structures of thinking itself, the very stuff of human consciousness, might be

constituted by particular linguistic structures and configurations. As long as the

reciprocal translatability of languages is seen ultimately to be possible, as long
as linguistically constructed mental universes are seen, in the last instance, to be

commensurable one with the other, it will still be possible (however difficult)
for the human mind to negotiate the differences and to move closer to a univer

sal truth. In my view this is, pace Aarsleff, precisely Locke's
position.29

It

remains interesting, however, to trace even further the lines of thought in which

Locke worries away at the obvious facts of cultural differences and the various

contingencies of human thought processes, thereby laying the groundwork for

precisely those "extreme
skeptical"

(McKeon) epistemological positions which

are usually seen to be reactions to his "naive
empiricism."

Paul de Man goes so

far as to assert that "it is possible to coordinate Locke and Nietzsche by claim

ing that their similarly ambivalent attitudes toward rhetoric have been system

atically
overlooked"

("The Epistemology of
Metaphor,"

pp. 29-30).

7. METAPHORS AND ASSOCIATION

It is also well known, for example, that Locke sees all higher thought pro

cesses as being ultimately
metaphorical in nature:
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It may also lead us a little towards the original of all our notions and knowledge, if

we remark how great a dependence our words have on common sensible ideas, and

how those which are made use of to stand for actions and notions quite removed

from sense have their rise from thence, and from obvious sensible ideas are

transferred to more abstruse significations, and made to stand for ideas that come

not under the cognizance of our senses: v.g. to imagine, apprehend, comprehend,

adhere, conceive, instil, disgust, disturbance, tranquillity, etc., are all words taken

from the operations of sensible things, and applied to certain modes of thinking. . . .

I doubt not but, if we could trace them to their sources, we should find in all

languages the names, which stand for things that fall not under our senses, to have

had their first rise from sensible ideas. By which we may give some kind of guess

what kind of notions they were and whence derived, which filled their minds who

were the first beginners of languages . . . (Ill, i, 5) (See also II, xii, 8)

Given what I have already said about the environmental, cultural, and so

cial contingency of sense perception itself, the conclusions to be drawn from

the above are probably obvious: If the store of simple ideas in the human

mind is subject to the particular "exigencies of this
life"

generated by particu

lar environments and social and economic arrangements, and if structures of

thought are to any extent dependent on the "acquired
habits"

ingrained within

humans as the result of social relations which, for example, may or may not

'naturalize'

competitiveness and greed, then our "more abstruse significa

tions,"

being metaphors making use of ideas thus subject to cultural availabil

ity, are going to be shaped by our particular cultural conditions. Here I think

we are getting close to Vichian notions that human beings themselves, in their

higher thought processes, create the mental universes which they then per

ceive to be
'true.'30

In his chapter entitled "Of the Association of
Ideas"

(II, xxxii), Locke noto

riously pursues his notion of "acquired
habits"

to considerable extremes:

There is another connexion of ideas wholly owing to chance or custom: ideas, that

in themselves are not at all of kin, come to be so united in some men's minds that

it is very hard to separate them, they always keep in company, and the one no

sooner at any time comes into the understanding but its associate appears with it;

and if they are more than two which are thus united, the whole gang, always

inseparable, show themselves together (II, xxxiii, 5). . . . Custom settles habits of

thinking in the understanding, as well as of determining in the will, and of motions

in the body: all which seem to be but trains of motion in the animal spirits, which,

once set a-going, continue in the same steps they have been used to; which, by
often treading, are worn into a smooth path, and the motion in it becomes easy and,

as it were, natural. As far as we can comprehend thinking, thus ideas seem to be

produced in our minds; or, if they are not, this may serve to explain their following
one another in an habitual train, when once they are put into that track, as well as it

does to explain such motions of the body. (II, xxxiii, 6)
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Locke then proceeds, in a manner worthy of B. F. Skinner, to give an account

of the acquisition of conditioned responses, throwing in for good measure a

lighthearted account of a young man who could dance well only in the presence

of a trunk (II, xxxiii, 16). In Laurence Sterne's slapstick send-up of this same

line of thinking, the poor mother of Tristram Shandy involuntarily and com

pulsively associates clock-winding with copulation and sets off the well-known

chain of disasters. In our own times, we are inevitably reminded of the work of,

say, Pavlov (and Skinner), and unavoidably begin to associate human beings

with salivating dogs and rats pressing keys to obtain food. Noam Chomsky's

send-up of Skinner's model of language acquisition via conditioned responses

is perhaps our modem-day equivalent of Tristram Shandy (see Skinner, 1957

and Aitchison, 1976).

Jokes aside, though, it is clear that these notions about chains of associated

ideas have serious implications for theorizations of culture-specific thought pat

terns. If it is
"custom"

and
"habit"

that forge the associative links, then the

particular "exigencies of this
life"

generated by particular social structures are

going to generate our common-sense habits of thinking about ourselves and the

world. One might even venture to say that we are getting close to a theory

about how language becomes a sort of everyday ideology. It will be remem

bered that it is Condillac who expands Locke's principle of association and

theorizes that all our ideas are bound up with our experience of
"wants"

and are

connected together in chains which reflect the configuration of those wants.

Natural and culturally induced
"wants"

underlie and ultimately configure all

knowledge tout court. For Condillac, as opposed to Locke, however, it is not

ideas but signs (words) that are primary in the process of understanding: "The

ideas are connected with the signs, and it is only by this means, as I shall prove,

they are connected with each
other"

(Condillac, p. 7). "We evidently see in

what manner good sense, wit, reason and their contraries equally result from the

same principle, which is the connection of ideas one with the other; and that

tracing things still higher, we see that this connexion is produced by the use of
signs"

(Condillac, p. 102).

8. SIGNS AND THOUGHT

Here we have the crux of the matter. As long as Locke clings to the notion

that his "simple
ideas"

are stubbornly uniform and are somehow present in the

mind prior to the use of language, and as long as he asserts that thought can

consist solely in the mental manipulation of ideas (both simple and complex),

those chimerical events in the brain, without the intervention of language, he

blocks the way to a theory that would see language itself as the stuff of

thought or of any of the
higher operations of human consciousness (see note

29 below). Using Locke's model of the mind, we can still conclude that the
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sovereign human subject merely uses language as a tool for its autonomous

reason and is not itself constituted by language. As Aarsleff puts it, "[Locke]

had gone a long way toward saying that all knowledge is about signs, but he

never took the final step of asserting the global role of
language"

(Aarsleff

1982, p. 28). In Locke's theory, the user of language exists prior to language, so

in principle language is dispensable in the processes of thinking (even though in

practice that may never be the case) (Schmidt, Sprache und Denken, p. 32). In

the Essay, Locke himself equivocates again and again: On the one hand he can

state clearly that "every articulate word is a different modification of sound; by
which we see that from the sense hearing by such modifications the mind

may be furnished with distinct ideas to almost an infinite
number"

(II, xviii, 3).

(Here it seems clear that it is linguistic signs alone that are implanting ideas in

the mind.) On another occasion he seems to be implying that it is the signs that

actually delimit concepts: "We may observe how much names, as supposed

steady signs of things, and by their difference to stand for and keep things

distinct that in themselves are different, are the occasion of denominating ideas

distinct or confused, by a secret and unobserved reference the mind makes of

its ideas to such
names"

(II, xxix, 10). Nevertheless he still clings to the notion

that we can think in
"ideas,"

without any intervention by language: "The signs

we chiefly use are either ideas or words, wherewith we make either mental or

verbal
propositions"

(II, xxxii, 19; my
emphasis).31

But the distinction becomes

well-nigh untenable:

To form a clear notion of truth, it is very necessary to consider truth of thought and

truth of words, distinctly one from another; but yet it is very difficult to treat of

them asunder. Because it is unavoidable, in treating of mental propositions, to make

use of words, and then the instances given of mental propositions cease

immediately to be barely mental and become verbal. For a mental proposition being

nothing but a bare consideration of the ideas as they are in our minds stripped of

names, they lose the nature of purely mental propositions as soon as they are put

into words (IV, v, 3). . . . And what makes it yet harder to treat of mental and

verbal propositions separately is that most men, if not all, in their thinking and

reasonings within themselves, make use of words instead of ideas, at least when the

subject of their meditation contains in it complex ideas. (IV, v, 4)

As Aarsleff suggests, it is Condillac who picks up Locke's dilemma and

'solves'

it to his own satisfaction by asserting the "global
role"

of language in

thought and reason. Condillac rejects entirely Locke's notion that
"ideas"

(as

opposed to mere impressions or images) can exist in the mind before they have

been lodged there in the form of signs (words):

In order to have ideas on which we may be capable of reflecting, we have need of

imagining signs that may serve as chains to the different combinations of simple
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ideas; and . . our notions are exact, no farther than as we have invented signs to

fix them. (Condillac, p. 20)

We recall that in Locke's model
"reflection"

is possible prior to the institution

of signs. Locke's great error, in Condillac's view (indeed, it is this
"error"

which prompts Condillac to write his own Essai), is that he never discovered

"the necessity of signs in acquiring a habit of the operations of the mind. He

supposes that the mind makes mental propositions, in which it joins or sepa

rates ideas without the intervention of
words"

(Condillac, p. 136). And since

signs can have meaning only in the context of social intercourse among human

beings,
"ideas"

(in Condillac's sense of communicable mental events) can be

acquired only in society, in acts of language:

Since, men are incapable of making any signs, but by living in society, it follows of

course, that the stock of their ideas, when their minds begin to be formed, intirely

[sic] consists in their mutual communication. . . . Let no one object, that before this

communication the mind has ideas already, because it has perceptions: for

perceptions which never were the object of reflexion, are not properly ideas. They
are only impressions made on the mind, which must be considered images before

they can be ideas. (Condillac, p. 134)

Reason, then, consists in weighing, judging, and connecting ideas and placing

them in various relations to one another, and this activity is made possible only

through the use of
"particles"

(conjunctions, prepositions, etc.), the sense of

which can only be acquired through the already-existing language community.

Condillac uses the example of a young man in Chartres, deaf from birth, who

suddenly begins to hear:

To reason is to frame judgments, and to connect them by observing their

dependency on one another. Now this young man could do no such thing, so long
as he had not the use of conjunctions, or of particles expressing the relations of the

different parts of speech. (Condillac, p. 127)

Thought, for Condillac, is a thoroughly social activity, not the solitary act of a

lonely human subject. And it is "natural for every nation to combine their ideas

according to their own peculiar
genius"

(Condillac, p. 298). It is not difficult,

then, to move from Condillac's model of language to Herder's more radical

cultural and linguistic relativism.

9. CONCLUSION

My conclusion is hardly a startling one. Locke is, unsurprisingly, not a

prophet of extreme epistemological skepticism and radical cultural relativism.
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Locke would surely have no truck with, for example, the notion that the
contin

uum of the color spectrum is articulated culturally by language-specific differ

ential categories; that, for example, the concept
Ted'

is not imprinted upon the

mind by the activity of particles in nature but, rather, comes into cultural exis

tence only by virtue of the system of differences imposed by the English lan

guage upon our chaotic perceptions of the world. Neither, presumably, would

he entertain the notion that, say,
'sheep'

is only a culture-specific category.

Locke is far from any latter-day "exorbitation of
language"32

that would permit

him to state that

. . . concepts are purely differential and . . . determined not by their positive content

but by their relations with the other terms of the system. "Signs function, then, not

through their intrinsic value but through their relative
position"

(Saussure). . . . The

world, which without signification would be experienced as a continuum, is divided

up by language into entities which then readily come to be experienced as

essentially
distinct.33

In defense of Locke (if defense is needed), and without necessarily tumbling
into essentialist universalism, we might well ask ourselves to what extent our

common humanity, including our species-specific bodily needs and faculties,

pitted against the harshness of the natural world, may have resulted in cross-

cultural conceptual landscapes and mental universes which are not, in the final

instance, incommensurable one with
another.34

But that would be another paper.

At any rate, it remains clear that Locke, the putatively
"naive"

empiricist and

bulwark of a
"bourgeois"

model of human understanding, the embodiment of

the heroically sovereign subject of early modernity, is much more critically

aware of cultural differences than would seem to be the case in popular images

of him. It is clear that, on the basis of his Essay, some subsequent Enlighten

ment thinkers moved much closer to radical versions of cultural relativism. The

legacy of Locke was riven with contradictions, and it contributed to contradic

tory systems of thought in eighteenth-century Europe, which never unani

mously upheld an "Enlightenment concept of an autonomous
reason."
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see Richard Ashcraft, "Locke's Political
Philosophy,''

in Chappell 1994, esp. pp. 234-35 and 250-

51. I have borrowed the term "romance
idealism"

from Michael McKeon, The Origins of the

English Novel 1600-1740 (London: Radius, 1988). For an initial brief summary ofMcKeon's story

of epistemological and ideological conflict in the early modern period, see especially p. 21 (hereaf

ter "McKeon").

On Locke's opposition to notions of divine right, see especially book 1 of the Two Treatises

of Government, paragraphs 126-27. To be fair, of course, it should be mentioned that Stuart

blood flowed in the veins of both William andMary. The latter was, indeed, the daughter of James II.

5. I don't mean to imply that Locke's epistemology was itself
"naive."

The naivety is to be

found in subsequent popular applications of Lockean empiricism.

As any reader of the Essay knows, his arguments are often chatty, meandering, and repetitious.

Michael Ayers suggests that this "pose of the amateur, innocent of the sophisticated pedantry of

academic philosophers, may well have been a conscious affectation that pervades Locke's manner

of
exposition."

See M. R. Ayers, "The Ideas of Power and Substance in Locke's
Philosophy,"

in

I. C. Tipton, ed., Locke on Human Understanding: Selected Essays (Oxford: Oxford University

Press, 1977), p. 85, note 13.

Alan O'Shea, "English Subjects of
Modernity;"

in Modem Times: Reflections on a Century of

English Modernity, ed. Mica Nava and Alan O'Shea (London: Routledge, 1996), p. 9.
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Locke himself surely didn't view his work as antireligious. There is little reason to doubt his

intense Christian piety. I am talking about the longer-term effects of his epistemology.

"For whatsoever truth we come to the clear discovery of, from the knowledge and contempla

tion of our own ideas, will always be certainer to us than those which are conveyed to us by
traditional revelation. For the knowledge we have that this revelation came at first from God can

never be so sure as the knowledge we have from the clear and distinct perception of the agreement

or disagreement of our own
ideas"

(Essay, IV, xviii, 4). As McKeon points out, Locke contrives to

make the authority of divine revelation "both incontestable and
negligible"

(McKeon 1988, p. 80).

See also Ayers I 1991, especially pp. 121 ff.

6. Karl Marx has been quoted as saying that Locke tried to demonstrate that bourgeois under

standing was normal understanding. See K. Marx, Das Kapital, vol. 1 (Berlin: Dietz, 1986), p. 905.

Laslett will have none of this: "It is gratuitous to turn Locke's doctrine of property into the classic

doctrine of the 'spirit of
capitalism,'

whatever that may
be"

(Laslett, p. 106). John W. Yolton is also

convinced that Locke is not primarily an apologist for capitalist property relations and modes of

exchange; he is just attempting to clarify the processes which brought them about. See John W.

Yolton, Locke and the Compass ofHuman Understanding: A Selective Commentary on the
"Essay"

(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1970), chap. 8, "Property: An Example of a Mixed-Mode
Analysis,"

pp. 181-96 (hereafter "Yolton 1970").

For an extended, controversial commentary, see C. B. Macpherson, The Political Theory of
Possessive Individualism: Hobbes to Locke (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1962), especially
chap. 8, "Locke: The Political Theory of

Appropriation,"

pp. 194-262. See also Michael Ayers,

Locke (vol. II): Ontology (London: Routledge, 1991), pp. 267-68 (hereafter "Ayers II 1991").

In the seventeenth century, according to Marx, the English word
"worth"

means something like

"use
value,"

whereas the word
"value"

means "exchange
value."

See Das Kapital, vol. 1, p. 50.

Yolton "cannot see that Locke is praising the invention of money. [Locke] is describing what

happens when money comes into
use"

(Yolton 1970, p. 193).

As a civil servant, Locke was himself involved in the administration of the colonies of Carolina

and Virginia. He also invested extensively in the slave trade. See Cranston, p. 1 15.

Against this view: "For all the intellectual and political influence which [Locke] wielded in the

eighteenth century he was ... a barren field for anyone who wished to justify what once was called

the Whig
oligarchy"

(Laslett, pp. 106-7).

On the south wall of All Saints Church in High Laver, above the tomb where Locke lies buried,

hangs a plaque "Erected by the American and British Commonwealth Association of the United

States
1957."

The inscription reads: "In Grateful Memory of John Locke 1632-1704 Who Lies

Buried Here. His Philosophy Guided The Founders of The United States of
America."

This confi

dent inscription would probably not have been possible in the 1960s, when as Aarsleff points

out the thesis of Locke's guiding influence on the Founding Fathers "had lost its
appeal"

(Aarsleff

1994, p. 281). Laslett speaks of "the myth of Locke's commanding influence on the American
revolution"

(Laslett, p. 14 note). If I understand Aarsleff correctly, however, the old thesis is regain

ing its currency (Aarsleff 1994, pp. 281-82).

7. I owe this formulation in part to Michael Morton, "Changing the Subject: Herder and the

Reorientation of
Philosophy,"

in Herder Today, ed. Kurt Mueller-Vollmer (Berlin: Walter de Gmy-

ter, 1990), p. 159.

8. Robert Young, White Mythologies: Writing History and the West (London: Routledge, 1990)
p. 19.

9. Some recent examples: Robert E. Norton writes that "it is . . . perhaps inherently suspect, to

speak of 'Enlightenment
philosophy'

as if it were a unified and self-contained
entity"

(R. E. Nor

ton, Herder's Aesthetics and the European Enlightenment [Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1991],
p. 11). Robert J. C. Young states that "the differences between Diderot and Rousseau emphasize the
fact that the Enlightenment itself was by no means a unitary

phenomenon"

(Young, Colonial De
sire: Hybridity in Theory, Culture and Race [London: Routledge], 1995, p. 36). The wonder is that
anyone ever felt it necessary to state anything so obvious.

"Historical
periodization,"

in this case, is not the main problem; it is the
"category"

that pre

sents difficulties (see Osborne 1992).
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In another context, Hans Aarsleff has recently given vent to similar frustrations: "The an

glophone world is wedded to the absurd idee fixe of 'the
"hard"

mechanistic and mathematical

culture of the
Enlightenment'

as opposed to 'the
"soft,"

fluid, speculative culture of the Romantic

life
sciences,'

to quote a recent review in the New York Review ofBooks (June 27, 1991, p. 51).

Since the very word
'Enlightenment'

gets such reactions, I have entirely avoided
it"

(Aarsleff 1994,

p. 283, note 4).

See Aarsleff's critique of Foucault's epistemes in Hans Aarsleff, From Locke to Saussure:

Essays on the Study of Language and Intellectual History (London: Athlone, 1982), pp. 22-23

(hereafter "Aarsleff 1982").

Michel Foucault, The Order of Things: An Archaeology of the Human Sciences (London: Tav

istock Publications, 1970), p. xxiii.

10. Hayden White, "The Irrational and Historical
Knowledge,"

in Tropics ofDiscourse (Bal

timore, Johns Hopkins University Press, 1978), p. 146.

David Harvey, The Condition ofPostmodemity (Oxford: Blackwell, 1989), p. 250.

The chemical metaphor is one ofMichael McKeon's favorites in his Origins of the English Novel.

11. In what follows, all page numbers in parentheses, unless otherwise indicated, refer to Jo-

hann Gottfried Herder, Ideen zur Philosophie der Geschichte derMenschheit, ed. Martin Bollacher

(Frankfurt/Main: Deutscher Klassiker Verlag, 1989). All paraphrases and translations are my own.
"Aspects"

is my own translation for Merkmal(e). It has been variously translated as
"feature,"

"characteristic
trait," "character,"

or
"mark."

One is almost tempted to translate Merkmal as a

"sensible
quality"

which, in Locke's argument, is conveyed into the mind and becomes an "inter

nal
conception"

or
"idea."

Locke uses a variety of terms which suggest Herder's Merkmal: "marks

of
distinction,"

"distinguishing
mark,"

"characteristical
mark,"

"distinguishing
idea,"

"leading or

characteristical
ideas,"

and "leading sensible
qualities."

12. For starters, see Brian J. Whitton's seminal article: "Herder's Critique of the Enlighten

ment: Cultural Community Versus Cosmopolitan
Rationalism,"

History and Theory 27, no. 2

(1988): 146-68. There are a number of useful contributions in the collection of papers edited by

Wulf Koepke, Johann Gottfried Herder: Language, History, and the Enlightenment (Columbia, SC:

Camden House, 1990), especially Kurt Mueller-Vollmer, "From Sign to Signification: The Herder-

Humboldt
Controversy,"

pp. 9-24. See also several papers in Kurt Mueller-Vollmer, ed., Herder

Today (Berlin: Walter de Gruyter, 1990), and in Martin Bollacher, ed., Johann Gottfried Herder:

Geschichte und Kultur (Wiirzburg: Konigshausen & Neumann, 1994). Single specialist works in

German are too numerous to mention.

See especially Anthony Pagden, "The Effacement of Difference: Colonialism and the Origins of

Nationalism in Diderot and
Herder,"

in Gyan Prakash, ed., After Colonialism: Imperial Histories

and Postcolonial Displacements (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1994), pp. 129-52. Also

see Robert J. C. Young, Colonial Desire: Hybridity in Theory, Culture and Race (London: Rout

ledge, 1995), especially .pp. 36-43.

Jacques Derrida, Edmund Husserl's Origin of Geometry: An Introduction (Stony Brook, NY:

Nicolas Hays, 1978), p. 70, note 66. My attention was directed to this reference by Karl Menges,

"Erkenntnis und Sprache: Herder und die Krise der Philosophie im spaten achtzehnten Jahrhun-

dert,"

in Koepke, ed., Johann Gottfried Herder: Language, History and Enlightenment, p. 69, note

53.

The public quarrel begins with Kant's astringent reviews of the first parts of Herder's Ideen

zur Philosophie der Geschichte der Menschheit (1784-91) and culminates (more or less) in

Herder's Metacritique (1799) of Kant's Critique of Pure Reason. The literature on the Kant-

Herder controversy is immense. For extensive treatments, see the article by Karl Menges men

tioned above; also see Alfons Reckermann, Sprache und Metaphysik: Zur Kritik der sprachlichen

Vernunft bei Herder und Humboldt (Munich: Fink 1979); Ulrich Gaier, Herders Sprach-

philosophie und Erkenntniskritik (Stuttgart-Bad Cannstatt: Frommann-Holzboog, 1988), especially

pp. 172 ff. For a less demanding, English-language comparison of Herder and Kant, see Josef

Simon, "Herder and the Problematization of
Metaphysics,"

in Mueller-Vollmer, Herder Today, pp.

108-25. See also the articles by H. D. Irmscher and Ulrich Gaier in Bollacher, Johann Gottfried

Herder: Geschichte und Kultur.
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Jean-Francois Lyotard, The Postmodern Condition: A Report on Knowledge, trans. Geoff Ben

nington and Brian Massumi, Foreword by Fredric Jameson (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota

Press, 1984).

Whitton, "Herder's Critique of the
Enlightenment,"

p. 157. I cite Whitton's excellent essay

(despite his apparent lack of familiarity with the Herder oeuvre and with the Herder industry), since

it is one of the few widely accessible, lucid, English-language expositions of some of Herder's

central notions about language which also engages with our contemporary postmodernist thinking.

As Whitton's title suggests, however, he is still trapped in the old mind-set that places Herder

outside of and in opposition to something called 'the
Enlightenment.'

Whitton gives the mistaken impression that Herder advocated only cultural particularism and

had thought little about the positive effects of ethnic intermingling, leading to the development of

an Allgemeingeist, a higher, more cosmopolitan form of culture. Whitton also seems to imply,

mistakenly, that Herder's pluralism excludes any judgmental evaluations of various cultures.

13. Massive researches during the last two decades on the subject of Herder's reception over

the last two centuries have traced, conclusively in my opinion, how the legend of an irrational,

nationalist, racist Herder was constructed. See, for example, Wilhelm Raimund Beyer, "Die Herder-

Verzerrung im
Nationalsozialismus,"

in Herder-Kolloquium 1978, ed. Walter Dietze (Weimar: Boh-

laus Nachfolger, 1980), pp. 198-205; Bernhard Becker, Herder-Rezeption in Deutschland. Eine

ideologiekritische Unsersuchung (Sankt Ingbert: Rohrig, 1987); Bernhard Becker, "Phasen der

Herder-Rezeption von
1871-1945,"

in Johann Gottfried Herder 1744-1803, ed. Gerhard Sauder

(Hamburg: Felix Meiner Verlag, 1987), pp. 423-36; Wulf Koepke, "Herders Idee der Geschichte in

der Sicht des friihen 20.
Jahrhunderts,"

in Bollacher, Geschichte und Kultur, pp. 375-92; Jost

Schneider, "Herder im 'Dritten
Reich,'"

in Bollacher, pp. 393-401; Herder im "Dritten
Reich,"

ed.

Jost Schneider (Bielefeld: Aisthesis Verlag, 1994).

See, for example, Sir Isaiah Berlin, "Herder and the
Enlightenment,"

in Aspects of the Eigh

teenth Century, ed. Earl R. Wasserman (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1965); Vico

and Herder: Two Studies in the History of Ideas (London: Chatto & Windus, 1976); The Crooked

Timber of Humanity: Chapters in the History of Ideas, ed. Henry Hardy (London: John Murray,

1990); The Magus of the North: J.G. Hamann and the Origins ofModern Irrationalism, ed. Henry

Hardy (London: John Murray, 1993); "The Magus of the
North,"

in The New York Review ofBooks,

60, no. 17 (October 21, 1993): pp. 64-71. On the distorting effects upon Herder studies of the

notion of a
'Counter-Enlightenment,'

see Wolfgang Pross, "Herder und Vico: Wissenssoziologische

Voraussetzungen des historischen
Denkens,"

in Sauder, Johann Gottfried Herder 1744-1803, pp.

88-1 13. Pross makes Isaiah Berlin largely responsible for the persistence of the notion of a Gegen-

Aufkldrung. According to Pross, Berlin's work is simply "out of
date"

(p. 90).

If we could but dispel the "anglophone idee
fixe"

(Aarsleff), perhaps we could eliminate the
'camps.'

For the best survey of Herder's thinking, see H. B. Nisbet, Herder and the Philosophy and

History of Science (Cambridge: Modern Humanities Research Association, 1970).

Robert E. Norton, Herder's Aesthetics and the European Enlightenment (Ithaca: Cornell Univer

sity Press, 1991), p. x.

14. Herder actually spent most of his adult life theorizing about language in a variety of

contexts. His massive Abhandlung iiber den Ursprung der Sprache (Essay on the Origin of Lan

guage), his "prize
essay"

submitted to a competition organized by the Berlin Academy, appeared in

1772. In the next decades, he continued to refine his theory and produced a more concise, arguably

more coherent, version in the Ideen zur Philosophie der Geschichte der Menschheit (1784-1791). I

have based my remarks primarily on the Ideen.

The most useful English-language account of the debate is probably to be found in James H.

Stam, Inquiries into the Origin ofLanguage: The Fate of a Question (New York: Harper & Row,
1976). See also Hans Aarsleff, "The Tradition of Condillac: The Problem of the Origin of Language

in the Eighteenth Century and the Debate in the Berlin Academy before
Herder,"

in Aarsleff 1982,
pp. 146-209; Hans Aarsleff, "An Outline of Language-Origins Theory since the Renaissance

"

in

Aarsleff 1982, pp. 278-92.

Aarsleff has evidently modified his views in recent years: "The work that initiated the new

philosophy of
languageand with it a new epistemology by turning Locke's argument upside

down was Condillac's Essay on the Origin ofHuman
Knowledge"

(Aarsleff 1994, p. 275).
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Paul de Man, "The Epistemology of
Metaphor,"

Critical Inquiry 5 (1978): p. 16. My argument

here intersects at several points with de Man's discussion of literary modernity.

15. Needless to say, this concern with the imperfections of the senses seems to have been

shared by most philosophers at least since the ancient Greeks. Locke specialists will of course know

that this passage is often cited as evidence for Locke's acceptance of Boyle's "corpuscularian
hypothesis."

16. See p. xiii of Robert G. Weyant's Introduction to the Facsimile Reproduction of the Trans

lation of Thomas Nugent ofAn Essay on the Origin ofHuman Knowledge (1756), Being a Supple

ment to Mr Locke's Essay on the Human Understanding, by Etienne Bonnot de Condillac

(Gainesville, FL:
Scholars'

Facsimiles & Reprints, 1971). In my discussion of Condillac, I shall be

referring only to this edition.

17. This has also been noted by Mackie: "The empiricist may, and Locke does, recognize that

even the reception of ideas in perception is not wholly passive, but includes a considerable element

of (unconscious)
interpretation."

J. L. Mackie, Problems from Locke (Oxford: Clarendon, 1976), p.

210.

18. See Michael McKeon's chapter entitled "Parables of the Younger Son (I): Defoe and the

Naturalization of
Desire,"

in his Origins of the English Novel, pp. 315-37.

19. See B. F. Skinner, Verbal Behavior (New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1957); Jean

Aitchison, The Articulate Mammal: An Introduction to Psycholinguistics (London: Hutchinson,

1976), especially pp. 18 ff.

Noam Chomsky, "Review of Skinner's Verbal
Behavior,"

in Language 35 (1959): 26-58. On

the Skinner-Chomsky controversy, see Aitchison, Articulate Mammal, pp. 18-32. On Chomsky's

notions about an inborn-innate capacity for grammar, see also Mackie, pp. 222-23; Hans Aarsleff,

"The History of Linguistics and Professor
Chomsky,"

in Aarsleff 1982, pp. 101-19; Ayers I 1991,

pp. 291 ff.

20. "Condillac provided the philosophical foundation of the concept of the Volksgeist with its

emphasis on the culture-bound quality of national languages. It involves the principle of linguistic

relativity . . (Aarsleff 1982, p. 31). Condillac's theory, alone, refutes David Harvey's sweeping

comment about the eighteenth century (The Condition ofPostmodemity, p. 250).

21. I am assuming that the reader is broadly familiar with Locke's basic model of the mind, and

I will try to avoid going over too much familiar ground. Nevertheless, I think it will be useful,

particularly for relative newcomers to Locke, to reproduce some of the classic passages from the

text of the Essay. I shall ride rough shod over the long tradition of arguments pertaining to Locke's

notion of
"ideas"

and shall ignore the question of whether Locke believed that we perceive only

ideas or that we can have knowledge of outward things. As Ayers points out, the term
"idea"

"has

acquired a kind of mythic notoriety in
philosophy"

(Ayers I 1991, pp. 15 ff.). "A full account of

Locke's notion of an idea would be, in effect, an account of most of his general
philosophy"

(Ayers

1 1991, p. 67). For general orientation, I can only recommend that one read
Ayers'

work, one of the

conclusions of which is that "Locke accepted that reality itself gives us the most fundamental

objects of our
thought"

(Ayers II 1991, p. 11). On the processes of perception, see also Roland Hall,

"Locke and Sensory Experience Another Look at Simple Ideas of
Sensation,"

Locke Newsletter

18 (1987): 11-31. Hall's article is brief, useful, knowledgeable, and readable, but he is not inter

ested in the cultural contingency of perception.

"For, I think it will not be doubted that men always performed the actions of thinking, reason

ing, believing and knowing, just after the same manner that they do
now."

(Quoted from one of

Locke's letters to the Bishop ofWorcester, cited by A.D. Woozley in the Introduction to the Collins

Fount Paperbacks edition of the Essay, abridged and edited with an introduction by A.D. Woozley

(Glasgow: William Collins Sons & Co., 1964).

"I shall not at present meddle with the physical consideration of the mind; or trouble myself to

examine wherein its essence
consists"

(I, i, 2).

Christopher Hill, The Century ofRevolution 1603-1714 [1961] (London: ABACUS, 1978), p.

253.

22. On the power of objects in nature to produce perceptions: "by the operation of insensible

particles on our
senses"

(II, viii, 13); "modifications of
matter in the bodies that cause such percep

tions in
us"

(II, viii, 7). See also IV, iii, 28. These passages are further evidence of Locke's use of
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Boyle's corpuscularian hypothesis. The relation between qualities in objects and ideas in the mind

is the subject of countless philosophical arguments regarding Locke. For sane general orientation, I

recommend Ayers 1991. On "real
essences"

and "nominal see especially III, vi, 6.

Locke's inventory of primary qualities usually includes "solidity, extension, figure, number, and

motion or
rest"

(II, viii, 22 ff.). Against the notion that perceptions might be
"resemblances"

or

"likenesses": see especially II, viii, 7.

23. "Locke subscribed to the view that language arises by accident and the common use of

people. ... He did not have any clear or detailed theory about the origin of language . . (Yolton

1970, p. 219). See also note 14 above.

"Locke's theory of language is remarkably free of what is now referred to as 'cratylic delu

sions. The arbitrariness of the sign as signifier is clearly established by him . (Paul de Man,

"The Epistemology of
Metaphor,"

p. 16).

24. See Aarsleff 1982, p. 27. Aarsleff tends to use
"relativism"

and
"relativity"

more or less

interchangeably. Ian Hacking is of the opinion that Aarsleff uses "linguistic
relativity"

to mean

something different from untranslatability between languages. Hacking takes Aarsleff to be refer

ring only to the "impenetrable subjectivity of
ideas"

and to the fact that "each individual has a

radically private
language."

Given Aarsleff's attempts to illustrate connections between Locke and

Condillac, I am unable to agree with Hacking. See Ian Hacking, "Locke, Leibniz, Language and

Hans
Aarsleff,"

Synthese 75, no. 2 (1988): 135-53.

"The relativity principle and its subjective basis are a consequence of the epistemology that

Condillac took over from Locke. This epistemology and its revolutionary linguistic effect were first

developed in the seventeenth century when the new science rejected the Adamic language doc

trine the doctrine of the divine origin with its postulate that words somehow refer directly to

things, like a nomenclature that constitutes an inventory, in favor of the view that we can know only

the external manifestations of phenomena. Thus, language being manmade, even words for physical

objects are not certain. Words refer not to objects but to ideas we have in our minds. Here is the

cause of linguistic subjectivity . (Aarsleff 1982, p. 346). For Aarsleff's more recent formula

tions, see Aarsleff 1994, p. 275.

"On the level of simple ideas, there seem to be no semantic or epistemological problems . .

(Paul de Man, "The Epistemology of
Metaphor,"

pp. 16-17).

See Siegfried J. Schmidt, Sprache und Denken als sprachphilosophisches Problem von Locke

bis Wittgenstein (The Hague: Nijhoff, 1968), p. 31. See also Ayers I 1991, especially pp. 76-77 and

206; and Ayers II 1991, especially pp. 9, 164-65, 292.

25. The cultural specificity of our ideas and words is a familiar theme in the writing of many

present-day Locke specialists. I have space for only a few representative samples: Yolton: "Nei

ther idea-signs nor word-signs can escape the linguistic and conceptual structures of the social

and cognitive world in which we are born and develop. . . Locke did not detail or emphasise as

he should the dependence each of us has upon our society for the action- and object-concepts

which come to define and characterize our lived world. But I think it is clear that he was fully
aware of this important

fact"

(Yolton 1970, pp. 220-22). Ashworth speaks of "the socially deter

mined nature of ideas and hence of languages. . . The differences in ideas relate directly to the

differences in practices and
interests"

(E. J. Ashworth, "Locke on
Language,"

Canadian Journal

of Philosophy 14, no. 1 [1984]: 51). Ayers (paraphrasing Hilary Putnam contra Locke): "The

meaning of what we say is independent of our inner states to the extent that a language embodies

the knowledge and life of the whole community which speaks
it"

(Ayers I 1991, p. 270); and in

volume II: "The customs, conventions and purposes of a society, as Locke noted, determine how

its language slices up the realm of human life and
behaviour"

(Ayers II 1991, p. 92); "People

tend only to acquire ideas of mixed modes corresponding to words already existing in the lan

guage of their society, and seldom feel the need for
more"

(Ayers II 1991, p. 99), See also Paul

Guyer, "Locke's Philosophy of
Language,"

in Chappell 1994, pp. 115-45 (especially pp. 126-38)
and Aarsleff 1994, p. 272.

Locke had an extensive collection of travel literature and evinced a lively "curiosity about

cultural variety or what we today with a technical term would call comparative

(Aarsleff 1994, pp. 258-59).
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It was widely assumed in the eighteenth century that what separated the cultivated European

from Hottentots was a lack of education. See Henry Louis Gates, Jr., "Critical
Remarks,"

in Anat

omy ofRacism, ed. David Theo Goldberg (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1990), p.

320.

For an additional commentary on kinship terms, see E. J. Ashworth, "Locke on
Language,"

p.

51.

26. "[Mixed modes] can dismember the texture of reality and reassemble it in the most capri

cious of ways . . (Paul de Man, "The Epistemology of
Metaphor,'

p. 21).

27. "There are in every language many particular words which cannot be rendered by any

single word of
another"

(II, xxii, 6).

28. For a particularly lucid summary of this issue, see Ayers II 1991, especially pp. 81 ff.

Henry Louis Gates, Jr., makes the crucial observation that "the achieved stature of Locke's Essay

Concerning Human Understanding itself contributed to the rejection of 'the whole business of

genus and
species'

by some of the greatest naturalists in the latter third of the eighteenth
century"

(Gates, "Critical
Remarks,"

p. 321). According to Gates, this Lockean
"nominalism"

becomes part

of the heritage of the Enlightenment, which bequeathed to us our own "conceptual grammar of
antiracism"

(p. 323). For my purposes here, it is illuminating to point out that Herder appropriates

Lockean language theory to buttress his own refusal to categorize human beings into Rassen

(races).

29. Ayers produces some powerful, convincing arguments against the "currently popular [con-

structivist]
view"

and in defense of Locke: "Whatever the power of language to mould thought and

experience, and however much the structure of discourse determines the ways in which we slice up

the mind and its operations, there is something prior to language which makes language possible.

Unless there were animal experience and intelligence and emotional life prior to language, there

would be nothing to incorporate and comprehend language, or to be transformed by
it"

(Ayers I

1991, p. 206). Logic, reasoning, and language can't "simply be reduced one to the
other"

(Ayers I

1991, pp. 289 ff.). "For all but a few, in Locke's time as before, the structure of thought is the

source of the structure of
language"

(Ayers I 1991, p. 301).

To be fair, it must be pointed out that Aarsleff draws back a bit when he writes that Locke "had

gone a long way toward saying that all knowledge is about signs, but he never took the final step of

asserting the global role of
language"

(Aarsleff 1982, p. 28). See also notes 14 and 24 above.

30. I am referring to Giambattista Vico's principle of verum/factum: human beings recognize as

true that which they have made themselves; the
"made"

and the
"true"

are the same thing. See The

New Science of Giambattista Vico, revised translation of the third edition (1744) by T G. Bergin

and M. H. Fisch (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1968).

31. See Jiirgen Trabant, "Herder's Discovery of the
Ear,"

in Mueller-Vollmer, Herder Today,

pp. 345-65. According to Trabant, Herder was "the author who had introduced the ear [as opposed

to visual experience] into eighteenth-century discussion concerning language philosophy . . (p.

355). Trabant should have gone back to Locke.

Locke specialists have made much of these "mental
propositions."

Most illuminating for me is

E. J. Ashworth's careful exposition of the ways in which Locke's thinking here is embedded in a

venerable scholastic tradition. See Ashworth, "Locke on
Language,"

pp. 58 ff.

32. "But it is evident that that boundary [around the class of red things] is essentially conven

tional, set by the ordinary meaning of the word 'red'. The same nominalist argument can be ex

tended to many other concepts, although not, as we shall see, to
all"

(Ayers I 1991, p. 207). Given

the infinite quantity of similarities and regularities in nature, as Ashworth points out (p. 69), we can

only pick out some of the regularities; definitions are apt to be variable.

"Exorbitation of
language"

is from Terry Eagleton, Against the Grain: Essays 1975-1985 (Lon

don: Verso, 1986), p. 91.

33. Catherine Belsey, Critical Practice (London: Methuen, 1980), p. 40. Belsey is quoting from

Ferdinand de Saussure, Course in General Linguistics, trans. Wade Baskin (London: Fontana,

1974), p. 118.

34. In volume II of his Locke (1991), Ayers directs a wonderfully rambunctious, exhilarating

attack against fashionable latter-day versions of antirealism. In the opening parts, he uses Quine and
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Davidson to demolish notions of
"outlandish"

sets of objects of discourse and incommensurable

conceptual schemes (see pp. 7 ff.). "The suggestion that a structured language is prerequisite to our

individuating such [natural] objects is a paradox shaken (as Locke might have put it) by every

infant with a rattle or dog with a
rat"

(Ayers II 1991, p. 9).
Ayers'

conclusion might well serve as

the motto for my own paper: "Modern conceptualism itself has some of its longest and strongest

roots in Locke's thought. . . The Essay was perhaps the last great work of realism before the

plunge into idealism. Yet it is a valuable object of study, not only as a source of alien and forgotten

insights, but also for the light it casts on the origin of some of the pervasive dogmas of twentieth-

century
anti-realism"

(Ayers II 1991, p. 292).



Anachronism All Around:

Quentin Skinner on Francisco Suarez

Thomas S. Schrock

University of California, Santa Barbara

The historian who conceives of a writer as foundational to subsequent

thought hazards a species of anachronism, understanding the earlier with a view

to the later. Nathan Tarcov suggests (1982, pp. 61-62, 64) that Quentin Skinner

runs just such a risk in the second volume of The Foundations of Modern

Political Thought (1978. Unless otherwise indicated, references are to vol. 2).

The plausibility of that suggestion is bome out, I shall argue, in Skinner's

discussion there of Francisco Suarez. Nothing in Skinner's book is more anach

ronistic than its attempt to explain how Suarez "helped to lay the foundations

for the so-called 'social
contract'

theories of the seventeenth
century"

(1978, p.

159; cf. p. 174). Indeed, Skinner reads De Legibus, ac Deo Legislatore (1612)

under the spell cast backward by Hobbes and Locke, and only intermittently on

Suarez's own
terms.'

Skinner perpetrates his anachronism his prolepsis when characterizing

Suarez's part in "the transition from medieval to modem political
theory"

(1978, I,
ix).2

The pivotal question concerns Suarez's view of human beings:

does he believe them to be political by nature (with political society therefore

according to nature), as Aristotle and Aquinas had taught, or naturally apolitical

(with political society thus by artifice and convention), as Hobbes and Locke

will teach? Is Suarez a Christian-Aristotelian or a proto-modem? Skinner as

cribes the apoliticality thesis to Suarez, and identifies the Spaniard as a teacher

of the state of nature doctrine, the apolitical premise of social contract theory.

My contention will be that, by fathering the state of nature idea on Suarez,

Skinner foreshortens and tmncates the history of ideas, anachronistically positing
ideas out of time and place, overlooking or effacing fixed traditional elements in

Suarez's thought, thus perplexing the narrative. Having no accurate baseline

conception of the old in Suarez, Skinner's reader is unable to gauge the extent of

the new that is undoubtedly also in his thinking. And, giving Suarez too much

credit for innovation, Skinner also blinds his reader to what is truly novel, and not

at all derivative from Suarez, in the teachings of Hobbes and
Locke.3

It was Michael Zuckert who first made me stop and think about both Suarez and Skinner.

Harold Levy showed the way through Aristotle and Aquinas, saving me from many though I fear

not all blunders, which in any case are my own, not his. And Peter Digeser read countless drafts,

always gently nudging me away from muddle, toward clarity, while keeping his own counsel about

the substance of my argument. I thank them all.

interpretation, Fall 1997, Vol. 25, No. 1
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To set the record straight, I shall be contrasting Suarez's Christian-Aris

totelian natural law holism with the Hobbes- and Lockelike individualistic doc

trine mistakenly ascribed by Skinner to Suarez. In particular, I shall distinguish

Skinner's Suarez from Suarez himself, not only on the aforesaid question of

man's alleged natural apoliticality, but also on the related question of how Sua

rez thinks political right comes into being, which proves to be the question of

how Suarez divides up the labors of God and man as they establish political

society. This is the path by which of course we will be led to consider Suarez's

teaching on consent. To no one's surprise, Suarez's preoccupation with consent

turns out to be the most plausible support for Skinner's English reading of the

Spaniard. Finally, and to virtually everyone's surprise, we will, as directed by

Skinner, suddenly abandon the Hobbesian-Lockean consensualist reading of

Suarez on political right, and take our bearings by an Otto von Gierkian version

of Suarez, according to which De Legibus must be read as the work of some

kind of proto-Germanic corporatist. So then, the three readings of Suarez on

political right we shall consider are: two by Skinner (a) the Hobbes-Locke

and (b) the Gierke conceptions which are incompatible not only with each

other but also with Suarez's own teaching; and (c) that teaching itself, or the

reading which, it seems to me, and even once fleetingly to Skinner, Suarez

himself actually calls for.

But none of these conceptions of Suarez can be considered until we have

traversed the preliminaries: first canvassing Skinner's treatment of the contrast

Suarez makes between two natural societies, the family and the political com

munity, then taking up the inevitable sequel, Skinner's ascription to Suarez of a

state of nature teaching.

I. SKINNER REGARDING SUAREZ ON NATURAL POLITICALITY; FAMILY

AND POLITICAL COMMUNITY IN SUAREZ'S THOUGHT

Concerning the "nature of the situation in which men may be said to find

themselves 'simply in the nature of
things,' "

Skinner insists that the "aim [of

the Thomists, Suarez counted among them] was to establish that this condition

would not be a political
one"

(1978, p. 155). Despite Skinner's insistence, how

ever, this is not what Suarez writes. De Legibus does not propound the view,

ascribed by Skinner to Suarez, that "man's natural condition is social but not
political"

(1978, p. 158). It does not anticipate Locke's social-but-apolitical-by-

nature, state of nature doctrine. Rather, its teaching is a virtual reiteration of the

political-by-nature doctrine propounded by Aristotle and
Aquinas.4

Before setting that teaching out, however, we must acknowedge that Skinner

might have plausibly thought he heard Suarez teaching natural apoliticality in

the following words:
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man is a social animal, and cherishes a natural and right desire to live in a

community. . . [Hjuman community is two-fold: imperfect, or domestic; and

perfect, or political. Of these divisions, the former [domestic and imperfect] is in

the highest degree natural [maxime naturalis] and (so to speak) fundamental,

because it arises from the fellowship of man and wife, without which the human

race could not be propagated nor preserved. (1944, pp. 364-65 III, i,
3)5

Here is Skinner's recapitulation of this passage:

[According to] Suarez . . . "since man is by nature a social
animal,"

the idea of a

community not of course a political one, but some form of
"domestic"

association is "to the greatest possible extent natural to man, and is as it were the

fundamental
situation"

[1978, p.
158].6

Skinner's intention here is unclear, and we should not move on before canvass

ing two of his statement's possible intended meanings. On the one hand, Skin

ner may want his reader to conclude that, Suarez having declared the family to

be most natural, he must be taken to deny that the political community is natu

ral at all. Though fallacious, such an intention would be consistent with Skin

ner's ascription to Suarez of the position that "man's natural condition is social

but not
political"

(1978, p. 158). On the other, the Skinnerian recapitulation we

are trying to understand, incorporating Suarez's words as it does, might merely

be meant to imply that political society is also natural, though to a lesser extent

than the family. If this were what Skinner wanted his recapitulation to tell us,

there would be nothing objectionable in it except that it would be inconsistent

with Skinner's own aforementioned attribution to Suarez of the notion that

"man's natural condition is social but not
political."7

By sharp contrast with this indeterminateness of Skinner, Suarez himself is

quite clear on the subject of natural politicality. According to him, "a civil

magistracy accompanied by temporal power for human government is ... in

complete harmony with human
nature"

(1944, p. 364 III, i, 2; cf. p. 364 III,

i,
3).8

"The basic reason for this assertion [of natural
politicality]"

Suarez tells

us, "is to be sought in Aristotle's Politics (Bk.
I)"

(1944, p. 364 III, i, 3; and

see p. 48 I, iii, 18), evidently referring to Aristotle's teaching that political

community is by nature and that man is the political animal (Politics 1253al-3,

8; 1253a24). In other words, Suarez declares himself an orthodox Aristotelian

as unequivocally as he possibly can on the issue over which Skinner would

make him an incipient Lockean.

Nor is this all: Skinner of course fails to tell the reader how, according to

Suarez, man's political nature manifests itself. The fact is that, not only does

Suarez follow Aristotle in asserting the family to be more natural than political

society when the natural requirement of procreation is at the fore, but he also

follows him in teaching that, unlike the family, political society is not chiefly

for species perpetuation but for species edification for man's "good
estate,"
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and the good
life.9

According to Suarez, following Aristotle, political commu

nity is, one can say, our natural opening on the good or the noble as opposed to

the merely subsistent, being thereby in sharp contrast with the family:

[Political] power is a part of the nature of things, and ... in an absolute sense a

good thing, extremely valuable and necessary for the good estate of human nature

[ad bonam consuetudinem humanae naturae]. (1944, p. 379 III, iii, 4)

In general we can say then that Skinner's reading neglects Suarez's Aris

totelian insistence that political community is more natural than the family in

regard to the noble or, in Suarez's language, in regard to the good or the

perfect. Skinner's gloss on Suarez's passage fails to tell us that the passage

declares both that the family is "most
natural,"

and that it is
"imperfect"

imperfect by direct contrast with the political association, which is
"perfect"

(1944, pp. 86-871, vi, 9-21; pp. 364-66III, i, 3-4). The main point: na

ture is the standard according to which this judgment of imperfection and per

fection is made. Nature does not leave mankind in the lurch, stranded and

underdeveloped in the family, permanently cut off from a complete or perfect

life:10

[T]his community [the family] ... not self-sufficing [i.e., being imperfect] . . .

[there is] from the very nature of the case, ... a further necessity among human

beings for a political [i.e., perfect] community. (1944, p. 365 III, i,
3]."

Political society has a natural priority over the family, the latter being "subordi

nated naturally, as it were to a perfect community, as the part is subordi

nated to the
whole"

(1944, p. 88 I, vi, 22).
I2
This Aristotelian teaching, about

the natural primacy of the political or governed whole (Politics, 1252alff;

1252b28-1253a20) and not the Hobbesian-Lockean one, about the primacy

of the individualistic parts is Suarez's doctrine (see Hampton, 1986, pp. 6-7).

Following Aristotle (Politics 1253a7-8), Suarez teaches that humans want

more from each other than conjugal, filial, and fraternal society and that
gregar-

iousness is not our deepest natural inclination. Right on the heels of Aristotle,

Suarez teaches that our most profoundly human orientation is toward a different

kind of community than the family a self-sufficient, perfect, political society.

This is the community which man "cherishes a natural and right desire to live
in"

(1944, p. 364m, i, 3).

Happiness is the end, hence the criterion so says the Aristotelian, Fran

cisco Suarez, when he tells us the household "is not in itself sufficient to attain

human happiness in the mode in which such happiness is humanly
attainable"

(1944, p. 881, vi, 22; cf. Aristotle, Nic. Eth. 1097b8-12). According to him,

political community is capable of that attainment. It provides four conditions

necessary to the good life indeed, it is those conditions. In the process of

noting them, we will see other differences between Skinner's Suarez and Suarez
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himself, in particular, how affirmatively nature is implicated in the authentic

Suarezian understanding of politics.

A. Scale-Relationship-End

Skinner reads Suarez to say that the family or household (1944, pp. 364-

65 III, i, 3) is as far as nature takes human beings collectively. What Suarez

in fact teaches, however, is that whereas the family perpetuates the species, it

also truncates it, thence pointing naturally beyond itself to the political,
untrun-

cated community. In the household, "the individuals are not united . . . [in] one

political body, but merely exist therein as inferiors destined for the uses of the
master"

(1944, p. 87 I, vi, 20). Political community results when humans,

weary of being used, look out of their tents, see other people in the world, and

think of a larger and different kind of community. Suarez tells us that man is

political because of the way he is social:

[M]an is a social animal, requiring by his very nature a civil life and [to be] . . .

part of a . . . [political] community; . . It is . . . necessary that each person should

[live in a civil community so that he might] take counsel not only for himself, but

also for others, preserving peace and justice. (1944, pp. 48-49 I, iii, 19)

B. Rule-Direction

The idea that governmental direction is part and parcel of a natural human

teleology is alien to the Skinnerian Suarez. Because Skinner reads Suarez as

denying that political community as such is natural, with natural ends, he must

also read him as denying the naturalness of political rule and direction of the

citizenry. Yet, the real Suarez tells us that "directive [political]
power"

is in

accord with

the natural disposition of man, the disposition to be a social animal and to demand

by nature a mode of living in which he dwells in a community, the latter

necessarily requiring to be ruled by means of public power. (1944, p. 371 III, i,

12)

Government is necessary because "men as individuals have difficulty in ascer

taining what is expedient for
the common good, and moreover, rarely strive for

that good as a primary
object"

(1944, p. 491, iii, 19).
"[T]herefore,"

Suarez

says, "in a perfect community, there necessarily exists some public power

whose official duty it is to seek after and provide for the common
good"

(1944,

p. 367III, i, 5).
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C. Coercion

Political rule or direction, though necessary, is not always sufficient. There

are two ways of looking at this insufficiency, upward and downward. In his

justification of the coercive functions of government, Skinner's Suarez does not

follow the real Suarez's line of sight, upward toward the naturally perfect coer

cive order, instead looking downward in a Hobbesian-Lockean direction, to

ward the disorder Skinner believes Suarez thinks the race always spirals when

human nature is left to run its course. According to Skinner's Suarez, the God

of nature has done us no favors, and surely has not availed us of a natural

ascent to natural perfection. God's creation, the state of nature, is badly de

signed and will remain unsafe for human habitation until man takes a hand,

bringing it under the control of his own "regulatory
machinery"

(1978, p. 160).

Not perfection but preservation must be our preoccupation. Skinner tells us that

Suarez's

vision of man's propensity to selfishness, combined with the weakness of his moral

will, leads to the emphatic conclusion that, if we continued to live our lives in the

natural communities in which God has placed us, we should never flourish and

scarcely manage to survive. (1978, p. 160)

This is the portentous Hobbes-style crisis mode of the Skinnerian Suarez,

compared with which the real Suarez's reaction to human refractoriness is rou

tine, measured, and low key. Believing as Suarez does that man is by nature the

governing and governed being that the state of his nature is not Hobbesian

chaos and anarchy he is doctrinally prepared to take calm cognizance of hu

man unruliness. The human malaise not being of Hobbesian proportions, not

being a war of all against all, but rather some occasionally violent intra- and

interfamily rows, neither is Suarez's prescription Hobbesian. Neither the clank

ing of what Skinner calls "regulatory
machinery,"

nor for that matter the artifi

cial institution of absolute sovereignty, is part of Suarez's scenario. Rather, he

helps us hear nature herself reasonably, quietly, and routinely calling for the

natural response to the natural occurrence of human disorderliness: It is "natural

that . . . [men] should be governed by
men"

(1944, p. 367 III, i, 5). Suarez's

authority for this proposition? To justify coercion, he did not have to anticipate

Hobbes or Locke, nor for that matter to rely on a biblical response predicated

on the Fall. As Suarez points out, Aristotle had justified governmental coercion,

oblivious though he was of biblically reported events, and thinking though he

was only of man's natural politicality:

Aristotle (Politics, Bk. I, chap, ii [1253a31-34; and see 1253al-3, 8; 1253a24]) has
declared: "Even as man, when perfected, is the best of all animals, so, when

separated from law and justice, he is the worst of
all."

(Suarez 1944, p. 48 I, iii,
18; and see p. 364III, i, 3)
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In the same vein, Aristotle explains to Suarez's satisfaction the inability of

fathers alone to provide law for their wayward sons:

[T]he precept imposed by the paterfamilias upon his slaves, or even his children, or

indeed, his whole household, is not law . . because it has not been instituted by
means of a truly compulsory authority, this being necessary for law, a fact that is

pointed out by Aristotle (Ethics, Bk. X last chapter). (1944, p. 81 I, vi, 11)

Political community, the society perfect by nature, is a law-govemed commu

nity; and "an efficacious binding and compelling force ... is essential to law,

according to Aristotle (Ethics, Bk. X, last
chapter)"

(1944, p. 368 III, i, 7). In

short, "every perfect community is a true political body, governed by means of

its own jurisdiction, which has a coercive force that is
legislative"

(1944, p.

871, vi, 21).

D. A Proliferating, Abundant Community

For Suarez, political community means not only "each person . . . tak[ing]

counsel ... for others, [and thus] preserving peace and
justice"

(1944 p. 49 I,

iii, 19); it also means inclusion of a vastly greater range of pursuits than can be

undertaken in the household. Although humans need domesticity, Suarez tells

us,

no family can contain within itself all the offices and arts necessary for human life,

and much less can it suffice for attaining knowledge of all things needing to be

known. (1944, p. 365III, i, 3)

Although quoting from this language (1978, p. 160), Skinner will not allow its

Suarezian teaching to register. Once again he tries to transform Suarez into

Hobbes, trying to sell us on the idea that Suarez here "gives the fullest and

gloomiest picture of the conditions which would result [in the absence of politi

cal
community]"

(1978, p. 160). Skinner has Suarez reasoning that, prior to the

establishment of political community, "life would almost certainly be
short"

(1978, p. 160) presumably as in "solitary, poor, nasty, brutish, and. . .

When separated from political community, whether as individuals or by fam

ilies, the men of Skinner's Hobbesianized or Lockeanized Suarez are incon

venienced, terrorized, and driven, as Skinner says, to "calculations of oblique

self-interest"

(1978, p. 160). By sharp contrast, however, the real Suarezian

man does not suffer such a calamity Suarez rarely if at all alludes to the

psychology and experience of separation or anarchy, to say nothing of ascribing

rational choice calculations about
collective action to persons living outside of

political community (as per Skinner's reading of Suarez: 1978, p. 160). When

Suarez thinks of people without political society, he thinks less of insecurity
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than of the underdevelopment or stultification of their nature. Which is to say,

he thinks how drab, disorderly, sometimes violent or, as the saying goes, im

perfect life can be within and between families (1944, p. 88 I, vi, 22; and

see Aristotle, Politics 1252b30-1253al; Aquinas 1949, 1.14; Strauss, 1953, pp.

129-35; Nichols 1987, p. 184).

Suarez is not despairing, however, for in his view, "nature is never wanting

in essentials; and therefore, ... a perfect community[,] . . . agreeable to reason

and natural
law"

(1944, p. 365-66 III, i, 4), is in the cards. Suarez's idea is

not, Skinner's misreading to the contrary notwithstanding, that the lawlessness

of families is so bad, but rather that life according to our political nature can be

so good. Suarez is not trying to horrify us about the lives of households their

"imperfection"

is not insinuated by him to be miserable, short, and Hobbes

ian but rather to point us on to the telos, to the far better, the naturally perfect,

the political life.

II. GOD'S GIFT OR MAN'S INVENTION?

Like other Christian-Aristotelians, Suarez thinks God created man a natu

rally political animal, thereby giving political community His imprimatur. Ac

cording to Suarez and other Thomists, God's twofold assignment to man is to

build a political community according to His structural precepts, and to live

there in compliance with an inferrable set of instructions for its use instruc

tions in particular concerning the appropriate attitude toward both the building
and our fellow tenants. According to this teaching, then, political community is

a gift of God and a prime statement by Him on the orientation human life is to

take.'3

Skinner sometimes accurately depicts Suarez's teaching about the factors

contributing to the origin and status of political
community.'4

At one point he

quotes Suarez as saying that
"

'God does not grant . . . [political] power as a

special act or gift distinct from
creation'"

(1978, p. 161). Had Skinner clung to

this sentence, which is Suarez's distillation of his own teaching, he would not

have erred. In it Suarez is telling his readers that, although he is indeed not one

kind of divine-right theorist, he is another. Suarez teaches that God ordains

government
"generally"

or
"naturally,"

but not (except, of course, in biblical

times)
"specially"

or "supernaturally": while affirming that God calls for gov

ernment as such by creating man with a political nature, Suarez insists that very

few particular regimes and rulers have been, and that presently none are being
put in place by grace or a special providence (1944, e.g., pp. 379-80 III, iii,

2, 4-7).

Given the clarity of Suarez's position, Skinner's gloss is puzzling. Here are

Suarez's words, nestled within Skinner's exposition:
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[T]he truth is that "God does not grant this power as a special act or gift distinct

from
creation.'"

He merely grants men the power to create their commonwealths for

themselves, by placing them in such a situation and endowing them with such

capacities that this act of creation is rendered both necessary and possible. . . .

(1978, p. 161; emphasis supplied; cf. Locke, Treatises, II, 13).

Two features of this passage are noteworthy. First, it assumes that, God not

making special grants of political power, man must create that power. Skinner

goes directly from the negation of special providential grants to a purely anthro

pogenic hypothesis, without pausing to acknowledge the third possible source

of political
power.'5

In other words, he ignores what is in fact Suarez's constant

teaching the teaching which Suarez implies in Skinner's quotation of him

i.e., that political power comes into being according to nature, by virtue of

God's authorship of nature and general providence, and is in that sense most

definitely a gift of God.

The second interesting feature of the passage is the way Skinner's diction, as

I italicize it, makes God's creation segue into man's creation. Skinner has man

supplant God as the creative source of political power, as he had done a few

pages before when saying that the "Spanish
Thomists,"

Suarez conspicuously

among them, believed "that it is actually a mistake to picture political commu

nity as a gift of God rather than an invention of man himself (1978, p. 155; see

also p. 167). This is Skinner's human invention misinterpretation of Suarez, a

thesis we must now examine, and which will remain a central concern through

out this
study.'6

In De Legibus, book III, chapter iii, Suarez asks a question having the effect

of putting the human invention thesis squarely in issue: "Has the Power of

Making Human Laws Been Given to Men Immediately by God as the Author

of
Nature?"17

Here is Suarez's anti-anthropogenic answer his exuberant recog

nition of the hand taken by the God of nature in the temporal government of

man:

[S]ince . . [political] power is a part of the nature of things, ... it therefore must

flow from the Author of that nature. . . . [T]herefore, God is not only the chief

Author of this power but its exclusive Author. (1944, p. 379 III, iii, 4; but see p.

861, vi, 19)

This passage rebukes Skinner, telling us it is not "a mistake to picture political

community as a gift of God rather than an invention of man himself (1978, p.

155).

Why then does Skinner make the mistake of saying it is a mistake? Why,

given Suarez's unequivocal affirmation of the gift-of-God thesis, does Skinner

read Suarez as denying it and affirming the opposed anthropogenic thesis? My

sense is that Skinner's human invention interpretation of Suarez is part of a
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whole mode of theorizing about nature that Skinner is determined to ascribe to

him. As Skinner tells it, Suarez and his fellow Thomists liked to "consider the

nature of the situation in which men may be said to find themselves 'simply in

the nature of
things'"

(p. 155):

Their aim was to establish that this condition would not be a political one, and thus

to infer that, since no commonwealth has a natural existence, they must all have

been deliberately brought into being . . by some form of concerted action on the

part of their own citizens. (1978, p. 155)

Skinner apparently conceives of Suarez theorizing in a world where, God not

providing political order, man must step into the breach and invent it. In other

words, according to Skinner, the Thomists Suarez of course among them

"in effect . . . deducefd] the necessity and in consequence the lineaments of

political community from an imagined 'state of
nature'"

(1978, p. 155). As we

take up this theme, the reader may be assured that we are getting closer to the

bottom of Skinner's misconstruction of Suarez.

III. THE STATE OF NATURE

"It is
true,"

Skinner allows,

that these theorists [the Spanish Thomists] rarely make use of this canonical phrase

["state of nature"] from the so-called "social
contract"

analysis of the formation of

the State. Suarez invariably prefers to speak of deriving man's power to make laws

and set up a commonwealth from an examination of what may be said "to exist

immediately in the very nature of
things."

There is no doubt, however, that these

writers possess the concept of the state of nature even when they do not possess the

phrase. (1978, p. 155)

The issue is joined: Is Suarez a state of nature teacher, or is Skinner anach-

ronistically foreshortening the history of doctrine? Does "the very nature of

things"

mean for Suarez what the "state of
nature"

means for Hobbes or Locke?

Skinner contends that "[i]t would be a mistake ... to suggest . . . that the

phrase [state of nature] is never used by any of these [Thomistic]
theorists"

(1978, p. 155). "[F]or
example,"

he says,

Molina . . . refers at several points to the condition of mankind "in statu
naturae,"

and he imagines the "status
naturae"

as that situation in which all men may be said

to have found themselves after the Fall and before the inauguration of political

societies. (1978, p. 155)

If Skinner's intention here is to show that Molina's deployment of the phrase

anticipates, say, Hobbes's or Locke's use of it, his failure is exhibited in the
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very terms of his own description of Molina, for Hobbes and Locke do not

allow the Fall to affect their conception of man's apoliticality or his natural

state of anarchy. According to Hobbes and Locke, the state of nature is coter

minous with man, innocent or fallen, supposing there was a Fall (Strauss 1950,

pp. 184-85. What follows is heavily derivative from what I continue to learn

about these matters by studying the pertinent remarks of Professor Strauss.).

For purposes of their state of nature teachings they do not recognize a special

time "after the Fall and before the inauguration of political
societies."

One can

say that Hobbes and Locke do not periodize, that their scheme is single-fold:

the state of man's nature is such that not government but anarchy is at all times

in accord with it (cf. Orwin 1975, p. 32), from Adam to as long as the human

race lasts. Or one can also say, without contradiction, that Hobbes and Locke

do periodize and that their scheme is twofold: there is (1) a being whose natural

element is anarchy and (2) there is the same being living in an artificial envi

ronment created by human invention and covenant, to overcome the debility of

nature. In contrast, Molina's periodization is: (1) a state of innocent nature,

without government, (2) a state of fallen nature, without government, and (3) a

state of fallen nature, with government.

The really interesting thing, however, is that neither Aquinas nor Suarez

agrees with either Hobbes-Locke or Molina. Even as Aquinas and Suarez take

cognizance of the Fall for theological purposes, for political purposes they

too coercion aside (see note 19 below) adopt what can only be called sin

gle-fold periodization, or nonperiodization. Neither Aquinas nor Suarez recog

nizes a special time "after the Fall and before the inauguration of political

societies,"

if by this is meant an interval when men were not under a heavy

natural law duty to enter political
society.18

For Thomas and Suarez, man, fallen

or innocent (see note 19, below), is never apolitical by nature, and hence is

never at home in, or at liberty to remain in what we and Skinner, after Hobbes

(e.g., De Cive, Preface, para. 3, near end; Leviathan, chap. 20, para. 4), and

Locke (1965, vol. 2, e.g., pp. 4, 6-8), call a "state of
nature,"

meaning thereby

a primitive, nonpolitical state.

The Hobbes-Locke state of nature terminology would have baffled Aquinas

and Suarez. Chances are they would have understood the term "state of
nature"

as a reference to the difference between the states of innocent or fallen nature, a

la Molina. That difference would have concerned Thomas and Suarez for politi

cal purposes only with a view to government qua coercion (1944, p. 371 III,

i, 12: "[c]oercion . . . presupposes . . . defection from order"). They declare the

state of nature for man as such, fallen or upright, to be within political commu

nity, qua
directive.19

Knowing, then, something of the difference between man's natural state as

conceived by the Christian-Aristotelians, on the one hand, and by the English

social contract theorists of the seventeenth century, on
the

other,20

and in partic-
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ular knowing that, according to Suarez, political community is by nature and as

such a gift of God the author of nature, we nevertheless do not yet comprehend

with precision the mechanism by which God's gift is consummated. In other

words, we do not know how political community comes into being. Another

gap in our knowledge it turns out to be the same gap concerns Suarez's

conspicuous interest in consent.

The fact that Suarez has such an interest is a difficulty for my argument.

How am I to account for a preoccupation with consent in a thinker I have been

touting as an Aristotelian? One way is simply to concede that Suarez was not

an unqualified, but a Christian, Aristotelian a theorist who felt an allegiance

not only to "the Aristotelian doctrine that . man [is] . . . naturally
political,"

but also to the "medieval tradition, reaching back to the Romans and the Stoics,

with its . . . theory that government was set up by the people on a contractual

basis"

(Gough 1936, p. 37). "There is an evident
inconsistency,"

says Gough,

"between . . individualism and the Aristotelian [view] . . . that man is naturally
political"

(1936, p. 66). Gough goes on to say that two responses to this incon

sistency are possible, one being that of the "[thoroughgoing contractarians

[e.g., Hobbes and Locke, who] avoided this difficulty by abandoning the or

ganic view of community
altogether,"

the other that of "some theological

writers who made an interesting attempt to effect a
reconciliation"

(Gough

1936, p. 66). Molina and Suarez are the theologians Gough is thinking of here.

IV. SUAREZ ON CONSENT

The emphasis on consent in De Legibus suggests that Suarez does in fact

move beyond the vague consensualism of Aquinas (e.g., Summa Theologica, I,

Q. 90, Art. 3), toward the more stringent form of Hobbes (e.g., Leviathan, chap.

21, para. 10). Indeed, Suarez's stress on consent seems to vindicate Skinner's

contention

that the analysis of the concept ["that any legitimate polity must originate in an act

of consent"] was carried to a new peak of development by the sixteenth-century

Thomists, and in particular by Suarez. (1978, p. 163)

Although Suarez subordinates man's invention to God's dispensation, he does

not appear to thus subordinate man's consent thereto. Is there not, perhaps, fire

where Skinner and others have seen all that social contract
smoke?2'

As will be

noted, Suarez himself pleads partially guilty to the charge of arson he seems

to supply good reasons for thinking he and the seventeenth-century English

theorists do look at politics in the same way and deploy kindred understandings

of it.
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As a plausible point of departure for our study of consent in De Legibus,

consider Suarez's characterization of "man . . . [as] by his nature free and

subject to no
one"

(1944, pp. 362-63 III, i, 1), or his statement that, "in the

nature of things all men are bom
free"

(p. 373 III, ii, 3). This, the postulate of

equal freedom, restates itself as the truth that "no person has [by nature] politi

cal jurisdiction over another
person,"

and implies, therefore, that only the indi

vidual's consent will lead to political authority (1944, pp. 373-74 III, ii,
3).22

There must be a "special volition, or common consent, by which . . . [individ

uals] are gathered together into one political
body"

(1944, p. 375 III, ii, 4; p.

861, vi, 19).

Suarez is sounding much as Skinner characterizes him (1978, pp. 159, 161-

63; but see pp. 164-66), i.e., as a precursor of seventeenth-century
contrac-

tarianism. Suarez is sounding like one who believes, in his own words, that

political power "is derived from . . . [men] as individuals, . through their own

consent"

(1944 p. 377III, iii, 1).

Observe, however, that Suarez's phrasing suggests only that consent is nec

essary, when what we need to know is whether it is sufficient whether, given

consent, political community and power do ipso facto exist. It turns out that, as

soon as we explicitly ask the sufficiency question, Suarez's consent doctrine

complicates itself. Indeed, the full Suarezian consent doctrine only comes to

light through his use of a process of elimination, a process which, however,

nearly eliminates the idea it is supposed to exhibit for us consent as the

source of political right.

The question is this: "In what Men Does . . . [political] Power . . . Reside

Directly by the very Nature of
Things?"

(1944 III, ii [title question]). In the

process of answering this question, Suarez eliminates the following conceivable

answers: (a) the particular individuals some think God selects for rule by His

special providence (1944, p. 374III, ii, 3; p. 379III, iii, 5), (b) particular

human types that might seem eligible to mle according to an Aristotelian type

of natural right standard, as well as (c) each individual as such, and finally, (d)

mankind in the
aggregate.23

With these classes of persons disqualified, who, or

what class, can be left? In particular, given that political right "does not exist in

each
individual,"

and that "[persons] are unable to give that which they do not

possess"

(1944, p. 372 III, ii, 1), how can the consent of individuals, under

stood as a putative transfer of right, succeed in endowing a political commu

nity?

We ask again, How much fire is burning behind Suarez's consensualist

smoke? We might also ask, with greater precision: Assuming Suarez does teach

a consent doctrine, what kind of such teaching is it? For example, does it in

volve a putative transfer of right? Indeed and this is what reading ahead could

prompt one to speculatemight there not be a holistic quality to Suarez's
con

sent doctrine, a quality that obviates the need for individualistic transfer of

political right through consent (cf. Locke, Second Treatise, 4, 9, 11, 87,
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99)? Might not Suarez propound a nonindividualistic, a holistic doctrine of

consent?

See how, seemingly thinking along such holistic lines, Suarez begins to

move his analysis beyond the impasse he had reached so far:

[Given that political] power does exist in men, and [that] it does not exist in each

individual, nor in any specific individual, . . . it [must] exist[] in mankind viewed

collectively. (1944 III, ii, 4; emphasis supplied)

Yet, as we know from reciting Suarez's analysis by elimination, political power

does not exist in a collective nonentity, i.e., in mankind as a mere confused

aggregate: "[I]f one regards . . . [conglomerations of men, without order], one

does not as yet conceive of . . . [political]
power"

(1944, p. 375 III, ii, 4). So

how can political power "exist in mankind viewed collectively"?

[Political] power does not manifest itself in human nature until men gather together

into one perfect community and are politically united. . . [This] power resides not

in individual men separately considered, nor in the . . . multitude . . collected . .

confusedly without union of members into one body; therefore, such a political

body must be constituted, before power of this sort is to be found in men. (1944,

pp. 379-80III, iii, 6)

Political power exists in mankind collectively, but only in a restricted sense,

namely, in a series of special collectivities, i.e., in political societies.

We now know Suarez's answer to the chapter title question he asked: "In

what Men Does this [political] Power . . . Reside Directly by the very Nature of
Things?"

There is no prepolitical locus of political power: it "resides directly
. . . by . . .

nature"

in and only in men who have gathered to become parts of a

perfect, a political community, and in them only when that political community

does in fact become itself. But does it become itself, such that political power

resides in its members, simply in virtue of their gathering? Is their gathering

sufficient for political society? When Suarez declares that "a multitude of men

does not suffice to constitute a [political] community, unless those men are

bound together by a particular
agreement"

(1944, p. 86 I, vi, 19), he leaves it

uncertain whether the agreement or consent on its own makes the community.

Can a helter-skelter gathering of individuals, each lacking political power, thus

having none to transfer or pass along, become a political community with polit

ical power, through their consent alone?

We thus insinuate a question about God's possible assistance, i.e., about a

possible division of labor between God and man in the founding of political

societies. Does Suarez envision such a cooperation between God and man, or

does he want to leave God out of it, being satisfied with a statement of (human)
consent as sufficient? Skinner apparently thinks the latter. That is what his

denial of the gift of God thesis means. Is he right has he been correct all
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along? Does Suarez in fact set out to extinguish the idea of empowered political

communities as gifts of God? While seeking answers to these questions, we

shall also be forced by Suarez to ask if there is a difference that matters be

tween the origin of the political community and the origin of its empowerment.

Consider, in this connection, the following attempt by Suarez to explain the

existence of political power: "it is given immediately by God as the Author of
nature,"

he says, "in such a way that men in a sense dispose the matter involved

and render the recipient capable of wielding the
power"

(1944, p. 378 III, iii,

2). This passage might be read as saying that men create the entity political

community which God then empowers. Does Suarez favor this scenario?

Does the consent of individuals create is it a sufficient condition to creation

of political community? We can phrase our question with the help of the

following formulation from De Legibus: "[B]y the nature of things, men as

individuals possess to a partial extent (so to speak) the faculty for establishing,

or creating, a perfect
community"

(1944, p. 383 III, iv, 1; emphasis
supplied).24

Does the "to a partial
extent,"

imply what it seems to, i.e., an insufficiency of

consent, hence a division of labor between man and God?

To learn Suarez's answer we shall consult one of his better-known ut

terances, his marital analogy:

[I]f we assume that men have willed to gather together into one political

community, it is not in their power to set up obstacles to this jurisdiction; and this

is an indication that the jurisdiction does not flow proximately from their wills as

from a true efficient cause. Thus, in regard to matrimony, we rightly infer that the

husband is the head of the wife by grant of the Author of nature Himself, and not

by the will of the wife; for though they may contract the marriage by their own

will, nevertheless, if they do contract it, they cannot prevent the establishment of

this superiority. (1944, p. 378III, iii, 2; cf. p. 366III, i,
4)25

As helpful as this passage undoubtedly is, even it leaves the division of labor

uncertain. Is the marriage, and not just the husband's power, "made in heaven"?

Is it a case of "what God hath
joined,"

or do the human beings do the joining?

In search of the answer to that and our other questions, let us turn to the place

where Suarez bespeaks most earnestly and self-consciously his concern not to

mislead the reader about the status of consent.

In chapter iii of book III of De Legibus, Suarez expresses a scruple about an

impression he may have created in chapter ii of that book. He now (as he sits

down to write chapter iii) believes that what he had previously written about

consent as the basis of political community may raise a question as to whether

he thinks it is God or man who creates and/or empowers political community.

Hence, one of the objectives of chapter iii is to clear up the question, as it is

phrased in that chapter's title: "Has the Power of Making Human Laws Been

Given to Men Immediately by God as the Author of
Nature?"

Rendition of the
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correct answer to this question will, it turns out, require Suarez to settle the

question of which party, God or human beings, creates the political community

to wield the political power.

Here is what he says in book III, chapter iii; this is his explanation of how a

misleading impression might have been left by chapter ii:

A reason for doubt on this question [concerning God as the source of political or

legislative power] may lie in the fact that it apparently follows upon what has been

said above [in chapter ii, section 4, namely, that men "are gathered together into

one political
body"

by "special volition, or common consent"] that this power over

... [a] community of men assembled together is derived from them as individuals,

and through their own consent. For such power springs from the same source as

does the very community in which it resides; and that community is welded

together by means of the consent and volition of its individual members; therefore,

[so the argument seems to go,] the power in question also flows from those same

wills. (1944, p. 377III, iii, 1)

Preparing his reply to this erroneous inference from what he had said in chapter

ii, Suarez begins by agreeing with its "major
premiss,"

namely, that political

"power springs from the same source as does the very community in which it
resides."

This is so, he says,

because, once the community is assumed to exist, it follows that this power

likewise exists; for he who gives the form, gives, too, those things which are

consequent upon the form; and therefore, whoever is the . . . author of the said

community, would seem also to be the author and bestower of its power. (P. 377

III, iii, 1; emphasis supplied)

Suarez indicates here that there can be only one author, God or man, of the

whole political res community and power, power and community. If human

beings author the community, they also therefore create the power. Conversely,

if they author the power, they must also have created the community; and if

they cannot create the power, then they cannot create the community. Likewise,

and for the same reason, if God bestows the power, He must be author or

creator of the community, and if He does not create the community then He

cannot bestow the power, for, to repeat, "whoever is the . . . author of the said

community, would seem also to be the author and bestower of its
power"

(p.

377 III, iii, 1). But, we have heard, and as Suarez now unequivocally tells us,

men cannot create political power:

before men congregate into one political body this power does not reside in the

individuals, ...[;] furthermore, it does not exist even in the rough mass . . .
,
or

aggregate, of mankind, . .
.; and therefore, the power can never flow immediately

from men. (1944, pp. 377-78III, iii, 1)
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So, God must be the author and bestower of political power; ergo, He is author

and creator of the community. Suarez does, after all, stand by the postulate that

political community is a gift of God. Man being unable to create political com

munity, either God creates it, or there is no such community. But there is such

community; Q.E.D.

Suarez's doctrine is, then, that human beings choose "to gather
together,"

either in marriage or polity, but that that is all they do. Their willing is only

necessary, not sufficient, to the existence of marital and political associations

possessing marital and political powers. Unaided, people make neither political

communities, with
"jurisdiction,"

nor marriages ("what God hath joined") with

husbandly headship. Man proposes, God disposes. Political community and

power, like marriage and marital power, exist in certain ways, "by grant
["gift"

in Skinner's parlance] of the Author of nature Himself (1944, p. 378 III, iii,

12). When men enter valid political and marital contracts, their consent has an

effect beyond its unaided causal power, triggering as it does divine creations of

entities and empowerments, the existence and essential form of which are be

yond their freedom to
negotiate.26

Human beings may choose whether to unite politically with these people

rather than those (to many Susan or Sam rather than Molly or George). Politi

cal community as such, however, is not an object of choice (nor is marriage as

such), because we do not choose our political (familial) nature. By consenting

to political community and marriage, human beings cooperate with nature and

nature's God, and precipitate, without being their "tme efficient
cause"

(1944,

p. 378 III, iii, 2), imperfect and perfect wholes marital and political soci

eties, with marital and political
power.27

V. SKINNER'S FALSE ALTERNATIVE AND THE CHRISTIAN-

ARISTOTELIAN TEACHING ON MAN'S POLITICAL COOPERATION WITH

THE GOD OF NATURE

When Skinner is not presenting readers with one illusory Thomistic alterna

tive political community as either a special divine grant or as a human inven

tion he is facing us with another. The Spanish Thomists, Skinner says,

believed that,

since no commonwealth has a natural existence, they must all have been

deliberately brought into being ... by some form of concerted action on the part of

their own citizens. (1978, p. 155)

Putting aside the falsity that, according to the Thomists, "no commonwealth has

a natural
existence,"

observe only the alternative Skinner allows and the possi

bility that he neglects: Either "a natural
existence"

or "concerted
action,"

not "a

natural existence through concerted
action,"

as in Aristotle (Politics 1253a29-
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31). Skinner conceives of Suarez and his fellow Thomists as deriving political

community from man, not God, and from man, not as an Aristotelian founder,

taking his bearings by natural ends, but man as free-form inventor.

What "natural
existence"

can Skinner have in mind as a contrast with human

inventing? The family? That might be a mistake, given that Suarez seems to

insist, as we have seen, that the family, like political community, has an element

of choice in it (1944, p. 378 III, iii,
2).28

One wonders, therefore, whether the

natural existences Skinner is thinking of are not, say, instinctual zoological

collectivities. Does Skinner believe Suarez thinks we must work with the fol

lowing alternative: either free-form human invention or flocks, hives, schools,

and packs? Where in Suarez's book does Skinner find such a dichotomy?

One possible location for the alternative Skinner propounds is the chapter

where Suarez is trying to disarm those who would argue that government "is

contrary to the order of
nature"

(1944, p. 363 III, i, 1) those who, e.g., cite

Augustine for the proposition that political community and power "is not natu

ral to
man"

(1944, p. 363 III, i, 1). Suarez observes there that one can, if so

disposed, distinguish between "deriv[ing] directly from
nature"

and being "con

sonant with natural
reason,"

i.e., between "originating] with
nature"

and not

being "contrary to
nature"

(1944, p. 371 III, i, 12). Skinner's category of

"natural
existences"

might correspond to Suarez's "deriving directly from na

ture."

The main impediment to adducing this distinction as the Suarezian basis for

the distinction Skinner ascribes to Suarez is that Suarez himself discounts the

possible force of his own distinction. According to him, consonance with nature

is not "less
natural,"

for purposes of justifying government, than "deriving di

rectly from
nature"

(1944, p. 370 III, i, 11). The passage from Augustine that

Suarez is rendering harmless, "indicates simply that human principates did not

originate with nature, but does not indicate they are contrary to
nature"

(1944,

p. 371 III, i, 12); and noncontrariety, Suarez implies, is all the naturalness

needed to carry legitimacy with it.

Neither Aristotle, nor Thomas, nor Suarez thought their choices were limited

to, on the one hand, mindless or instinctual natural existences such as flocks

and hives, and on the other, free-form human inventions and constructions,

oblivious of nature. The
Aristotelians'

political teaching is about neither in

stinctual zoological groupings nor political arrangements invented and posited

by untrammelled human creativity. Instead, Aristotle and the Christian-Aris

totelians looked to a relationship between, an interplay of, the legislator's or

statesman's thought and the facts of human nature and the soul. Indeed, Aris

totle was famously unashamed to stand behind the apparent paradox that, al

though "the city is ... by
nature"

(Politics 1253a25), and though "there is in

everyone by nature an impulse toward this sort of
partnership,"

still, "the one

who first constituted [a city] is responsible for the greatest
goods"

(Politics

1253a29-31). Something like this is what Suarez has in mind even in his most
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anthropogenic statements on the founding of political communities, e.g., as "hu

manly assembled and
devised"

(1944, p. 86 I, vi, 19; cf. Gierke [1934] 1957,
p. 276 n.30). Following Aristotle, Suarez affirms natural politicality hence the

naturalness of political society in this striking passage:

[T]hough man was not created or born subject to the power of a human prince, he

has been born potentially subject ... to such power; and therefore, it is not in

opposition to . . . natural law that one should be thus subjected in fact, even though

this subjection is not derived directly from nature. On the contrary, it is consonant

with natural reason that a human common-wealth should be subjected to some one,

although . . . natural law has not in and of itself, and without the intervention of

human will, created political subjection. (1944, p. 370 III, i, 11)

One of Suarez's major themes, cooperation of man with nature, is adumbrated

here in the phrase, "intervention of human
will"

meaning, in this passage,

initiation of the divine-human process of constituting political community, in a

natural setting awaiting precisely such an intervention and such a community.

Man's nature being political, God and nature will be understood to give what is

part and parcel with that nature, what makes that nature viable, what enables

man to live up to that nature. The gift in question is political power, i.e., law

making ("directive") and enforcing ("coercive") right. And it is in explaining

civil law that Suarez utters what we will take as his last word on the relation

ship between human
"intervention"

thought, building, consent-^-and nature,

hence his anticipatory critique of Skinner's false alternative of zoological

groupings, on the one hand, and free-form invention, on the other. In Suarez's

opinion, human law

pertains entirely to the natural order in so far as regards its origin and authority, for

though it is not enacted directly by nature, it is nevertheless enacted through the

authority connatural to man. (1944, p. 362 III Introduction)

VI. SUAREZ'S HOLISM-ORGANICISM: THE CORPUS MYSTICUM

If Suarez taught the competency of unendowed consent and untrammeled

invention of man to generate political community and power, his doctrine

would indeed prove an anticipation of Hobbes and Locke. But that is not what

he taught, and to say it is his teaching is to lose sight of what makes Suarez

Suarez. Such a saying especially misrepresents the Suarezian natural framework

or whole, i.e., what he has in mind when he invokes the phrase, "in the very

nature of
things."

Skinner's interpretation turns the Suarezian whole into a

chaos, one lacking even an implicit order. Let us therefore get in mind Suarez's

own idea of that natural whole, thus his holism.
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Suarez can be confident that "[political] power does exist in
men"

(1944, p.

375 III, ii, 4), because he, following the God of nature, is a holist. For him

and that God, wholes are real, with powers and other properties inhering

uniquely in themselves, greater than and not deriving from their parts. A power

or right comes into being when and only when the whole, for which it is the

integral and natural power, comes into being.

[T]his [political] power does not manifest itself in human nature until men gather

together into one perfect community and are politically united. . . . Once this body
has been constituted, however, the power in question exists in it, without delay and

by the force of natural reason. (1944, pp. 379-80 III, iii, 6; emphasis supplied;

Pufendorf 1934, p. 1159; Hassing 1984, p. 197)

Unlike the individual of Skinner's Hobbesian-Lockean Suarez conceived

as he is according to an individualistic metaphysic (cf. Nichols 1987, p. 184;

Hampton 1986, pp. 6-7) Suarez's individual has the potential of being a part

in a holistic sense. The Suarezian political community is a genuine Aristotelian

political whole because its parts are political beings requiring participation in

that whole to be fully realized as their essential selves, i.e., as the proper parts

of a certain whole (Politics, book I, chap. 2; cf. laffa 1963, pp. 65-67; Nichols

1987, pp. 184-85; Hassing 1984, p. 197). It is a whole, and they are parts, not

because they made it but because it is their nature to fit together in it (see

Barker, in Gierke [1934] 1957, pp. 241-42 n., as quoted in note 25 above) a

fitting predetermined by the author of nature, nature's God.

[H]uman will is necessary in order that men may unite in a single perfect

community, but no special act of volition on their part is required to the end that

this community shall possess the said power, which arises rather from the very

nature of things, and from the providence of the Author of nature, so that in this

sense it is rightly said to have been conferred immediately by Him. (1944, pp. 379-

80III, iii,
5-6].29

Here, Suarez tells us plainly enough that the "very nature of
things"

he has

in mind is not the false half-Hobbesian, or Lockean, apolitical state of our

nature Skinner has him professing (Skinner 1978, pp. 157-61), but the tme

Christian-Aristotelian political state of our nature, to be understood in terms of

natural parts and a whole, of natural potency and act, and of "nature ... as an
end"

(Aristotle, Politics, 1252b32). Suarez's holistic gift of God conception of

the provenance of political institutions is utterly antithetical to the individualis

tic, state of nature, human invention, Hobbes-Locke social contract thesis Skin

ner saddles him with.

Suarez would have us keep in mind both the trigger or catalyst (the willing,

consenting individuals), and the cause final, formal, and efficient (nature,
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God; creation, creator) (1944, p. 378III, iii, 2; cf. Skinner 1978, p. 161). Men

are to be looked upon

with regard to the special volition, or common consent, by which they are gathered

together into one political body. . Thus viewed, they form a single mystical

body. . .;
and that body . needs a single head. Therefore, in a community of this

[political] kind, viewed as such, there exists in the very nature of things the power

[political, legislating and enforcing] of which we are speaking, . . For it is

impossible to conceive of a unified political body without political government or

disposition thereto. (1944, p. 375 III, ii, 4; emphasis
supplied)30

Suarez's holism issues in, is about, a corpus politicum qua corpus mysticum.

His political framework or whole has features Hobbes and Locke do not, cannot

ascribe to theirs because:

First, consent as Suarez conceives it has both more and less efficacy than

consent according to Hobbes and Locke: more, because the consent conceived

in the Hobbes-Locke doctrine cannot generate mystical bodies; less, because

whereas for Hobbes and Locke consent is a sufficient condition to the existence

of the only (nonmystical) political society they recognize (Leviathan, chap. 1 8,

paras. 1-2; chap. 21, para. 10; Second Treatise, 14, 87, 89, 95-97, 99, 116-22),

Suarez denies that bare consent is a sufficient condition to the emergence of the

only political community he recognizes, i.e., an entity with the standing of a

mystical body. According to Suarez, nature's God or God's nature must do its

own non-Hobbesian, non-Lockean, causal part.

And second, variants of the phrase Skinner makes so much of, i.e., "exists in

the very nature of
things"

(1978, e.g., p. 155 n.l), do not refer to people in an

extrapolitical condition, as the phrase would be used by Hobbes and Locke, but

instead to the political nature of man. Although Suarez is indeed exhorting us to

look deeply into, even to the very bottom of, "the nature of
things,"

what we

shall see, according to him, is not separated individuals or families but rather

the political whole into which human beings either potentially or actually fit.

Only God is more fundamental; there is by nature nothing more fundamental

than, there is nothing underlying, this political nature or whole (see, e.g., 1944,

pp. 48-49, 362, 364-65, 3711, iii, 18-19; III, i, 1-3, 12). Suarez is not

called a Thomist for nothing. Suarez's invocation of the phrase, "to exist imme

diately in the very nature of
things,"

is part of his participation in the holistic,

nonindividualistic, non-state of nature, by-nature-political, Thomistic tradition.

VII. SKINNER'S REPRISE ON THE STATE OF NATURE

Skinner is prompted to his final invocation of the state of nature idea in

response to a difficulty with which we have long been familiar and to which he

as it were suddenly awakens. Having assiduously pushed a Hobbesian-Lockian
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consensualist Suarez, Skinner suddenly seems to lose his nerve, giving up on

the seventeenth-century Englishmen as sources of sense about Suarez, and

looking instead to a nineteenth-century German for a true construction of Sua

rez (Skinner 1978, pp. 164-65; Gierke [1900] 1958, pp. xlviii, 10, 22, 89).

As Gierke originally emphasised, [there is a] problematic feature of this analysis

["the idea of political authority being brought into existence by a general act of

consent performed by men in a state of nature"]. (1978, p. 164)

[I]t is impossible to regard them [i.e., individuals] as [quoting Suarez] "the authors

and bestowers of the powers which are established over their
communities,"

since

"such a capacity can scarcely be said to exist in them as individuals, or even in

what we might call the rough collection or aggregate of
men."

(1978, p. 165)

According to Skinner, Suarez solves his problem by conceiving the state of

nature in a nonindividualistic way, by resort to "a strongly holistic theory about

the capacity of the people to perceive themselves as a
universitas"

(1978, p.

165; italics original). "[I]t is . . .

possible,"

Skinner says, with Suarez in mind,

"to think of the state of nature not as a community of
individuals,"

but rather as "a single mystical
body"

in which all the members recognise the same

obligations, follow the same rules, and are thus "capable of being regarded, from

the moral point of view, as a single unified whole". ... It is Suarez's essential

contention that once we think of men in their natural condition in this alternative

way, there is no difficulty about conceiving of them as having the power to act with

a single unified will to set up the legitimate authority of a commonwealth. (1978, p.

165; cf. Tarcov 1982, p. 62)

Having denied that Suarez's political community is by nature, and hence a

mystical body, Skinner now invests what he calls Suarez's state of nature, un

derstood as a nonpolitical, prepolitical, anarchical condition, with the holistic

indicia of political community. Indeed, he appropriates the language that Suarez

had used to characterize the political entity the commonwealth as a mystical

body to characterize the non- or prepolitical condition, the state of nature.

Let it pass that, according to Suarez, the prepolitical condition is not man's

state of nature, his natural state. Let it also pass that, for Suarez, the Church

aside, corpus mysticum is for all intents corpus politicum (1944, p. 375 III, ii,

4; cf. Gierke [1934] 1957, p. 276 n. 30). Let it pass again that by now constru

ing Suarez holistically Skinner abandons his own individualistic interpretation

of Suarez, i.e., the interpretation that made faintly colorable the idea of Suarez

as
"foundational"

to Hobbes and Locke. All that aside, it is correct, as Skinner

says here, that according to Suarez a community or mystical body does estab

lish the government or "legitimate authority of a
commonwealth."

But it is

incorrect to imply that, as in Skinner's Gierkian account, the community which

establishes government is a prepolitical entity within or part and parcel with the
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condition that Hobbes and Locke will call the state of nature. According to

Suarez, and contrary to Skinner, the government-forming community or body is

instead entirely apart from, having been carved out of, the so-called state of

nature; the government-establishing entity is political or civil community, itself,

as it, itself, has been established and empowered by nature's God or God's
nature.31

Skinner's ascription to Suarez of this idea of a nonpolitical community, a

state of nature qua mystical body, simply has no grounding in Suarez's text. As

we saw earlier (note 9), Suarez recognizes only one kind of natural collective

entity in the world other than the family: incorporated political societies. Scat

tered persons in the unincorporated noncommunity of the prepolitical "aggre
gate"

do not count as an entity, to say nothing of a community or corpus

mysticum. Political society and family are the only natural human entities there

are there are no more. Indeed, Skinner fleetingly acknowledges Suarez's

teaching when he quotes him to the effect that

"multitudes of men can be thought of in two different ways,". [i.e., as those]

"gathered together by common consent in a single political
body"

. . [and] "simply

as an aggregate of
people."

(1978, p. 181)

Notwithstanding what Skinner's spurious Suarez believes (1978, pp. 161-65),

the real Suarez does not believe this is precisely what he does not believe it

"possible to think of the [so-called] state of nature [an aggregate of people] . . .

as 'a single mystical
body'"

(1978, p. 165). In De Legibus, III, ii, 4, Suarez is

clear pellucid that the prepolitical state is precisely not a "mystical
body"

or

"single unified
whole."

A salient point of that section number 4 is that the

prepolitical state is "a kind of aggregation, without any order, or any physical

or moral
union."

"So viewed [i.e., in what Skinner calls the 'state of
nature,'

and Suarez an 'orderless aggregation'], men do not constitute a unified whole,

whether physical or
moral"

(1944, p. 375 III, ii, 4). The family aside, and

aggregation being all the plurality there is in the prepolitical condition, it is

incorrect to maintain, as Skinner does, that

there is no difficulty about conceiving of them [people in the prepolitical

condition what Skinner, following Hobbes and Locke, calls the state of nature] as

having the power to act with a single unified will to set up the legitimate authority

of a commonwealth. (1978, p. 165)

Indeed, there can be no greater difficulty of conception. When human beings

are not parts of a political community, they have no nonfamily collective exis

tence; they participate in no
corpus mysticum, and exercise no collective consti

tutive powers, e.g., powers to generate political bodies. Contrary to what

Skinner says, i.e., that "it is . .
possible to think of the state of nature ... as 'a
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single mystical
body'"

(1978, p. 165), precisely that is not a possible Suarezian

scenario (1944, p. 375 III, ii, 4).

VIII. CONCLUSION

Heretofore, we have witnessed Skinner trying to attribute two inconsistent

teachings to Suarez: Hobbesian-Lockean individualism, on the one hand, and

the state of nature qua corpus mysticum holism, on the other. There is a third

teaching: Skinner deploys a total of three mutually exclusive interpretations of

Suarez. The third theory does get Suarez right. Fifteen or so pages after the

episode of the state of nature as corpus mysticum, Skinner accurately conveys

Suarez's actual holistic account of the origin of political power. "[H]e . .

argues,"

says Skinner of Suarez,

that "the moment at which this political body is
constituted"

is also the moment at

which this new power "comes instantly to reside in it by the force of natural
reason"

[1978, p. 181].

"[T]he
moment"

is the time at which God and the individuals (or individual

families) constitute political community. And there is postulated in Skinner's

passage here no prepolitical, nonpolitical, state of nature qua corpus mysticum,

mediating between the individuals and political community. But, although Skin

ner must be credited with this belated accuracy, that credit will not balance the

debits created by his two far more conspicuous positions. It is to a question

about them that we must turn in concluding.

Why, at a certain point, does Skinner suddenly abandon the attempt to make

over the Spanish Thomist Francisco Suarez into an English contractarian, and

make him instead as it were into a German corporatist? Why does he allow

himself to come so under the influence of Gierke (Skinner 1978, pp. 164-65,

and Gierke [1900] 1958, p. 89) as to have the Skinnerian Suarez explain the

coming into being of political community by resort to the bizarre idea of the

state of nature as a mystical body? One has to think he shifted to that peculiar

notion as a result of (a) a belated recognition that his anachronistic interpreta

tion of Suarez as a Hobbesian-Lockean individualistic teacher was not

grounded in Suarez's text (indeed, Skinner quotes Suarez's disqualification of

individuals as '"the authors and bestowers of [political]
powers'"

[1978, p.

165]), linked with (b) Skinner's longstanding prejudice against the idea that

Suarez could be a teacher of natural politicality, connected then with (c) a

general doubt concerning the social contract that Skinner seems to have picked

up from reading Gierke. "As Gierke originally emphasized, . . [there is a]

problematic
feature"

of "the idea of political authority being brought into exis

tence by a general act of consent performed by men in a state of
nature"

(1978,
p. 164; Gierke [1900] 1958, pp. 88-89). "If the natural condition of mankind
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includes no positive laws, and is thus a condition in which each individual is

independent of any formal legal
ties,"

Skinner asks, as prompted by Gierke,

how is it possible for men to perform such . acts as consenting to the

establishment of a sovereign, transferring their authority into his hands and

contracting to acknowledge the legitimacy of his laws? If the situation . . . lacks

any legal bonds, how can it include the performance of such legal acts? (1978, p.

164; Gierke [1900] 1958, pp. 88-89)

Skinner aims this objection at all social contractarians, mentioning Hobbes

and Locke by name (1978, p.
165).32

Actually, he thinks the objection is more

telling against them than it is against Suarez, because they did not come up

with the idea Skinner ascribes to Suarez, namely, "the state of nature . . .

[conceived] as 'a single mystical
body'"

(1978, p. 165). In other words, Skin

ner, who sets out to delineate the foundations of the modem individualistic

social contract edifice, belatedly declares the edifice unbuildable and opts for a

holistic foundation for an entirely different building. The effect of this, of

course, is to render problematic Suarez's thought as a foundation of modem

thought.

Suarez's political theory may very well be superior to that of the great sev

enteenth-century English theorists, but such superiority, should it obtain, could

not stem from the idea of the state of nature as corpus mysticum. The state of

nature as mystical body will not do the trick, for the two reasons we have

canvassed: it is not a coherent idea, and it is not Suarez's idea. Suarez has no

such idea. If Suarez propounds an augmentation of naked consent, that augmen

tation cannot and therefore will not come from any actual state of nature
non-

political union, but only from some natural potential in isolated human beings

for political union. Is there such an augmentation, such a potential? According

to Suarez, you can bet there is.

From Suarez's point of view, the flaw in the Hobbesian-Lockean type of

contractual conception is that it fails to acknowledge and draw upon all of what

we can call our God-given entitlements. And Skinner is driven to the far

fetched idea of a corporate state of nature because he initially ascribes to Suarez

the Hobbes-Locke scheme, thereby denying to Suarez and humankind the

Christian-Aristotelian doctrine of natural politicality. One mistake, Skinner's

anachronism, his prolepsis, leads to another, his huge non sequitur. Because

Skinner is so eager to render Suarez foundational to or precursive of English

individualism, he proves unable or unwilling to take seriously what Suarez is

serious about. For Suarez, God created man a political animal and hence made

him by nature a participant in a holistic coming into being of political commu

nity through a process triggered by consent but consummated by nature and

hence by nature's author. The resources needed to consummate the process

initiated by the consent of the individuals are God and nature, neglected not
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only by Hobbes and Locke, but also by Skinner, in his Gierke-affected account

of Suarez. According to Suarez, bare consent is and need be only necessary, not

sufficient, because God and nature supply the other necessary condition, thus

creating a sufficiency. Only when the central features of Skinner's interpretation

are cleared away does Suarez's doctrine of natural politicality stand forth as

intended.

NOTES

1. Praising Skinner's book, Judith Shklar singled out, as "[b]est of
all,"

"the chapter on
Suarez"

(1979, p. 552). In that chapter actually two, 5 and 6 Skinner also discusses several other "Tho

mist philosophers of the
counter-reformation"

(1978, pp. 174, 147): Francisco de Vitoria (1485-

1546), Domingo de Soto (1494-1560), and Luis de Molina (1535-1600) (Skinner 1978, pp. 135 et

seq.).

"The particular danger with intellectual
biography,"

Skinner has said, "is that of sheer anachro

nism. A given writer may be
'discovered'

to have held a view, on the strength of some chance

similarity of terminology, on some subject to which he cannot in principle have meant to contrib

ute"

(1988, p. 32; cf. Tarcov 1982, p. 57). As Tarcov observes, "Skinner [does] not [write] 'A

History of Political Thought in the Sixteenth
Century,'

as J.W. Allen did . . , but [tries] ... to

unearth "The Foundations ofModern Political
Thought.'

This aim . . . introduces a systematic bias

toward the assimilation of sixteenth-century to modem thought (Tarcov 1982, p. 61).

Part and parcel of anachronism. Skinner tells us, is the "reification of
doctrines,"

which "gives

rise in turn to . . . [an] historical
absurdity,"

"a form of non-history which is almost entirely given

over to pointing out
'anticipations'

of later
doctrines"

(Skinner 1988, p. 35). On Skinner's methodi

cal cautions generally, see Zuckert 1985.

2. "[I]t is rather easy, ... to describe . . . [some classic text] and its alleged significance in such

a way that no place is left for the analysis of what the author himself meant to say, . The

characteristic result of this confusion is a type of discussion which might be labelled the mythology

of
prolepsis"

(Skinner 1988, p. 44).

3. I certainly do not argue that Suarez is a rote copy of Aquinas, at odds with the
seventeenth-

century Englishmen in every respect, any more than I agree with Skinner that he was a virtual

anticipation of them.

Skinner hopes his own book will "indicate something of the process by which the modern

concept of the State came to be
formed"

(1978, vol. 1, p. ix). If, as Skinner believes (1978, e.g., pp.

135, 163, 356, 358), Suarez's books were influential in forming that concept, then correct under

standing of the formative process presupposes accurate knowledge of those books. It would be

worse than worthless to say that Suarez is somehow at one of the headwaters of modernity and then

to give a misleading account of who he was and what he taught. The account of Suarez in a book

said to be
"magisterial"

and "exquisitely
scrupulous"

(Holmes 1979, p. 1133), for that matter in one

granted
"classic"

status (Ashcraft 1981, p. 389), will perforce be taken by many as definitive, and
will as such preempt and stifle the impulse to study Suarez anew.

To be sure, Skinner does think it an "historical
absurdity"

to ask the question "whether a given

idea may be said to have 'really
emerged'

at a given time, and whether it is 'really
there'

in the

work of some given
writer"

(1988, p. 35).

4. Why make such a point of Suarez being a Thomist, when Skinner calls him one over and

over and even entitles the main chapter on Suarez, "The Revival of Thomism"? That is just the

point. Skinner is all too ready to call Suarez a Thomist, precisely when he is ascribing to him

positions that in fact neither Aristotle, nor Thomas, nor any orthodox Thomist, e.g., Suarez, could
have taken.

5. Although giving communitas the edge when referring to the political entity, Suarez uses the
terms communitas and societas interchangeably (see, e.g., the entire section from which the quota-
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tion in the text is taken: III, i, 3). There is no Gemeinde-Gesellschaft divide in Suarez. In citations

to Suarez,
"1944"

designates the Carnegie-Clarendon translation of De Legibus. The Arabic number

is the page in that edition. Numerals after the dash are Suarez's own divisions and subdivisions, i.e.,

books, chapters, sections.

6. "[N]ot of course a political one": This aside is supposed to be of a piece with Skinner's

assertion three sentences earlier that "[t]he later Thomists [one of whom is Suarez] all reiterate the

same Aristotelian contention that man is by nature a social
animal"

(1978, p. 159). In other

words, Suarez's alleged eschewal of a by-nature-political anthropology is presented as of a piece

with the
"Aristotelian"

contention that man is by nature social meaning social but not political!

Aristotle is in effect cited against Aristotle (see Politics 1253a3 ["politikon zoon"], Nic. Eth.

1097b7 ["physei politikon"]). On his page 182, writing of Suarez, Skinner says that, "[h]aving
reaffirmed this traditional Thomist distinction between natural and political communities, Suarez is

finally able
etc."

as if such a distinction were traditional with the Thomists. See Summa Theo

logica I II, Q. 72, Art. 4 ("political and social animal"), and On Kingship, I.i.4 ("social and politi

cal animal"). Skinner himself makes clear that Vitoria, for one Thomist, does not see a difference

between the natural and the political (1978, p. 161). By whom, then, in the line of transmission

from Thomas to Suarez, is this anti-Aristotle, anti-Thomas, Thomistic distinction supposed to be

introduced and made traditional (cf. Skinner 1978, p. 40 for the same claim)?

7. Whatever Skinner intends by the gloss in his recapitulation, we can say of the Suarezian

passage he quotes in it (1944, pp. 364-65 III, i, 3) that Suarez there tracks not Locke, who

teaches that man is social and not political, but Aristotle, the great teacher of man's natural politi

cality, who first made the comparison Suarez now repeats, between family and polity: "The friend

ship between husband and wife appears to be a natural instinct; man is by nature a pairing

creature even more than he is a political creature, inasmuch as the family is an earlier and more

fundamental institution than . . . [the polis], and the procreation of offspring a more general charac

teristic of . . . animal[s at
large]"

(Nic. Eth. 1162al7-19, and see Politics 1252a27-30). Aristotle is

one who does not believe that saying the family is more natural than the polity means the polity is

not by nature (JVie. Eth. 1097b7; Politics 1253a3).

8. In this translation,
"power"

almost always stands for potestas, not potentia.

9. For Suarez, the necessary is to the noble as the family is to political society. But before we

can understand why this would be Suarez's ratio, we must comprehend that the family and political

society are the only two natural communities Suarez recognizes. One troubling feature of Skinner's

recapitulation of Suarez is that, when he writes of "our natural and pre-political
communities"

(p.

159), he obscures the stark fact that Suarez recognizes only one natural prepolitical community,

i. e., the household or family. Like Gierke ([1934] 1957, p. 276 n.80), who may be affecting

Skinner on this point, Skinner (when not in his Hobbesian mood [1978, p. 160]) sometimes leaves

the impression that Suarez finds an abundance of extrafamilial communities and a rich social life in

the state of nature. But that is the wrong impression for Suarez there is just the family.

But suppose it is acknowledged that the family is the only natural, prepolitical community. Still,

why read Suarez as relegating it to the category of the necessary? For one thing, that relegation

occurs because of what we have already heard that Aristotle says (note 7, above), i.e., that the

family is more natural than the political community because of the necessary function, propagation,

it shares with "animalfs] at
large"

(Nic. Eth. 1162al7-19). This is the natural necessity Suarez has

in mind when he follows Aristotle in rating the family maxime naturalis. But, with a view to a

specifically human nature, political association could be as or more natural than the family. In fact,

it looked just that way to Aristotle (Politics 1252b30-1253al), and, I argue, to Suarez who views

political society as the more natural according to the more human parameter.

10. Although Suarez styles the family as indeed "perfect in itself, . . for purposes of domestic

or economic (1944, p. 365 III, i, 3), he also says it is "imperfect from a political

standpoint,"

or rather, from the standpoint of perfection as such (1944, p. 365III, i, 3; cf. p. 87

I, vi, 20; consider Gierke [1934] 1957, p. 276 n.30).

"We are speaking ... of man's nature and of his legislative power viewed in itself; for we are

not considering at present, the question
of whether anything has been added to or taken from that

power through divine
law"

(1944, p. 362-6311, i, 1; p. 851, vi, 18; p. 861, vi, 18; cf. p.
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367 III, i, 5; p. 379 III, iii. 5). To be sure, in Catholic literature of the sixteenth and seventeenth

centuries, political society qua perfect was juxtaposed not only with the imperfect household but as

well with the Church, also societas perfectas (Figgis 1956, p. 160), and more perfect than by nature

(1944, p. 861, vi, 18).

11. It is necessarily the case that, should humans arise from the realm of the necessary to that

of the noble, they would do so only via membership in a political society.

12. & ideo talis comunitas quasi naturaliter ordinatur ad perfecta comunitate, ut pars ad totu;

ideoq; potestas legislatiua non est in tali comunitate, sed tantu in perfecta.

13. The alternative teaching, as in Hobbes and Locke, says that, supposing a creation, God

made humans apolitical and left us to deal with the consequences of our apoliticality by whatever

individual or collective contrivance we can cobble together or postulate political community

therefore having the status of a humanly invented coping mechanism and survival strategy (Hobbes,

De Cive, I, 1; HI, 26; Leviathan pp. 91, 109, HI, 221-30, 245, 483-91; Locke, Second Treatise,

13, 21, 123-28).

14. E.g., when he (a) quotes him to the effect that "'political power undoubtedly arises out of

the law of
nature'"

(1978, p. 162), (b) ascribes a holistic conception of politics to him (1978, p.

165), (c) quotes Suarez on the natural human potentiality for political community (1978, p. 181), or

(d) says that Suarez was not, all things considered, an individualistic thinker (1978, p. 343).

15. Or, one can say, Skinner conflates general with special providence (but see 1978, p. 164),

just as Suarez seems to have feared some reader might. In any case, Suarez thought it worth his

time to rehearse for his readers the difference: "God does not give this [political] power by a special

act or grant distinct from creation; for if He did so, that grant would necessarily be made manifest

through revelation, and this is clearly not the case, since if it were, such power would not be natural.

Therefore, the power is given as a characteristic property resulting from nature, that is to say, resulting

through a dictate of natural
reason"

(1944, p. 379III, iii, 5; and see p. 389 III, iv, 8).

With the special grants to the Hebrew kings kept in mind as the massive exception (1944, p.

364 III, i, 2), Suarez is careful to insist that "[in] the common and ordinary course of providence

. . such cases do not come to pass, since in the natural order men are governed in civil affairs

not by revelations, but by natural
reason"

(1944, 384 III, iv, 2). Suarez here responds to the

Lutherans (Skinner, 1978, p. 139), as well as making himself unpopular with the English divine-

right-of-kings crowd.

16. On what Skinner's invention doctrine may owe to Gierke, see the latter, [1934] 1957, p.

276 n. 30.

Skinner attributes to the Thomists his human invention thesis as their answer to the Lutherans,

who had concluded, according to Skinner, "that men with their fallen natures cannot hope to appre

hend the will of the Deus Absconditus and in this way produce a reflection of God's justice in the

arrangement of their lives. They [the Lutherans] had thus concluded that the powers that be must

have been directly ordained by
God"

(1978, p. 139). But it does not follow that because the

Lutherans had (a) denied that men can know God's will, and (b) had jumped to the conclusion that

God had therefore ordained governments through his special providence, that the Thomists must

have leaped to the opposite extreme human invention. In any case, the Thomists did not thus leap.

They rather persisted in trying "to produce a reflection of God's justice in the arrangement of their
lives"

(to borrow Skinner's elegant and accurate characterization of the Thomistic agenda).

17. Although I believe nothing is easier than setting the record straight on Suarez's position, I

must acknowledge being daunted by Skinner's response to this chapter title question. Whereas I

read Suarez as answering affirmatively, Skinner hears a
"No"

(1978, p. 161). We cannot both be

right; indeed, we are diametrically opposed on a central point of fact the literal meaning of

chapter iii of book HI of the De Legibus. Suarez himself would seem to give the dispositive word

on this question of fact when, in chapter iv, i.e., the next chapter of book III, he writes as follows:

"[Political] power can be received directly from God; since there is no other possible origin for it

as we have shown in that previous Chapter [i.e., chapter iii] and since God, as the Author of all

good things, is therefore the Author of all powers and especially of this
power"

(1944, p. 388III,

iv, 8). In Suarez's understanding, pace Quentin Skinner (1978, p. 161), God the creator, the source

of general providence, is the efficient cause of political community (1944, p. 378 III, iii, 2).
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18. Suarez declares such a duty, obtaining so long as there have been men, in passages of De

Legibus, to be read roughly in the following order: pp. 219-20, 210-11, 204-5, 222-23, 48-49,

364-67, 371, 375, 378-7911, viii, 4; II, vii, 4; II, vi, 21; II, viii, 8-9; I, iii, 18-19; III, i, 3-6; III,
i, 12; III, ii, 4; III, iii, 2, 4, 5. Skinner quotes Suarez as saying men are not "'absolutely compelled

into this course of action by the force of the law of
nature'"

(1978, p. 162). What "course of
action"

is not required by the law of nature? Skinner says it is the "setting up of political
societies"

(p. 162). Suarez, though, is talking, in the passage from which Skinner quotes him, about setting up
monarchies. Suarez, who does think the law of nature absolutely compels us to set up political

societies, only recommends his preferred regime, monarchy (1944, p. 383 III, iv, 1). Although

Skinner does correctly construe Suarez as maintaining "that even before the establishment of politi

cal community, the dictates of this law [of nature] must have been fully present 'in the hearts of
men'"

(1978, p. 157), he fails to observe that, according to Suarez, the law of nature not only binds

our conduct outside of political community, but also binds us to become (forthwith) part of a

political community.

That Skinner would miss this truth about Suarez is perhaps due to his reading of the Spaniard in

light of John Dunn's reading of Locke (Skinner, 1978, pp. 159n., 163n.). For, whereas Suarez

believes that our nature is political, hence that the state of our nature is to be within the political

community (see Strauss 1950, p. 184 n. 23), Locke says "all Men are naturally in that [anarchic]

State [of nature], and remain so, till by their own Consents they make themselves Members of some

Politick
Community''

(II, 15). Locke's view is permissive: "This [put{ting| on the bonds of Civil

Community] any number of Men may
do"

(II, 95; emphasis supplied: see Strauss 1950, p. 221 n.

82; on Hobbes, see Orwin 1975, p. 32).

Consent is not perfectly free if one is duty bound to render it. This is to say that Suarez's

consent doctrine is complicated in a way that Locke's is not. When Suarez maintains that the state

of human nature is political community, and that we are therefore under a natural law duty to enter

political community, he postulates a tension between one's duty to give and one's right to withold

consent, a tension missing in Locke, who postulates no such duty. As Ewart Lewis has written,

there is a "wide gulf between medieval doctrines of consent and such theories as those of Locke or

Paine": "Medieval theories could not begin with the self-sufficient individual who freely chose to

give up some of his rights in order better to protect his other rights. . [M]edieval theories were,

on the whole, developed . . [on] the conviction that . . . [political] authority ultimately came from

God and was ... in some sense natural to man. Thus, the consent on which authority rested could

not be construed as the free choice of self-determining wills with an open alternative, perhaps of

continuing in primitive anarchy; it was a choice conditioned by the principle that authority must

exist. And, accordingly, the resulting obligation of obedience could not be construed in the simple

terms of
contract"

(1954, p. 160). Lewis's account here of the medieval doctrine fits Suarez exqui

sitely: to the extent that Lewis characterizes the medieval doctrine correctly, Suarez is a medieval

political thinker.

19. That is in fact how Suarez uses the term ("statu huius naturae") in one discussion (1944, pp. 222-

23 U, viii, 8; noted by Pangle 1989, p. 301; cf. Skinner's reference to this passage, 1978, p. 157).

Neither Thomas nor Suarez understands government as mainly a response to sin nor hence

coercive as such and under all circumstances. Thomas contends that man is by nature a "social and

political
animal"

(On Kingship I, i, 4; Summa Theologica,
III, Q. 72, Art. 4), concluding therefore

that ours would have been a species of governing and governed directed, guided beings even

had there been no sin or Fall (Summa Theologica, I, Q. 96, Art. 4). As Ewart Lewis puts Thomas's

position, political community is "natural in [that] even in an age of innocence, a human

community without diversity, coordination,
and leadership was

unthinkable'

(1954, p. 150). Suarez

follows Thomas's teaching closely, insisting as he does that arguments for the naturalness of gov

ernment are "applicable to the state of innocence, since they are based, not upon sin, ... but upon

the natural disposition of man, the disposition to be a social animal and to demand by nature a

mode of living in which he dwells in a community, the latter necessarily requiring to be ruled by

means of public
power"

(1944, p.
371III, i, 12). So, Thomas and Suarez ignore the Fall in

asserting humans to be political by nature qua directed, just as Hobbes and Locke ignore it in

denying humans to be by
nature political in any respect.
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20. Actually, we probably remember less than we should about the difference between the

kinds of necessities recognized by the two schools. We are apt to forget the difference between

explanations of politics, looking, on the one hand, to perfection of beings with a political nature,

and, on the other, to the commodious living and comfortable preservation of beings with an apoliti

cal nature. Take, as an occasion for observing this contrast, a question of motivation that Skinner,

following Locke, raises. Skinner is discussing a question he thinks the Thomists (Molina and Sua

rez, in particular) had asked: "[I]f men naturally find themselves in the enviable position of living a

life of liberty under a true law [the law of nature, in the anarchic state of nature scenario Skinner

ascribes to the Thomists], it is not clear why they should ever have agreed to the formation of

political societies, ... As John Locke was later to put the point in his Second Treatise, 'if man in

the state of nature be so free, as has been said; . . . why will he part with his
freedom?' "

(1978, p.

158).

Skinner has Molina and Suarez trying to solve this Lockean
motivational conundrum by replac

ing "the optimistic analysis of human rationality and morality to which they are basically commit

ted by their Thomist
allegiances"

(1978, p. 160) with a "sombre Augustinian perception about the

nature of
man"

(1978, p. 159): "[I]t would be no exaggeration to say that [the Spanish Thomists, in

particular Molina and Suarez] . had . fully worked out . a method [for answering the

question about the motivation men would have for leaving the state of nature, and] which in turn

helped to lay the foundations for the so-called 'social
contract'

theories of the seventeenth century.

It consists of giving an account of the sort of lives we might be imagined to live if we made no

attempt, as John Locke was later to put it, 'to get ourselves out of a condition of mere
nature'"

(1978, p. 159).

But the question posed by Skinner's Lockean Molina-Suarez did not occur to Suarez himself.

Because Suarezean man is by nature political and under a natural law duty to become a citizen,

motivational questions of the Lockean kind are for Suarez redundant, irrelevant, sacrilegious. Be

ings of such a nature and having such a duty as ours do not individualistically ask the Lockean

rational choice question of the Skinnerian Suarez about the necessity of collective action (cf. Skin

ner 1978, pp. 155, 160, 161; on Hobbes, see Orwin 1975, p. 32). According to the real Suarez,

human beings live less by individualistic preservationist necessities than by holistic, organic, meta

physical necessities, in particular the necessities of the perfect community (1944, p. 48 I, iii, 18-

19; 1944, 365III, i, 3).

21. Of course, Skinner does not claim that this contention originates with him. See the authori

ties he gathers at: 1978, p. 174 n.l, and, e.g., Dunning [1905] 1928, pp. 144, 146; Figges [1907]

1956, pp. 154-55; Gough 1936, p. 66; Sabine 1959, p. 390.

22. By affirming the equality premise from which the necessity of consent follows, Suarez parts

company with Aristotle (e.g., Politics 1254bl4-15; 1280a8-1281al0; 1287b37-1288a32) and

Thomas (Summa Contra Gentiles, 111.81. para. 4; Summa Theologica, I, Q. 92, Art. 1, Repl. Obj. 2;

I, Q. 96, Art. 3), and seems to make common cause with Hobbes (Leviathan, chap. 21, para. 10),

and Locke (Second Treatise, 54). On the egalitarianism of the Spanish Thomists, see Skinner 1978,

pp. 55-56, 158, 174. Or over families, see Suarez (1944, p. 365III, i, 3); Sabine (1959, p. 390);

and Skinner (1978, p. 157): "they [the Spanish Thomists] are not suggesting that it [the state of

nature] would ever be a solitary or a purely individual
state."

23. Here in (a) Suarez is thinking of the divine right of kings or other claims and claimants of

special providence (e.g., the Lutheran) (1944, p. 384 III, iv, 2; p. 389 III, iv, 8), the Hebrew

kings of course excepted (1944, p. 364III, i, 2; p. 384III, iv, 2). Cf. Skinner (1978, pp. 154-

55, 164).

These types in (b) are excluded by Suarez's postulate of equal freedom (1944, pp. 373-74 III,

ii, 3). But is Suarez's egalitarianism as thoroughgoing and consistent as this postulate requires it to

be? Thomas assumes that "if one man surpassed another in knowledge and
justice,"

he would have

ruled in the state of innocence (Summa Theologica I, Q. 96, Art. 4). Interestingly, Suarez himself,

the ostensible egalitarian, seems to call for meritocratic, hierarchical government in the state of

innocence, by appeal to hierarchy amongst the angels: "in so far as directive power is concerned, it

would seem probable that this existed among men even in the state of innocence. For a hierarchy
and a principate exist among the angels,

too"

(1944, p. 371 III, i, 12). But see note 25 below.
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As for (c), if neither a particular category of persons nor nameable individual(s) have special

governing power, why not look "in each
individual"

as such (1944, p. 375III, ii, 4)? Because the
power is simply not there: "[T]his [political] power, viewed solely according to the nature of things,
resides not in any individual

man,"

hence not in each (1944, p. 373 III, ii, 3; p. 375 III, ii, 4).

See Skinner (1978, p. 157).

24. On the possibility of such a sequence, compare 1944, p. 380 III, iii, 6 with p. 383 III,

iv, 1. "[SJingulos homines ex natura rei habere partialiter (ut sic dica) virtutem ad coponendam,

seu efficiendam communitatem perfectam. . .

"

25. It must be noted that the hierarchy of marital government is stricter than that of govern

ment. Whereas here in the marital analogy Suarez leaves no latitude for egalitarian forms within the

marriage, in De Legibus III, iv, 1, he at least goes through the motions of acknowledging democ

racy as a conceivably legitimate political regime. But see note 23 above.

26. Cf. Sommerville 1982, p. 526: "Could it not be said . . that by consenting the woman put

herself into subjection to the man, so that his authority arose as a consequence of her consent?

Perhaps it could, but this is not what . . . Suarez [said; he] was very firm on this
point."

(Suarez is

firm on the same kind of point when he denies that procreation is the cause of human freedom:

1944, p. 380 III, iii, 6.) Ernest Barker analyzes marriage a la Suarez this way: "The agreement of

husband and wife is necessary to the existence of marriage. But it does not explain, or create, the

institution of marriage. The institution is an inherent part of the divine scheme; and the agreement

of the parties is simply an agreement to fit themselves into that scheme, which exists per se apart

from their
agreement"

(Barker in Gierke [1934] 1957, pp. 241-42 note; for Gierke on the same

subject matter, see pp. 46, 241-43 notes 60-62].

The point that Sommerville and Barker rightly agree Suarez is firm about might seem arcane or

gratuitously theological (or perhaps a mere "'jeu
d'esprit'"

[Gierke (1934) 1957, p. 46; but see pp.

51, 105]) to twentieth-century ears (but see Hart 1961, pp. 27-33). It, or some such point, may have

prompted Sabine's contention that "the political theory and jurisprudence of Suarez, though parts of

a scholastic philosophy, could be detached from theology without suffering serious
mutilation"

(1959, p. 415). But in what sense would a political theory thus detached be recognizably Suarezian?

Can the heart of a teaching be torn out without mutilation? Will it be said that God is not at the

heart of Suarez's doctrine? According to Suarez himself or commentators such as Sabine who

understand him better than he understood himself? David Williams has drawn my attention to

language at the end of the Preface to De Legibus relevant to the question of Suarez's self-under

standing: his words there are that, "in so far as we find it possible, we shall neither omit anything

that pertains to the purpose of theology, nor appear to go beyond the bounds of the sacred
science"

(1944, p. 17).

27. Needless to say, this article is about the coming into being of political society or the com

monwealth and does not extend to the institution of particular forms of government, a transaction

referred to in Defensio Fidei Catholicae VI, iv, 15, as the "first compact by which the common

wealth transfers its power to the
king."

De Legibus, chapter iv of book III is the main text on

appointing and working out the details of government.

28. But see Aristotle, Nic. Eth. 1162al7-19, as quoted in note 7 above: "natural instinct .

pairing creature . . .
animal[s at

large]."

29. Skinner is therefore mistaken to attribute to Suarez the idea that consent is a medium as

in "the medium of (1978, pp. 161-62) for, according to Suarez the passage of political

power from God to political society is
"direct," "immediate,"

i.e., unmediated, without mediation or

medium. See also 1978, p. 154, for a comparable error.

30. For more on the corpus mysticum, see Suarez 1944, pp. 84, 85 I, vi, 17, 18, Kantorowitz

1957, pp. 207-31, Wolin 1960, p. 163. Specifically on the corpus mysticum in Suarez, see the

excellent remarks of Zuckert 1994, pp. 124-26, e.g., "Both marriage and the political, according to

Suarez, are natural and have

31 Here are the steps by which, according to Suarez, political community and government

come into being: (1) Individuals
choose one another as incipient associates and consent to be a part

of and ruled by a political
community. (2) God, through His creation, nature, originates and em

powers their political whole,
their political community or commonwealth, i.e., the corpus politi-
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cum = corpus mysticum (see 1944, p. 375 III, ii, 4, for that equivalence) of which they have

become parts. (3) That political community then decides who what government will wield the

God-created naturally emerging political powers. "[Political] power, in the nature of things, resides

immediately in the community; and therefore, in order that it may justly come to reside in a given

individual, as in a sovereign prince, it must necessarily be bestowed upon him by the consent of the

community"

[1944, p. 384 III, iv, 2).

Whenever you find a legitimate government, you know it "has flowed from the people as a

community"

(1944, p. 384 III, iv, 2). In this third step the political community is allowed some

discretion: "[A]lthough . . [political] power is in an absolute sense an effect of the natural law, its

specific application as a certain form of power and government is dependent upon human
choice"

[1944, p. 382III, iv, 1).

In choosing, the people, i.e., the government-constituting political community, may institute

democracy ("government by the many and the common
people"

[1944, p. 382 III, iv, 1]). As we

have observed, given that democracy seems to be the antithesis of hierarchy, it may be at odds with

Suarez's apparent stipulation for hierarchy as a nonnegotiable feature of political community-gov

ernment (1944, p. 371III, i, 12).

32. What Tarcov says would seem to be true: "That Skinner regards as 'evasive and somewhat

confused'

(1978, p. 165) Locke's analysis of how independent individuals in the state of nature can

consent to political authority is no reason to elide the difference between Locke's claim that that is

how political authority must be understood and these other
views"

[e.g., the views of Vitoria and

Suarez] (1982, p. 62).
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Discussion

Deja Jew All Over Again:

Dannhauser on Leo Strauss and Atheism

Hilail Gildin

Queens College

In a contribution to a conference on Leo Strauss and Judaism, Werner Dann

hauser declares his belief that Leo Strauss was an atheist and at the same time a

good Jew because he concealed his atheism out of reverence for
Judaism.1

Dannhauser does not attribute atheism to Strauss because it is the view he

would have wished Strauss to embrace. On the contrary, Dannhauser proclaims

himself to be a believing Jew who has never been an atheist. He believes

Strauss to be an atheist despite revering him as a teacher and despite continuing

to be willing to describe himself as a
"Straussian."

Dannhauser's conclusion

regarding Strauss's atheism is one he has arrived at only with great reluctance.

He is driven to it by his belief that the following reasoning is sound: Leo

Strauss is a philosopher. But all philosophers are atheists. Therefore Leo Strauss

is an atheist (pp. 166, 158).

Dannhauser's essay is engagingly modest. He does not pretend to be an

authority on the thought of Strauss. He draws attention to the tentative character

of his characterization of Strauss as an atheist. When it comes time to pass

judgement on whether or not Strauss was right to be an atheist, Dannhauser

goes out of his way to avoid creating the impression that he is in a state of

Socratic ignorance regarding this point and declares that his condition would be

better described as one of
"incompetence."

He goes on to say: "Only rarely

does incompetence stop anyone from anything, and it will not stop me, but let

the reader
beware"

(p. 156). Not until he has taken these steps does Dannhauser

proceed to explain why he thinks Strauss is an atheist and why he believes

believes not knows that he is not right to be one. Given these disclaimers and

qualifications it may seem that, in the remarks that follow, I am guilty of taking

Dannhauser more seriously than he takes himself. I do think Dannhauser's es

say has to be taken seriously. He spent many years studying with Strauss. The

atheistic views he attributes to him are views he genuinely believes Strauss to

have held, and I cannot even imagine him attributing them to Strauss for any

I am indebted for this title to a witty remark by Marion Magid and to a famous observation by

Yogi Berra.

interpretation, Fall 1997, Vol. 25,
No. 1
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other reason. If Dannhauser is in error, as I think he can be shown to be, that

error is one which an able student can be misled into making. Explaining why it

is an error may help some future student of Strauss to avoid making it.

Strauss indicated how he would have responded to an accusation that he was

an atheist in an answer he sketched to David Spitz's assertion, in a publication,

that "Strauss rejects
God."

Strauss's answer circulated among many of his stu

dents and has recently been published in Kenneth Hart Green's study of Leo

Strauss's relation to philosophy and to
Judaism.2

Before quoting it, the enor

mous difference between Spitz's accusation and Dannhauser's own description

of Strauss's views deserves to be emphasized. Dannhauser speaks of Strauss

with gratitude and reverence even when ascribing to him a view Dannhauser

finds it impossible to accept himself. This is very different from the spirit in

which Spitz's accusation is voiced. Still, the culminating point of Strauss's re

ply to Spitz indicates how Dannhauser should be answered as well.

A friend showed me a passage in an article by Professor David Spitz which reads

"Strauss rejects
God."

I could not help laughing when I read it but I did not know

why I laughed. Another friend explained to me that the three words read like a

manifestly absurd headline, say, "Nixon [or Stevenson] Declines
Presidency."131 On

reflection I sketched the following letter to the Editor which I did not for a moment

intend to send to the periodical in which Spitz's utterance appeared.

"Spitz has said that Strauss is a great fool. If he had limited himself to saying

that I would not have reason to protest. Apart from the fact that I have some

awareness of my limitations, no one is under a moral obligation to be intelligent;

the fact that there are and always have been so many fools in the world, would

seem to show that there is a natural necessity for that, and with such necessity even

gods fight in vain. But Spitz has said 'Strauss rejects
God.'

If one says of a man

that he rejects the sun, the moon and the stars, one says in effect that he is a fool.

Hence, considering the proportion of everything finite to the Infinite, if one says of

a man that he rejects God, one says in effect that he is not only very foolish but

infinitely foolish. In addition, however, if the accuser is not himself foolish, he

accuses the accused by such a statement of something like turpitude. Such

accusations at any rate require proof. My accuser has not even tried to prove his

accusation. If he should be induced by this remark to try to prove his accusation, I

warn him in advance to keep in mind the difference between revealed theology and

natural theology or to make himself familiar with
it."

To understand the point of this reply to Spitz, one must follow Strauss's advice

and acquaint oneself with the difference to which he refers. A passage quoted

by Augustine in The City of God supplies us with valuable information con

cerning this point. After noting Varro's distinction between three different kind

of theology, which Augustine renders into Latin as fabulous, natural and civil

theology, Augustine goes on to quote Varro's description of natural theology:
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The second kind which I have explained [i.e., natural theology] is that concerning
which philosophers have left many books, in which they treat such questions as

these: what gods there are, where they are, of what kind and character they are,

since what time they have existed, or if they have existed from eternity; whether

they are of fire, as Heraklitus believes; or of number, as Pythagoras; or of atoms, as

Epicurus says; and other such things which men's ears can more easily hear inside

the walls of a school than outside in the
Forum.4

Natural theology, in a word, is the teaching of philosophers concerning divine

beings or concerning God. Strauss's point is clear enough: even if one were to

show that he rejects revealed theology (something Spitz by no means does) one

would still have to show that he rejects natural theology as well (something

Spitz may not realize that he must also do) before one could reasonably con

clude that he is an atheist.

Strauss's sketch of a reply to Spitz circulated among his students. I saw it

and I am sure that Dannhauser has seen it as well. What could have led him to

ignore Strauss's admonition not to ignore natural theology? Dannhauser may

have reasoned as follows. Strauss lived what he taught. He made no secret of

the fact that he was not an orthodox Jew. Nor was he a practicing adherent of

any other revealed religion. Therefore he rejected all revealed theology. His

writings abound in scholarly attempts to demonstrate that many theological

teachings found in the writings of the great philosophers of the past resulted

from their efforts to protect themselves against the accusation of atheism as

well as from their humane concern for the well-being of their nonphilosophical

fellows. These natural theologies were exoteric teachings which did not convey

their true philosophic thought. Generalizing from these examples, one can eas

ily be misled into believing that for Strauss, every natural theology was exo

teric. This would be tantamount to holding that every philosopher was an

atheist, avowed or unavowed. From this the conclusion readily follows that

Strauss must have been an atheist because he was a philosopher.

In criticizing the reasoning I have outlined, I will not take up the question

concerning what conclusions Strauss may or may not have reached regarding

revealed
theology.5

1 will limit myself to examining the contention that Strauss

thought all natural theology to be exoteric. That claim. I will try to show, is

untrue and leads to a serious misinterpretation of Strauss's thought. My conclu

sion will be that Dannhauser should have taken Strauss's advice to Spitz more

seriously than he seems to have.

Strauss offered several courses on Kant. Transcripts of these courses can be

found in the Strauss archives at the University of Chicago. There is no doubt

that Strauss esteemed Kant as a great philosopher and accepted as true the view

that Kant believed faith in as distinguished from knowledge of the exis

tence of God, the immortality of the soul and the freedom of the will to be
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rationally defensible and to recommend itself to rational moral knowledge.

When there were reasons to think that a natural theology advanced by a philos

opher was exoteric, Strauss did not hesitate to point them out. The universal

faith set forth by Spinoza in chapter 14 of the Theologico-Political Treatise is a

case in point. Strauss drew attention to the passages in that work which make it

extremely difficult to regard that faith as Spinoza's own view. A similar pro

cedure was followed by Strauss in his writings and courses on Hobbes and even

on Locke. It was not followed in the course on Kant. It should be noted that

Strauss always thought the burden of proof to be on himself when he concluded

that a philosopher's thought differed from that philosopher's teaching, and the

evidence for that conclusion had to be found in the philosopher's writings.

Strauss regarded Kant as a great philosopher and thought that Kant believed in

God. It is simply untrue that, according to Strauss, "none of these great men

believed in
God,"

as I once overheard a student of a student of a student of

Strauss put it.

Turning to Hegel, again one does not find an example of atheism, whether

one considers Hegel as understood by Strauss or as understood by Kojeve (con

trast Dannhauser, p. 161). The modified version of Hegelianism advanced by
Kojeve is indeed atheistic. It results from Kojeve's attempt to free what he

thought best in Hegel's thought from what he regarded as an untenable and

erroneous philosophy of nature. But Kojeve was fully aware that the un

amended original philosophy of Hegel was not atheistic. As for Strauss, when

asked, in one of his courses on Hegel, whose reason it was that the title of the

work being studied (Reason in History) referred to, replied that it surely does

not refer to merely human reason and that in Hegel there is a divine reason

effective in everything, in nature as well as in history. The question that re

mains, and that continues to be very difficult to answer, according to Strauss, is

whether or not for Hegel that divine reason attains self-consciousness only in

man. I infer, however, the presence of a divine principle, even if it is not a

thinking being, is sufficient to prevent a philosophy from being atheistic. In

Kojeve's revised Hegelianism the question regarding self-consciousness does

not arise. For Kojeve, there is no reason other than human reason. But Strauss

challenges even Kojeve's right to his atheistic philosophy. The challenge is

based on Kojeve's conceding the need for a philosophy of nature. According to

Strauss, Kojeve needs a philosophy of nature in which nature is structured or

ordered with a view to history. Strauss claims that nature so understood is

incompatible with atheism. To sum up: according to both Strauss and Kojeve

Hegel was not an atheist. According to Strauss, Kojeve was an atheist but had

no right to be one. The presence of a cosmic principle supporting what is

highest in man stands in the way of
atheism.6

Observations similar to those made about Kant and Hegel could also be

made about Berkeley and Aristotle. Let us turn, however, to the example most

pertinent to Dannhauser's claim. According to Dannhauser, Socrates, as inter-
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preted by Strauss, is an atheist. But Socrates is the philosopher to whose

thought Strauss sought to return and whose views he embraced. Therefore

Strauss is an atheist as well.

In his debate with Kojeve, Strauss explained why Socrates sought to educate

the young by ascribing the following understanding of the soul to Socrates:

The philosopher's attempt to grasp the eternal order is necessarily an ascent from

the perishable things which as such reflect the eternal order. Of all the perishable

things known to us, those which reflect that order most, or which are most akin to

that order, are the souls of men. But the souls of men reflect the eternal order in

different degrees. A soul that is in good order or healthy reflects it to a higher

degree than a soul that is chaotic or diseased. The philosopher who as such has had

a glimpse of the eternal order is therefore particularly sensitive to the difference

among human souls. In the first place, he alone knows what a healthy or well-

ordered soul is. And secondly, precisely because he has had a glimpse of the eternal

order, he cannot help being intensely pleased by the aspect of a healthy or well-

ordered soul, and he cannot help being intensely pained by the aspect of a diseased

or chaotic soul, without any regard to his own needs or benefits. ... He is highly
sensitive to the promise of good or ill order, or of happiness or misery, which is

held out by the souls of the
young.7

The basis of the explanation offered by Strauss for
Socrates'

activity as an

educator is clearly labelled an assumption, albeit one which explains the phe

nomenon better than alternative assumptions do. Some philosophers, such as

Democritus, assume eternal causes of the whole which are not akin to the hu

man soul, and which the well-ordered soul cannot reflect any more than the

chaotic soul does. These philosophies, according to this analysis, are undoubt

edly atheistic. But one is no more justified in describing as atheistic the Socra

tic view, and the assumption on which it is based, than one is in calling atheistic

the philosophy of Hegel in its original, pre-Kojevean version. At the end of his

essay on Kurt Riezler, Strauss contrasts
Socrates'

view of human life with that

of Thucydides. Speaking of the opposites whose conflict pervades human life,

Strauss says that Thucydides "regards the higher of the opposites not, as Socra

tes did, as stronger but as more vulnerable, more delicate than the
lower"

(What

is Political Philosophy?, p. 160). According to the Socratic hypothesis, then,

there is cosmic support for what is highest in man.

The Socratic hypothesis claims to offer an account of human life superior to

that provided by the philosophical alternatives to itself. This is not tantamount

to a demonstration of its truth. It remains open to the challenge of these alterna

tives. The Socratic hypothesis, as developed by Plato and Aristotle, however,

does refute some versions of the alternatives
to itself, according to Strauss. To

avoid these refutations, the
alternative would have to find some way to allow

for essential differences. It would
have to provide a better account of knowl

edge and understanding
than that supplied by "the corporeal mind, composed of
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very smooth and round particles with which Epicurus was
satisfied"

and which

Hobbes was right to reject on the basis of what "he had learned from Plato and Ar

istotle."8
One could add that it would have to supply a better explanation of its own

insights than Hobbes's constructivism is capable of doing, according to Strauss.

Dannhauser restates the argument for revelation that one finds in Strauss, but

is commendably aware of some of the reservations Strauss expressed regarding
it.9

As far as I can tell, Dannhauser has not worked out the difficulty implied in

his both relying and not relying on this argument, but his essay, as I indicated

above, is not the least bit pretentious and I don't think he would claim to have

worked it out. The argument, briefly stated, runs as follows. Philosophy cannot

disprove the possibility of the miracles that revelation presupposes. Any rejec

tion of revelation by philosophy is based on an act of faith no less than adher

ence to revelation is. But philosophy claims to be more than faith. It claims to

be knowledge of great importance. By rejecting revelation without refuting it,

philosophy refutes itself.

Dannhauser recognizes that according to Strauss Jewish revelation claims to

be rationally superior to other religions, even if this superiority is not what

moves the pious Jew to embrace it. In the foregoing argument for revelation,

however, the central contention is that reason itself is based on faith. If this is

the case, it is difficult to see of what importance it can be to be rationally

superior, or how there could even be such a thing. This difficulty is one of the

grounds for the reservations expressed by Strauss. Another way of stating this

difficulty, of which Dannhauser is well aware, is that the victory of the argu

ment for revelation opens the door to "Babylon or [Constantinople] or
Mecca"

as well as to
Jerusalem.10

One might add that willed acts of belief need not lead

to the worship of any God or gods whatever. A willed act of belief can lead, for

example, to "the atheism from intellectual
probity"

described at some length by
Strauss (Liberalism, pp. 255-56). Finally, a willed act of belief can lead to

acceptance of the revelation communicated by Hesiod's Theogony.

Dannhauser declares: "Given the greatest of all miracles, the existence of

God, the belief in all other miracles is easy enough for
believers"

(Dannhauser,
p. 165). Is what we are told by Hesiod's Theogony any less miraculous? Instead
of a world brought into being out of nothing by an omnipotent cause, we have a
world coming into being out of nothing through nothing, without any cause.

What could be more miraculous than that? If we are told that what the The

ogony asserts is simply impossible, we would be entitled to ask what rational

principle shows this to be the case, what other constraints reason places on

what we should believe, and on what grounds it does so. In brief, we would be

facing, in another form, the difficulty we mentioned in the preceding para

graphs. One could add that the gods of Hesiod were for centuries the delight of

poets. I can recall that one professor, other than Strauss, whom Dannhauser and

I both admired as students, made plain that, if he had to choose, he would

prefer the gods of Hesiod to the God of Biblical
religion."
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Dannhauser's awareness of Strauss's reservations concerning his argu

ment for the victory of Jerusalem over Athens is important for Dann

hauser's presentation of Strauss. If Dannhauser thought that Strauss

accepted the outcome of that argument, he would not have concluded that

Strauss is an atheist. While I have already made plain that I don't think

Dannhauser's conclusion is justified, the difficulties that prevent him from

simply equating Strauss's views with the argument for Jerusalem are genu

ine enough. These difficulties also find expression in Strauss's remark that

"Orthodoxy could be returned to only if Spinoza was wrong in every re

spect"

(Liberalism, p. 239. The italics are not in the original). It is true that

both in the text of his youthful Spinoza 's Critique of Religion and in his

mature account of that youthful work Strauss draws attention to the role

played by ridicule and laughter, as distinguished from rational arguement,

in Spinoza's polemic against orthodoxy. But anyone who has read Strauss's

Socrates and Aristophanes with some understanding knows that the mature

Strauss thought more highly of a good joke as an argument than he did

when he was
younger.12

Difficulties in the argument for Jerusalem do not by themselves justify the

choice of Athens or philosophy. Dannhauser is convinced that Strauss did

choose Athens. I have tried to indicate above why I think that even if Dann

hauser were right regarding this point, it would still not follow that Strauss was

an atheist. Dannhauser tries, tentatively and provisionally, to provide an outline

of the argument by which Socrates, and Strauss in agreement with him, justify
their atheism. The atheism Dannhauser ascribes to them is not the "dogmatic
atheism"

of other philosophers. It is what Dannhauser calls "Socratic
atheism"

(Dannhauser, pp. 166-67). In the course of describing Socratic atheism, Dann

hauser provides characterizations of Socratic thought which I think are in need

of correction.

While Socrates, as described by Dannhauser, is not projecting the attainment

of the indubitable sciences which Descartes seeks and believes he has attained,

he does seem to be troubled by
Descartes'

radical doubt to a greater degree than

Strauss's Socrates is. Dannhauser describes
Socrates'

knowledge as "uncertain

knowledge."

Dannhauser seems to me to be measuring
Socrates'

knowledge

against the ideal of Cartesian certainty and concluding that it does not live up to

that ideal and that Socrates did not expect it to. He does not ask himself

whether Socrates would have considered that ideal a reasonable standard. I see

no reason why we should deny Socrates knowledge of the things Strauss's

"man from
Missouri"

knows:

He knows that he, as well as
everyone else who is of sound mind and whose sight

is not defective, can see things and people as they are with his eyes and that he is

capable of knowing how his neighbors feel; he takes it for granted that he lives

with other human
beings of all descriptions in the same world and that because they
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are all human beings, they all understand one another somehow; he knows that if

this were not so, political life would be altogether impossible. (Liberalism, p. 211)

I also do not see why we have to tinge this knowledge with any touch of

uncertainty. One of the things which distinguishes Socrates from "the man from
Missouri"

is that Socrates is aware of the difference between knowing the

things we have mentioned and understanding what makes it possible for us to

know them. As any thoughtful reader of the Theaetetus knows, Socrates is

aware of the enormous difficulty of achieving that understanding. Strauss goes

so far as to call this problem "the fundamental
riddle"

(Liberalism, p. 211). One

misses the fundamental riddle by doubting what should not be doubted no less

than by not doubting what should be. Dannhauser confuses not adequately un

derstanding what we know with being uncertain of it. To be sure, this is a

confusion one frequently encounters.

Not surprisingly, Strauss attributes more knowledge to Socrates than he does

to "the man from
Missouri,"

knowledge of high importance, knowledge that

amounts to a good deal more than zetetically skeptical knowledge of ignorance.

But since love of wisdom is not wisdom and philosophy as prudence is the never-

to-be-completed concern with one's own good, it seems impossible to know that the

philosophic life is the best life. Socrates could not know this if he did not know

that the only serious alternative to the philosophic life is the political life and that

the political life is subordinate to the philosophic life: political life is life in the

cave which is partly closed off by a wall from life in the light of the sun; the city is

the only whole within the whole or the only part of the whole whose essence can

be wholly
known.13

The knowledge attributed to Socrates here cannot be reduced to Socratic ignorance.

Dannhauser concludes his essay by explaining why he thinks that Strauss

was a good Jew who made his Jewish students better Jews than they would

otherwise have been. Many of the Jewish students of Strauss, when they first

came to him, regarded orthodox Judaism as something foreign to themselves.

From Strauss they learned how powerful an argument could be developed for

Biblical religion. Strauss deepened the understanding of Biblical religion on the

part of both his Jewish and of his non-Jewish students. This heightened the

respect of his Jewish students for their Judaism and so made them better Jews.

Regarding this point, there is no disagreement between Dannhauser and me,

and I join him in citing myself as an example of this effect of Strauss.
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Does the new science of politics Publius invokes generate a new kind of

political regime, a new republicanism? Or is it merely a new way of under

standing an ancient republican tradition? Each of these studies illuminates these

much-controverted questions.

Ralph Lerner's gracefully written (and elegantly published) essays invite

readers to consider the duality of the Enlightenment, with particular attention to

its American variant. Everyone knows the Enlightenment's esprit de geometric

Lerner points to the Enlightenment's esprit de finesse, a spirit his own book

does not lack. The political Enlightenment was a revolution that required care

ful planning. Once established, it did not run itself, like nature as conceived by

Deists, but required persistent explanation and defense against "overt enemies

without and covert enemies
within"

(p. vi).

America's foremost Enlightener was Benjamin Franklin. "Dr.
Janus,"

as

Lerner styles him, effected transparency, remained impenetrable. Even his

works, apparently so accessible, need study to be understood. The American

Plutarch presented no "exemplary
lives"

to ape, envy, or resent: "Franklin cre

ates models who themselves eschew imitation and therefore encourage us to

think and act

likewise"

(p. 11)to rely on, to know, and to govern ourselves.
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Here is no faux-Lockean selfishness: Poor Richard's maxims "all seek to con

nect self-respect with the helping of
others."

There are dangers. Without religious zeal to inflame but also to restrain the

self that replaces the soul, how shall self-government really govern, rather than

merely affirm and assert, deny and negate? Habits of "industry, responsibility,

and
civility"

(p. 17) need some motor. "By enlisting good works in the service

of vanity, Franklin hopes to render self-control attractive. But this is at best a
gamble"

(p. 17). The question, 'What will the neighbors
think?'

elevates and

restrains only those who care.

Unlike the French Enlighteners, the Americans already experienced in

government and no longer obsessed by religion "chose to be unabashedly
prudential"

(p. 20). American republicanism is more than merely willful. There

is little point in preventing one big Caligula with a horde of little ones. Other

wise, "one would only end up substituting one form of manipulation and ex

ploitation for
another"

(p. 23). "The
Americans'

touchstone would be
utility,"

the standard of "sober republican
scrutiny"

(pp. 28-29).

Every claim to public regard and support thus would be compelled to answer for

itself, What good was it? meaning (more often than not), how would it help to

make life more convenient, economical, and safe? This examination process was

not to deny that there were other dimensions to life beyond such calculations but to

insist that high-sounding claims and grand pretensions confront this consistently

deflating query. (P. 29)

How, then, to form, cultivate, and guide genuine public opinion, as distin

guished from public sentiment? In this the "natural aristoi of whom Jefferson

and Adams spoke without
embarrassment"

faced a "delicate
situation"

indeed.

Franklin's secret society or Junto, described in the Autobiography, exemplifies

the manner in which
'aristocrats'

properly might proceed in a republican re

gime: "popular leadership called the cues from the fourth row, not the
stage"

(p.

33).

When taking the stage, such statesmen will retell American history to Amer

icans, "fixfing] or reform[ing] the people's
predispositions"

(p. 60). In so doing,
prudent Americans unwittingly revive the spirit of what certain Arab philoso

phers call kalam or dialectical theology. Sensing that "the threat to the old may

come as readily from those who expect too much reason in
politics,"

too much

esprit de geometrie, "as from those who behave as though they expect too
little"

(p. 62) neo-Burkeans, imitating the master's fulminations against ge

ometers and sophisters? wise legislators will present their reformation "as a

correction of some intervening distortion or corruption and certainly not as a

case of their overruling the founding
legislator"

(p. 62). But the form, as dis
tinct from the spirit, of dialectical theology will very often not appeal to com

mercial-republican citizens. The "more engaging method might be to tell a
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story"

(p. 65). Lerner devotes a chapter to each of three wise storytellers of

commercial republicanism: Burke, Lincoln, Tocqueville.

Burke rows (no first or second sailings in labor-loving modern republics)

with "muffled oars"; "he means to make no
waves"

(p. 78). Facing the furies of

the French Revolution and its British sympathizers, he invokes "the principles

of the Glorious Revolution and the prudence of its
managers,"

perhaps aug

mented by Burke's own prudence. His evocations of elevating passion never

carry him away, in contrast to some of "those modern adherents of conserva

tism who claim
him"

(rather too enthusiastically to be really Burkean) "as their

spiritual
forebear"

(p. 81). In Burke's version, 1688 was "a sort of defensive
war"

by the nation, changing not the Constitution but only a king (p. 79). This

typifies Burke's kalam: return to the wisdom and experience of ancestors is his

refrain, reminding citizens, moderating their "present-mindedness and narrow

focus"

(p. 86).

Abraham Lincoln invokes not so much the past after all, the past includes

a dangerous compromise with slaveowners but the present seen through a

severe, critical lens. But unlike public nuisances or habitual contemners, Lin

coln understands "that any speaker who would induce a people to hold a critical

opinion of itself must first induce it to trust and have a good opinion of him
self,"

which it will not have unless convinced that he has a good opinion of

them.

He flatters the people and gains their trust, not by catering to their present

noncritical opinions of themselves and their affairs, but by bringing them with him,

as equals somehow, into the problem public opinion as such. He takes them into his

confidence and makes them his partners in seeking a solution for the problem of

popular government. And in this he succeeds. Not the least of Lincoln's

extraordinary political achievements is his success in making general an awareness

of the problem of public opinion his nurturing of an opinion about the signal

importance of opinion. A greater achievement, yet impossible without the first, is

his persuading many American people to criticize and repudiate the many base

opinions about political right and prudence that their base flatterers would have

them basely cling to. His kalam is directed against the enemy within. (P. 90)

Like Burke, Lincoln points back to
Americans'

heritage, the founding princi

ples of their Declaration of Independence, as their own. Not incidentally, he

points to himself as a true friend of 'their
own.'

To be sure, the revolution's
central proposition the capability of a people to

govern themselves can no longer be treated as a matter of doubt. Its truth has

been demonstrated in practice; the once "undecided
experiment"

is now understood

to be a success. Yet the work
remains strikingly incomplete. Bereft of its "noble

ally,"

a complementary
moral revolution, the grander goal of "our political

revolution of
'76"

still lies beyond reach. The envisioned universal liberty of

humankind demands not only the release of "every son of
earth"

from the
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oppressor's grip but also the breaking of the fiercer bondage of reason to human

appetite and passion. (P. 99)

The Old Testament of the Fathers precedes the New Testament, the new bap

tism, the new birth of freedom.

Perhaps the most sublime accomplishment of Lincoln's kalam is the way he

reshapes the debate raging over the extension of slavery in the western territories

into a debate over the moral foundations of popular government. In that political

world of antebellum America, so rife with political theologians and theological

politicians, Lincoln succeeds in avoiding the excesses of each. He neither mistakes

himself for the appointed agent of the Lord of Hosts nor falls into the idolatry of

treating the voice of the majority as the voice of God. By insisting on making the

Declaration of Independence the central point of reference, Lincoln is able to

occupy a higher but still emphatically political ground. (P. 102)

Slavery, immune to ballots, succumbed to bullets but, crucially, also to the

reminder of the reason for the
Founders'

bullets, without which ballots would

be ineffective.

Tocqueville defends freedom against obeisance to popular sovereignty, but in

a different way. Democracy can make the individual seem too small, too weak,

too isolated. Neglected, democracy recapitulates the atomism of Hobbesian sub

jection. The French Revolution poses a different problem than the American

Revolution. The French Revolution was an act of "truly heroic
folly,"

and the

actors bear no resemblance to "any Frenchman we
know,"

several decades later

(pp. 123-24). The very success of the revolution has diminished its inheritors,

prey now to administrators and economists. "The self-imposed diminution of

mankind, abetted by authorities intent on power for themselves and cozy slum

ber for the rest, bodes a world dishonorable to the species and fatal to its
liberties"

(p. 128). Unlike Lincoln, who must humble some of his countrymen,

Tocqueville needs to rehabilitate the pride of the French.

Lerner ends with his own, Lincolnian, critique of contemporary conserva

tism, which "adamantly opposes
theory"

(p. 133). A statesman's "quiet allusion

to notions of right and perfection that transcend merely national and historic
bounds"

(p. 133) can raise a people beyond the pettiness of modern life the

very thing conservatives rightly deplore. Lerner thus quietly points to the need

of philosophy in the city, and the inadequacy of its attempted replacement by an

historicism of past or future.

The Pangle trilogy offers a sweeping yet sharply focussed overview of the

American regime its philosophic origins, its educational foundations, and its

moral character.

The Spirit ofModern Republicanism complements not only its successors

but its predecessor, Professor Pangle's justly and widely praised first book,
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Montesquieu's Spirit ofLiberalism. Because "the culture of the modern West is,
in large measure, the result of theory and

theorizing"

(p. 1), an examination of,

perhaps, the two most sober modern philosophers, Montesquieu and Locke,

enlightens modem political practice.

If the regime built by the American founders has three main pillars nature

or "Nature's
God,"

property, and "the dignity of the individual as rational hu

man being, parent, and
citizen"

(p. 2) Locke provides its fully integrated

blueprint. Although "the Founders did often seek to portray themselves and

their
'project'

as a kind of culmination of Western
civilization,"

they also "ex

pressed awareness of their political
modernism"

(p. 8). (Could
'modernism'

mean the culmination ofWestern civilization to the Founders?) Their "emphatic

appeal to the God of Nature rather than to the God of
Scripture"

(p. 24) under

lines this modernity. While we their heirs need the massive erudition of Paul

Rahe to see the difference between republics ancient and modern, Publius as it

were lived that distinction, feeling the tension between the need of security and

the classical republican virtues of political liberty, participation, and "hornet

like
militarism"

(p. 46). Arendt and Pocock may or may not see the distinction,

but they do not clearly present the
Founders'

careful recalibrating of the bal

ance among the elements.

Pangle criticizes the Founders for failing to give due weight to the classical

idea of friendship, although it is not clear that the peroration of the Declaration

of Independence, the collaboration of Jefferson and Madison, and the corre

spondence of Jefferson and Adams do not afford rich evidence of some sort of

friendship at war, work, and play among the Founders. Nonetheless, he shows

that the Founders encouraged
citizens'

industriousness, utilitarianism, and pro

ductivity commercial virtues, not so much the superb and martial virtues that

characterize the ancient republic. A basic and radical egalitarianism, resulting in

consent-based representative government securing natural rights, replaces the

polity of classical-Christian virtues.

It would seem that the most theoretically minded of the Framers followed Locke in

at least the following decisive respect. They tried to find the surest ground of

human security and dignity in a natural, competitive self-assertion: in an

individualism that is properly regulated, not so much by deference to tradition and

custom, not so much by
"sentiment"

and conscience, as by reason dominating

passion and sentiment through law that expresses indirect but radicalpopular

sovereignty. (P. 127)

Does this, Pangle asks, compel the
Founders "reluctantly or unwittingly, to

subordinate the high in mankind, as they conceive it, to the
low"

(p. 127)?

In his thirteenth chapter,
Pangle turns to the heart of Locke's political teach

ing: the space between Locke's
first and second treatises, a space properly filled

by the prudent thoughts
of Locke's careful reader. Such a reader Pangle most

assuredly is. It is in the exegesis of Locke that
Pangle's firm intellectual finesse
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comes forth most tellingly. The number thirteen comports symbolically with a

certain religious heterodoxy and, sure enough, here Pangle considers Locke's

critique of Filmer, "a masterpiece of forbidding
boredom"

(p. 137), as an indi

rect commentary on the Bible. To put it in a phrase (which Locke deliberately
never does), Locke replaces obedience with consent, authoritative patriarchy

with rational contract. Consent exists between and among humans; one does not

consent to the commands of the ominiscient and omnipotent God. "Is there any

way in which 'natural freedom and
equality'

can be said to express an authen

tically biblical conception of
man?"

Pangle asks (p. 139), as he points instead to

Hobbes while moving toward Locke's discussion of property. The right to prop

erty sanctions the enterprise of acquisition, a milder Machiavellianism, which

resides somewhere due south of a reasonable Christianity. "Locke substitutes

for God's ownership of man the ownership of each individual by himself (p.

160). Human government replaces the charitable Church, protecting the prop

erty rights that enrich public and private charity, helping to make the widow's

mite become the widow's endowment.

Lockean morality shares Aristotle's eudaimonism, but is much simpler, founded

upon self-evident perceptions of pleasure and pain. As seen in the scarcity of

the state of nature, Nature's God gives his creatures the most meager materials

out of which they "must construct ... a rational psychological order and objec

tive rules of social
behavior"

(p. 181). This is the objectivism of mental abstrac

tions, rather like geometrical forms; no more than Kant does Locke claim to

know essences. We know only abstractions, from which we deduce laws, the

first of which, as in Hobbes, is the summum malum, the fear of violent death

a master passion rather than a master thought. Virtue and vice derive not from

some soul hierarchy but from praise and blame, both founded upon self-preser

vative passion as is "admitted, quietly, by the old philosophers
themselves"

(p. 93), in Locke's opinion. In this sense, a Lockean founding does amount to

the culmination of Western thought, as distinguished from Western belief.

The great difference between Locke's situation and that of Socrates and Plato would

appear, then, to be that Locke lives under the dispensation of a religion that is

hospitable to reason and philosophy. Or is the difference not rather this: that

Christianity, while it is not, nevertheless can be made more hospitable? Is the

difference between Locke's and
Socrates'

situation not that Locke is a more politic,

a greater political philosopherthat he vastly surpasses the ancients in his

understanding of how to manipulate and transform popular and priestly religion so

as to open it to enlightenment and rationality? (P. 196)

Perhaps: but Pangle also faults Locke for precisely the thing Christianity and

Judaism most firmly address, the need to come to terms with the spirited or
'thumotic'

aspect of the human soul. Pangle sees that Rousseau and Nietzsche

fill this need by attempting to ennoble man. (The
'bourgeois'

moderns want to

'tame the prince'; the
anti-'bourgeois'

moderns want to ennoble him, some-
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times [e.g., Marx] when 'the
prince'

is the people. Machiavelli smiles at all of

them, preferring to teach his students to use the man, use the beast, use the lion,
use the fox.)

Reason does not rule so much as it regulates or intelligently channels the

passions. The fox alerts the lion. Such instrumental reason seems incongruent

with Locke's own life, Pangle contends. "[0]ne cannot help but feel that Locke

has mysteriously left out of his account of human action his own action as a

philosopher"

and his civic-mindedness (p. 269). In a sense, Locke's famous

individualism is not strong enough; it is among the ancients that the philosopher

exhibits "a capacity to stand
alone"

(p. 273). Socialized rationality or utility

will not cultivate such character. Only in dialogue with "moral and religious

authorities,"

Pangle suggests, "can the philosopher demonstrate, to himself

above all, why it is proper, why it is right, why it is just, that he devotes himself

to a life of uncompromising
thought"

(p. 274). A too-reasonable Christianity
cannot serve as such a dialogic partner. It is too ready to greet the philosopher

with vacuous affability. Jerusalem plus Athens should not add up to Miami

Beach. (Fortunately for philosophy and Christianity, they do not; "faith retains a

stubborn, inexpugnable core of resistance to the victory of modern
rationalism"

[p. 216].)

In conclusion, Pangle writes,

... we may rightly assert that what distinguishes American patriotism, in the sense

of setting it apart from and above most previous forms of patriotism, is the

sternness of its challenge to the minds of citizens old and young. American life

does not impose moral tests as harsh as those imposed by earlier, and in many ways

nobler, republics; it does not require as frequent or as regular sacrifices of life,

property, private liberty, and ease; but it calls each and all of us to an intellectual

probity, to an education in the great texts of political philosophy, to a quest for self-

knowledge as a people, that is perhaps unprecedented. (P. 279)

With this, Pangle turns to American education.

What if leading intellectuals in commercial republics reject Locke? What if

natural right, the state of nature, the social contract, even Kant's categorical

imperative, no longer command reasoned assent? Pangle addresses this problem

in The Ennobling ofDemocracy.
Modem higher education in many American

universities is now (notoriously) dominated by doctrines collectively known as

'postmodern.'
'Postmodern,'

he writes, means "the state of being entangled in

modernity [i.e., "trust or faith in scientific
reason"

as an authority, not merely as

an instrument], as something from
which we cannot escape but in which we can

no longer put, or find,
faith"

(p. 3). This does not mean that postmodern writers

have no faith. On the contrary, they are very often apostles of "philosophic

dogmatism"

(p. 5).

Pangle readily
agrees with postmodernists in finding modem or Enlighten

ment rationalism
inadequate. To remedy this, he points readers not to the in-
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tenser Machiavellianism of today but to "the political rationalism of
Socrates"

(p. 6). "By reappropriating classical civic rationalism, we may be afforded a

framework that integrates the politically most significant discoveries of modem

rationalism into a conception of humanity that does justice to the whole range

of the human problem and the human potential, in a way and to a degree never

achieved by modem
rationalism"

(p. 7). Classical rationalism considers the

common good, conspicuously absent from the individualism of the modems

and the anarcho-communalism of the postmodems.

Pangle refers to Machiavelli in this book, but not too often. It is useful to

recall the radicalism of the Florentine's project. In The Prince, Machiavelli

advises: do not be virtuous; do not be vicious; use your virtues; use your vices.

Do not be a human or a beast; use the human, use the bestial. Use fox and lion,

each according to your own
'necessity'

Pull back from all those things by
which men define themselves station, beliefs, thoughts, qualities and put

them to
'your'

use.

Who or what is this new 'you'? Evidently he is not the spirit of the Prince of

Peace, whose lukewarm friends and hot enemies imperil those who imitate His

example. The Prince of War, the man of hot, thumoerotic passion, will for the

first time inspire, or rather inspirit, an army of followers who will remain

equally hot, equally loyal to the new Prince, even as they may attempt to rebel

against him.

The
'ennobling'

of this new prince, begun by Rousseau and continued by a

train of earnest Germans, spiritedly rejects the tamed new prince of Montaigne,

Locke, Montesquieu. In so doing, Kant also nobly and
'modernly'

rejects the

eudaemonism, the orientation toward the good, that characterizes classical ra

tionalism. He hopes to convert Machiavellian libido dominandi into the lofty
spirit of the noumenal, which after the ignoble concatenation of phenomena

called
'history'

has done its dirty work will fortuitously deposit the reins of

government into the immaculate hands of the noumenalists. Meanwhile, "to

make happiness our standard is ... to surrender our humanity, our freedom and

rationality, to . . . deterministic and historical or merely subjective [i.e., psycho

logical]
forces." "Now,"

Pangle asks, "is this
true"

(p. 12)? Pangle doubts it. In

so doubting, he turns first to the latest manifestation of this project, post

modernism.

Among postmodems, Jean-Francois Lyotard proves a useful beginning
specimen, precisely because he sees the modem core of postmodernism. Post

modernism rebels against Hegelian transcendentalism, a modem rationalism

culminating in a (worldly) metaphysic, which in turn encourages dangerous

political
'totalitarianism.'

Posmodems seek the intensity of existence, an open

ness to 'the
divine'

nonrationalistically glimpsed. But in so saying, Lyotard

refers readers to Longinus on "the
sublime."

Sublimity, Longinus says, cannot

be maintained unless it "arouses, in and with elevation, sustained critical

wonder and rational
thought"

(p. 28). Lyotard does not follow Longinus down
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the classical-philosophic path "because his unquestioned historicism convinces

him that classical rationalism is but the first step on the way to [Hegelian] life-

destroying
finality"

or the "end of
history"

(p. 29).

Heidegger takes another, and far more impressive, historicist stab at over

throwing modernity. If the scientist can be brought to see that his knowledge is

within himself a fallible, mysterious,
'perspectival'

being then a neoreligion-

ist sense of "awe or
dread"

at the technological power wielded by this question

able being may free man from his self-bewitchment (pp. 38-34). Heidegger is

not the first German to look to the East for arms against the monotheistic,

rationalist West; one need only recall Schopenhauer's Fourfold Root or

Nietzsche's esteem for The Laws ofManu. But Heidegger is the first German

philosopher who claims that philosophy is finished. Unfortunately, Heidegger

and his followers, including Richard Rorty, who seeks to tame the Heideggerian

prince by yoking him to the Deweyan ox, "appear to have no experience of . . .

Socratic political
philosophizing,"

whereby science "stands or falls with a relent

less dialectical cross-examination of our opinions as to the
just"

(p. 50). Post

modernism reproduces the thumotic spirit of politics (and sometimes the

thumocratic spirit of tyranny) without the governing spirit of philosophizing

logos to say nothing of the governing spirit of Christian Logos.

A tamed Heideggerianism may have an unfortunate practical result: "one

possible version of European unity that hovers before us on the
horizon"

is "a

Swedish California from the Urals to the
Atlantic,"

a Shower Curtain, "admin

istered by a bloodless bureaucratic
Areopagus"

staffed by listless Last Persons

(p. 81). Pangle rejects the Nietzschean
'cure'

for such anemia as insufficiently
guarded against fascism, turning instead to the not-so-Lockean liberalism of

Montesquieu. Montesquieu's thought intersects with the "three reservoirs of

human depth love of country, religion, and
art"

seen in the newly liberated

nations of central and eastern Europe (p. 87). If "the womb of human nobility is
reverence"

(p. 88), the reconstitution of liberalism may find there resources

foolishly and hastily discarded by the older commercial republics.

In so seeking, the new liberals would rethink the liberal understanding of

rights. Rights as mere commitments, willed cultural artifacts, depend upon the

most
'tyrannical'

or arbitrary aspect of the soul. "Republican
self-government"

(p. 43), to be republican and genuinely self-governing, had better not sing of

the triumph of the will,
'bourgeois'

or
'noble.'

To govern oneself, as Lincoln

saw, popular sovereignty needs principles beyond itself. "To what extent does

the republicanism of the Founders declare its independence from classical re

publicanism, and to what extent does it still hold in reserve a sustaining, if

tenuous lifeline anchored in that ancient
vision"

(p. 102)?

To the ancients, "freedom in the republican sense entails some meaningful

degree of
self-rule"

(p. 106), the rule of the active citizen, ruling and being

ruled in turn in accordance with isonomia. ('Being
ruled'

is to "know how to

obey not as a slave, under compulsion,
but as a free citizen, animated by an
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inner and voluntary
obedience"

[p. 106]). Inner and voluntary obedience at its

best is prudent, a teaching Adams and Jefferson restate when they write of

natural aristocracy (p. 107), "qualified by the principle of popular
consent"

(p.

108). What Adams and Jefferson cannot invoke, as the classical republicans

could, is civil religion. But they did see around them a prophetic religion whose

sects could be brought to tolerate one another and whose convictions could lend

what Washington called "indispensable
supports"

to morality and virtue. (There

are, as Washington saw, some souls that can sustain virtue without religious

support; the classics understood philosophy as a way of self-governing life that

includes a careful refusal to raise questions indiscriminately about the founda

tions of the city's laws. To readers modem and postmodern, Pangle offers a

tantalizing glimpse at this philosophic life, and of the rebirth of classical rheto

ric that it would entail. On this last point, as we have seen, Lemer gives an

account of modem examples similar in principle but ampler.)

To the modems, following Machiavelli, natural right becomes natural rights:

security, liberty, and the pursuit of self-defined happiness. Prudence becomes

calculation; duty becomes mutual self-defense of self-interest narrowly con

ceived. Some modems, however, propose what amounts to a significant widen

ing of citizenship rights. Precisely by liberating the "reasonable, and thus

natural, love of
gain,"

Locke and Montesquieu would enable families (not only

individuals) to acquire the necessary economic basis for citizen participation,

sharply restricted in antiquity (p. 142). The right to the fruits of one's own

labor one of the moral scourges of Lincoln's rhetoric against slavery signif

icantly and effectively widens the class of citizens.

In the United States, the founders did not provide for the education of citi

zens in the federal constitution, although they did thereby provide a structure

for the exercise and refinement of
citizens'

virtue. Such men as Jefferson,

James Wilson, Washington, Benjamin Rush, and Noah Webster moved to estab

lish institutions of civic education. In so doing, "they tended to return again and

again to two sources for guidance and inspiration: the classical republics and

Protestant
Christianity"

(p. 151). No attempt to reconstitute the ancient polis, or

to constitute a "Christian
Sparta,"

could now fulfill the classical criterion, pru

dence. Pangle turns to a discussion of civic-educational possibilities today.

He contrasts classical civic education with Locke's new,
'privatized'

educa

tion of the gentry, which aims at "an enlightened self-interest grounded in ratio

nal
self-control"

(p. 167). Benjamin Franklin, so Lockean in nearly every way,
re-'publicizes'

education; in his academies students will learn rhetoric again,

but this time it will be the journalistic rhetoric of which his own was colonial

America's best-remembered example. Jefferson also commends a public-spir

ited education.

The specific civic spirit aimed at by Jefferson and other educational theorists among

the founding generation involved, of course, both a passionate patriotism and a
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sense of fraternity or solidarity with fellow citizens in past and future generations,

as well as the present one; but both the patriotism and the fraternity were of a new

sort, deeply planted in the soil of personal and property rights of individuals. Love

of country was to be love, not simply of the land and people and traditions, but

love of the carefully articulated principles of political theory Americans drew from

Locke and Montesquieu, mingled with reverence for the heroes who were most

clearly dedicated to those specific principles. Care for one's fellow citizens was to

express, not so much selflessness or even self-transcendence, as the rational

understanding that the rights of each depended on the rights of all. (P. 174)

One of the most notable features of American public education, particularly

as conceived by Emma Willard in accordance with Rush's principles (and

Jefferson's), was the primary education of boys and girls by women functioning
as "moral teachers and

exemplars"

(p. 179). In this sense the equal rights of the

Declaration of Independence found their civic expression in relation to women

very early on.

Despite the example of Jefferson's university, American higher education,

traditionally the province of male teachers, has fared less well than primary

education (which it has often influenced only to corrupt with absurdities). For

the reform of higher education and a return to the rational judgment of science,

only a return to Socratic common sense and dialectic will do. Common sense

reminds scientists of the humble origins of their investigations; dialectic pre

pares souls for glimpses of the underlying principles or assumptions of scien

tific thinking. Teaching astronomy is a good, scientific thing, but what if the

heavens are impermanent? To consider that question, the student needs cosmol

ogy. And to judge whether any science really is good, the scientist needs more

than science. These are the concerns raised by Socrates and Heidegger alike.

"But the profound meditations of Nietzsche and Heidegger will always be re

duced to fashionable chatter unless and until their thought is grappled with at

the high level at which they present
it"

a level to be achieved only after "a

liberal education in the Socratic
spirit"

(p. 199) a spirit that is really "Socratic
eros"

(p. 218).

Lorraine Smith Pangle and Thomas Pangle return to the theme of American

civic education in The Learning ofLiberty. If Americans today are
"uncertain"

about "what the proper goals of education
are"

(p. 6), they are only responding

to "an outcome of unresolved tensions imbedded in the
Founders'

own concep

tions of education, of republicanism, and of human
nature"

(p. 7).

The Founders had to rethink the European-style educations they had re

ceived. The Europe of hereditary nobility and established Christian churches

habituated men to honor, hierarchy, and the glory of (some) men and God. At

its best, as in the writings of Richard Hooker, this education defended young

souls against fanaticisms religious and atheistic. At its worst, it did not. In the

Founders'

time and place, Anglicanism had become entangled with Toryism. It

was from the dissenting Protestants that the revolutionists found encourage-
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ment. Benjamin Rush, for example, evinces a "somewhat
incoherent"

combina

tion of Christianity and Enlightenment not therefore bad, but not adequate,

either.

The classics might well have criticized the Founders for too quickly and easily

assimilating the moral to the expedient in their thinking; the Founders thereby failed

to recognize the depth of the attachment that they still felt for nonutilitarian virtue

and failed to ponder sufficiently the powerful hold that morality has on the human

heart altogether. They thus never fully understood the problematic character of that

attachment, and the consequent tendency of man's moral feelings, when not

cultivated by a careful education, to be alternately weak and dangerously explosive.

The ancient philosopher might thus censure the Founders for having taken virtue a

bit too much for granted, for having assumed that, at least in an attenuated form, it

could always somehow be counted upon as a kind of necessary concomitant of

political freedom. (P. 41)

With respect to the classics, the Pangles unearth a valuable gem in the Roman

Catholic writer Charles Rollin, whose The Method of Teaching and Studying in

the Belles Lettres was translated into English in 1770 and praised by the ecu

menical Dr. Franklin. It is Rollin who commends the study of Xenophon,

among others, and it is fascinating to imagine a work such as the Memorabilia

being read by college boys in colonial Pennsylvania.

The
Pangles'

discussion of Lockean education brings out the increased atten

tion to education that Locke requires. If human minds are blank slates, with

"practically no mental or spiritual natural inclinations which may serve as

moral
guidelines"

(p. 59), then early childhood education matters more than

previous writers had thought. Moreover, human malleability opens new vistas

of human perfectibility. "Human beings are by nature almost pure
potential"

(p.

59), which is of course the Machiavellian point. But in America, this tamed

Machiavellianism usually came in baptized form, as in John Witherspoon's

1765 "Letters on
Education."

Christian Lockeanism or Lockean Christianity did

not neglect Lockean civility, a substitute for Christian humility and charity that

opposes pride without having much recourse to God. With Franklin, American

education took its decisive Baconian turn, but one that sought not "to leave

classical education wholly
behind,"

particularly the classical emphasis on de

veloping "the capacities appropriate to an economically independent and politi

cally public-spirited member of
society"

(p. 89). "Americans turned from the

secondhand, ornamental or scholarly, study of classic texts to a reenactment

in a wholly new setting, and with a much-changed script of a portion at least

of the civic spirit those texts
depicted"

(p. 89).

The greatest of the Founders who was also a great educator was Thomas

Jefferson. Jefferson was no mere modem
'institutionalist,'

supposing that a na

tion of devils might prosper if well channeled. Not only does he provide, in

Virginia, for civic education of ordinary citizens; not only does he cultivate the
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natural aristocrats: "one of the principal aims of the education of the few is to

awaken in them a self-knowledge that will allow them to recognize their own

dependence, for moral decency and dignity, and in the long run for liberty and

security, on the checking and wary watchfulness of the less wise majority of

their fellow
citizens"

(p. 111). No Hegelian bureaucrats, no
'progressive'

Brains Trusters, no 'best and
brightest'

technocrats could impress the Sage of

Monticello. If Jefferson at times relies too much on citizen self-reliance and

worries too little about citizen self-restraint, there are less optimistic Founders

(his friend Madison, for one) to correct him.

New England's counterpart of Jefferson (in education if not in politics) was

Noah Webster. While The New England Primer, published in 1690, had im

pressed upon children a lively sense of their own mortality ("I in the Burying
Place may see/ Graves shorter there than I"), Webster "makes more attempt to

appeal to childhood's
delights"

(p. 135), replacing the Primer's Calvinist cate

chism with a "Moral
Catechism"

that attaches duty to self-interest in an emi

nently Lincolnian manner. Supplementing the Moral Catechism, in 1790, was

Webster's "Federalist
Catechism,"

packed with wholesome lessons on the new

Constitution and the republican government it established "the first American

civics
test"

(p. 136). The Pangles caution thatWebster's texts serve Adeimantus

better than Glaucon; the project of taming Puritan spiritedness inclines him too

much to pedestrianism. Liberal education need not apply. Webster is no Virgin

ian, perhaps because New England thumos inclined more to fanaticism than

gentrification? As for Jefferson himself, he acknowledged in a letter to Adams

that American self-reliance (and democracy, one might add) can go so far as to

reject all education not quickly and easily appropriated by just about anyone.

The Pangles carefully* discuss Jefferson's University of Virginia. Academic

freedom, yes; absolute academic freedom denigrating the very political foun

dation of academic freedom, republican government, no. Read the Tory Cla

rendon, by all means, but not early on in college, before better principles

(including those of the Declaration of Independence and The Federalist) have

rooted. If anything, Jefferson may have been too cautious, "run[ning] the risk of

turning burning issues into dead dogma and leaving students with beliefs that

are mere
opinions"

(p. 173). That is, political sectarianism can easily recapitu

late the errors of religious sectarianism.

The Pangles do not neglect nonschool institutions that educate: the churches

(recognized in the Northwest Ordinance of 1787), the laws, political institu

tions, publishing, libraries. They also cite George
Washington as an educator by

example: the honored man who deserves honor by really living honorably. Re

publican honor lacks the splendor of aristocratic honor, but it excites more

gratitude by its attention to "the practical needs of the
people"

(p. 244).

On moral education, the Pangles recur to Jefferson, whose notion of the

"moral
sense"

must not be taken as facile confidence in uncultivated human

nature. On the contrary, Jefferson warned
against romantic novels as profoundly
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antierotic, "numbing ... the soul to pleasures of a more rational or a more

sublime
nature,"

leaving the reader "insensitive to the quiet happiness of mar

riage between good-hearted, sensible
partners"

(p. 326, n. 10). To the Jefferso-

nian duality of head and heart a duality proposed, it might be added, in a

letter to a married lady who needed a certain sort of encouragement the Pan

gles add Aristotle's tough-minded acknowledgment that virtue does not invaria

bly yield personal happiness. This, I suspect, Jefferson well knew, but preferred

not to discuss. Aristotle gives the comprehensive teaching.

The Pangles end their book by reconsidering Franklin in light of his early

hero, Socrates. Franklin abandoned the practice of dialectic because it made

him too many enemies. This illustrates the difference between most commer

cial-republican politicians and some philosophers. As for the Pangles, in this

book they make more genial company than the harsher Socratics, without dis

solving into the oceanic affability of a Franklin.

Michael Zuckert's Natural Rights and the New Republicanism is a major

work of scholarship that should go a long way toward settling longstanding
disputes concerning the philosophic character of modem republicanism. Along
with Paul Rahe's magisterial Republics Ancient and Modern (with which

Zuckert engages in occasional friendly controversy), this book should stand as a

permanent guidepost to those who seek to understand the dominant regime of

our time.

The theme is "Locke's coming to dominance within those traditions of An

glo-American thought that have come to be called Whig, and about the im

mense practical and theoretical significance of that
event"

(p. xv). With a

degree of precision remarkable in one who ranges so widely, Zuckert shows

exactly how Locke's philosophy differs from that of his predecessors, and how

that philosophy decisively influenced writers who came after him.

Zuckert begins by defining the crucial difference between natural and con

ventional right. That difference is the essential difference between the English

Bill of Rights and the American Declaration of Independence. "The English

rights are very old, but they are not
natural"

(p. 11); they are the ancient legal

rights of Englishmen. American rights are natural, and bear a striking resem

blance to those seen in Locke's state of nature that "rationalist mytho-poetic

account of the human situation in
general"

(p. 18).

Locke worked in an England wracked by civil war. The Reformation that

had challenged the Christian Aristotelianism of the Roman Catholic Church left

England without a clear solution to the theologico-political problem. New and

radical doctrines "emerged and vied with each other for
supremacy"

throughout

the seventeenth century (p. 30). James I exercised his royal prerogative to enter

the joust, with his Trew Law of Free Monarchies, published in 1598. King
James argued for the divine right of kings by advancing a Protestant version of

Aristotelian organicism. He held regicide to be not merely criminal but suicidal,

the monarch being the head of the body politic. This argument by analogy
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instances the traditional Christian doctrine of similitudes, which holds that na

ture and politics are similarly ordered. (Procedurally, this resembles 'anagogi-

cal'

Bible reading, whereby Old Testament persons and events are held to

parallel and prefigure New Testament persons and events.)

The sobering implication of Jamesian divine right may be seen in James's

appropriation of Aristotle's master-slave relationship to describe king-subject

relations. This "amounted to a relegation of the community to the status of

natural
slaves"

(p. 38). Jamesian patriarchalism politicized the Aristotelian rela

tionship of parents to children. Further, the king conceived as 'a little
God'

departs from Aristotle considerably, when God is conceived as Creator. In this

manner James
'baptizes'

the pagan philosopher without much regard to such

Christian teachings as "the truth shall make you
free."

Whereas Catholic theo

logians had moderated the divine right of kings in deference to the diviner

authority of the Pope, Protestant writers had no such worries and could wax

much more severe. Robert Filmer's thought maximizes this severity by excom

municating the moderating influence of the heathen Aristotle and in effect

nearly sweeping aside natural right altogether. After all, "God is not bound even

by his own
ordinations"

(p. 47), civil or natural.

The 1640s saw the rise of parliamentary contractarians, many of them Puri

tans. Contractarianism replaced the early parliamentary doctrine of "the ancient
constitution,"

whereby the conventional rights of English king, commons, and

peers were said to exist for the sake of "the most comprehensive human good,

complete
virtue"

(p. 56). The dominance of Charles I from 1629 to 1640 "had

proven the ancient constitution to be more or less a
failure,"

circumvented by
the king by the grace of constitutionally granted prerogatives, notably the pre

rogative not to call Parliament into session. In the 1640s, parliamentary contrac

tarians eventually asserted the opposite extreme: parliamentary sovereignty. But

they asserted sovereignty not on a natural-right basis but on the foundation of

divine right mitigated by the doctrine of the Fall. The American
Founders'

Creator-God endows His human creatures with unalienable rights; John Mil

ton's Creator-God endows His human creatures with His image. Miltonian

Christians derive whatever authority they have from their free obedience, their

willingness to act in accordance with their tme nature insofar as their fallen

nature does not block them from so doing. No human monarch, therefore, can

rightly set himself up as God, even a little God. More radically, according to

Zuckert the Americans affirm the Lockean "decision to understand human mor

tality and needfulness not as a
fallen or derivative quality but as the ground for

foundation, as the real endowment supplied by the
Creator"

(p. 92). This is

unquestionably tme of Hobbes, whose strictures on the summum malum are

well known; it is less clear with respect to the Americans. It is an argument

Zuckert promises to make in a subsequent book.

The Stuart Restoration ended parliamentary dominance, temporarily. The

controversies of the 1660s centered on a Parliament no longer seeking the one

tme Protestant politics. By the late 1670s, the Whigs appeared as an identifiable
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political group. The Whigs played the same role the Puritans had played, but

they played it very differently; "more moderate and more rationalist modes of

political
thought"

prevailed (p. 97). But early Whig rationalism was not Lock

ean rationalism. The Earl of Shaftesbury was Locke's patron, not his student.

The early Whigs looked not to the young Locke, but to the mature philosophy

of Grotius, recognized by them as 'the master of Whig
thought.'

Grotius ap

peals to the laws of nature, of nations, and of God as standards beyond the

positive law of any nation. Grotius teaches no right of revolution, but he does

espouse a right of resistance to tyrants.

Zuckert carefully explores Grotian political philosophy, beginning with an

illuminating comparison of it with the Christian Aristotelianism of Thomas

Aquinas. "Grotius paralleled the achievement of
Thomas"

by "developing] a

Protestant version of the law of
nature"

(p. 1 19) something Protestantism des

perately needed, given its unstable tendency to run to uncompromising political

extremes. The "entirely
undoctrinaire"

Grotius's right to resistance distin

guishes itself in its Aristotelian prudence and moderation: "the existence of a

right to resistance and of limits on rulers are matters to be ascertained under the

constitution or original contract or civil law of each individual
polity"

(p. 124).

Grotius's natural law emphasizes voluntarism-contractarianism to an unprece

dented degree.

Grotius defends natural law against the classical conventionalism of Car-

neades and the modem thumoerotic appeal ofMachiavelli. In order to do so, he

needs to show the link between natural and conventional right, describing in

turn the jus naturale, the jus gentium, and the jus civile. According to Roman

writers, men share the jus naturale with all animals, the jus gentium with all

men, the jus civile with fellow citizens. Grotius redefines jus gentium as law

among peoples,
'international'

law, not as human commonality. Grotian jus

gentium thus depends upon will, just as much as jus civile does. But human

beings (contra Carneades and Machiavelli) are naturally social and political

animals; they will not merely their individual self-interest but some conception

of the common good. Further, human knowledge uniquely lends itself to formu

lation in speech and action in terms of laws. Humans generalize. Their laws are

not akin to the laws of gravity or of instinct. Grotian contractarianism expresses

man's natural sociality. On the other hand, Grotius conspicuously fails to point

beyond political and social contract to a transpolitical philosophic quest; not

incidentally, he does not commend Aristotlelian distributive justice, only com

mutative justice. Grotius teaches that a coat belongs to the boy who owns it, not

to the boy it fits. "Nonobligatory counsels do not qualify as law, even though

they may point to what is right or
good"

(p. 140). Obligation defines law. This

is "a drastic shrinkage of natural
law"

(p. 142). Right is the possession of its

holder; here Grotius anticipates Lockean right-as-property. In so doing, he in

tends to defend natural law against its
'realist'

critics, ancient and modem, who

dismiss it as a castle in the air. The
"shrinkage"

makes convention no longer
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contrary to nature but "an obligation derived from
nature"

(p. 147). "Compact,
contract, promise, and related modes of voluntary engagement set the terms for,

facilitate, and even make possible much of the social life of beings who are
rational"

(p. 147). Therefore, "not the socially contentious and ever-interpreta-

ble Bible, nor a vague and indeterminate nature, but empirical or historical

reality is the locus for searching out most authoritative
obligations"

(p. 148).

At this point, Zuckert pauses to remark the limitations of the less precise

scholarship of those who run together Aristotle, Machiavelli, and the Whigs in

order to assert the existence of an 'Atlantic
republican'

tradition embodied in

Harrington. Zuckert shows that Shaftesbury and the otherWhigs were Grotians,
not Harringtonians.

In his Questions Concerning the Law ofNature, Locke presents "a deep and

thoroughgoing critique of the Grotian natural law
doctrine"

(p. 187). "Where

Grotius had daringly said that the law of nature would be even if there were no

God, Locke insists that God is simply indispensable to the law of
nature"

(p.

188). Building on the reliable scholarship of the late Robert Horwitz and others,
Zuckert then shows that Locke proceeds very tortuously but very far toward

questioning the existence of God. Further, the more Grotius leans on voluntar

ism and nature together, the more dubious is his claim to find obligation in

nature. Not even Aristotelian teleology quite does that. To Locke, by contrast,

"not tradition, not innateness or inscription, not self-evident principles of rea

son, not natural inclinations none of these constitutes a promulgation of the

law of
nature"

(p. 196), which is "the manifold of effective
causes"

(p. 203). (If

so and I think Zuckert is right where does this leave the Lockeanism of the

Declaration of Independence?)

Lockean natural law owes much of its real-world effectiveness to the scope

it provides to human executive power. Nothing else so clearly links Locke to

Machiavelli, and so separates him from Grotius. Executive power in Locke

involves deterrence, a factor that "in effect repeals the proportionality require

ment"

seen in Thomistic writers and initially asserted by Locke himself.

Locke's state of nature is unsocial. Human beings are property whose owners

and defenders are not gods or kings but themselves. Self-ownership is the tme

ground of Lockean natural rights. Natural rights are
"unalienable,"

not in the

sense that one has no right to give them away but in the sense that one has that

right: according to Locke, I may preserve my
life or throw it away, because it is

unalienably my property. As for slavery, I may choose to become a slave but I

may also revoke my choice.

Labor, not contract, supplies the beginning of property. (If
men had needed

consent to gather acorns, they would have starved). Labor resembles the execu

tive power; when it comes to self-preservation, just do it. (One might add: if

labor is property and human rights are property, then man is self-created; as

Zuckert says, nature for Locke is so inchoate and niggardly that "the divine

may be said to lack
"inherent
character."

It "is not a
'world' "

[p.
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265].) The invention of money enriches man precisely because money cuts him

loose from natural poverty. (Perhaps it is this
'self-creating'

capacity of money

that so exercises those who condemn usury.) The Lockean self essentially re

sembles the Machiavellian self: acquisitive, executive, utilitarian. As in Machi

avelli, "the self must both be present and stand outside any, and therefore all, of

its
experiences"

(p. 281). "Self is emphatically not
soul"

(p. 281). The self is a

concatenation of pleasure and pain, but mostly it is property, "that form of

consciousness that posits itself as owner and master of
itself,"

a Machiavellian

"empty center of consciousness that contains all its
appearances"

(p. 285). This

Machiavellian core always threatens to break free of its
'bourgeois'

shackles.

"[T]he Lockean moral orientation is not so unrelievedly bourgeois as it is some

times taken to
be"

(p. 318).

How could these radical subtleties possibly play into politics in the real

world? It is hard to suppose that many political men made it very far down

Locke's labyrinthine pathways. Zuckert reminds his readers that few men had

to. A 1709 Whig pamphlet, Vox Populi, Vox Dei, cribbed from Locke, became a

bestseller. And of course there was Cato's Letters in 1723, that brilliantly read

able set of essays that manages to combine spirited polemic with "pacific but

not
pacifist"

commercial republicanism, "public spirited but not public at
core"

(not unlike a Virginia gentleman, serving his country but longing for his planta

tion), "egalitarian but not
levelling"

(p. 319). Cato makes Locke even more

immediately and popularly a voice for human freedom.

The Americans partake of Locke, deeply. They remain something more than

Lockeans, still attached, to some degree, to the classics and to the Bible. Most

of all, they leave room for the prudent implementation of classical and Biblical

principles by citizens not entirely captivated by Locke. These books show how

this can be done, in academic life.
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